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A B S T R A C T

To date there is no definite particle physics interpretation of dark matter. At the
same time, LHC searches at

√
s = 14 TeV yielded no signals of physics beyond

the Standard Model. Minimal models of new physics that predict extra states at
the TeV scale are thus in some tension with the experimental data and some well-
studied dark matter candidates face very stringent bounds. In the first and main
part of this work, we discuss extended supersymmetric models that also address
the strong CP-problem of the Standard Model. This has a well-motivated solution
in axion models, which include a new neutral pseudoscalar, the axion, and an
extra broken U(1)PQ global symmetry group. Both the axion and the axino, its
supersymmetric partner, are valid dark matter candidates. We examine the case of
a light axino dark matter that decays radiatively emitting a photon and producing
the 3.5 keV X-ray line reported in 2014. Such a possibility is disfavored in most of
the parameter space for several scenarios. We then construct an original R-parity
violating supersymmetric model with a Dine-Fischler-Srednicki-Zhitnitsky axion
and study in detail the one-loop decay of the light axino into photon plus neutrino.
We examine cosmological constraints as well as those coming from X-ray signals,
obtaining bounds on the R-parity-violating couplings and on fa, the scale of the
breaking of U(1)PQ.

For the last project presented in this thesis, we consider the simplified model
approach to describe dark matter phenomenology. Among simplified models
with t-channel mediator, the vector-like portal has the interesting feature that
the bremsstrahlung cross section can lift the chiral suppression of the two-body
annihilation process and drive the relic density. Furthermore virtual internal
bremsstrahlung produces a pronounced peak in the gamma-ray spectrum. We ex-
tend the existent analyses to the case of massive quark final states. We present a
detailed calculation of the radiative corrections and discuss the effective approach
for high mediator masses. Through approximated expressions for the differential
and total cross section of the three-body process, we implement the VIB effects into
software tools that simulate the hadronization process. Here this effects was not
otherwise included for massive quark final states. Our result for the full inclusive
cross section is part of a larger study that constraints the parameter space for this
model through several complementary searches.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

1.1 the success of the sm . . .

More than a century passed since in 1900 Planck solved the black-body radiation
problem in 1900 with the first quantum hypothesis about the behaviour of light [1].
Only five years later Einstein published his paper stating the principle of invari-
ant light speed [2]. The combination of the theories which were initiated from
these two milestones, quantum mechanics and special relativity respectively, to-
gether with elements of field theory, constitutes the basis of (relativistic) quantum
field theory (QFT). The addition of gauge symmetry completed the mathematical
framework which sustains the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics, the theory
through which to date we best understand how subatomic particles interacts.

The nucleus of its current structure is to be found in the seminal work done in
the ’60s by Glashow, Weinberg and Salam [3–5], whose GWS model introduced
for the first time a unified theory of electroweak interactions with gauge group
SU(2)⊗U(1). Clearly this symmetry is not realized at low energies though, as dis-
tinct charged-currents (CC) and neutral-currents (NC) were already observed at ex-
periments at that time. The gauge symmetry itself also forbids adding mass terms
for the gauge bosons or the fermions. The keystone that solves this conundrum
is the Anderson-Brout-Englert-Guralnik-Hagen-Higgs-Kibble mechanism [6–8], or
Higgs mechanism for short, which triggers electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB).
Its realization requires adding an extra scalar SU(2) doublet φ, in a way that while
the SM Lagrangian LSM still respects the gauge symmetry, the state of lowest en-
ergy for φ is not zero, but rather a vacuum expectation value (VEV), υ/

√
2 ≈ 174

GeV. Thanks to the Goldstone theorem [9, 10] and parametrizing the low energy
scalar excitations around the VEV in the unitary gauge introduces explicit mass
terms for the electroweak gauge bosons from the gauge-invariant kinetic terms of
the scalar potential. At the same time, the U(1)EW subgroup of electrodynamics
remains untouched and thus the photon stays massless. In terms of group theory
the spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB) of the electroweak theory is realized as

SU(2)L ×U(1)Y
υ6=0−→ U(1)EW , (1.1)

where the subscript Y refers to the hypercharge quantum number assigned to each
field in the SM. The subscript L specifies that the left-chiral components of the
three generations of leptons and quarks are organized in SU(2) doublets, while the
right-chiral counterparts are singlets. The structure of the resulting gauge-invariant
Yukawa couplings yijψi,L ·φψj,R1 2 that mixes the left and right component of the
fermionic field ψ allows for υ-dependent mass terms for the fermions, for which a
mass term before EWSB would also be forbidden. Among the greatest successes of
the GWS model of electroweak interactions is the correct prediction of the values

1 For case of up-quark Yukawas, one also needs to introduce φ̃ ≡ iσ2φ∗ in order to respect the U(1)Y
gauge symmetry of the SM.

2 We use here “·” to refer to the standard antisymmetric SU(2) product.
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of the Z and W masses, which were both discovered in 1983 [11, 12]. The SM theory
of electroweak interactions was also shown to be renormalizable at all orders [13, 14].
This essentially means that all the infinities arising from the loop corrections to the
parameters of the model can be absorbed by an opportune shifting of the bare La-
grangian terms and thus the remaining value is meaningful physical observables.
The quantum field theory describing strong interactions within hadrons, Quantum
chromodynamics (QCD) [15–17], was incorporated in the SM in the ’70s. QCD inter-
actions exhibit a non-abelian unbroken SU(3) gauge symmetry, which extends the
group structure of the SM to its complete form (before EWSB),

GSM = SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗U(1)Y , (1.2)

where the subscript C stands for the color charge of quarks and gluons, the latter
being the massless gauge bosons of the strong force. One of the earliest and most
spectacular successes of QCD was the prediction of the gluon particle, which was
discovered in 1978 [18].

Yet the most celebrated prediction of the SM was the one about the existence
of its Higgs boson h, the neutral scalar resulting from the doublet φ after EWSB.
In 2012 a resonance around the expected value of its mass, mh ≈ 125 GeV, was
reported by both the ATLAS and CMS experiment independently. They analyzed
the products of the proton-proton collisions at the LHC collider, with energies√
s = 7− 8 TeV. Further measurements of its couplings and spin confirmed that it

was indeed the Higgs boson, thus finally completing the picture of the SM particle
content.

Additional accidental global symmetries the SM exhibits are associated to the con-
servation of baryon number B and of individual lepton numbers Li , with i = e,µ, τ,
respectively. Hinting at concept that we will explore deeper in Ch. 2, we anticipate
that at classical level U(2)L ⊗U(2)R could be a approximate flavor symmetry of the
QCD Lagrangian, in the sense that it is realized only at tree-level and in the limit
mu,d � ΛQCD [19]. The only exact symmetry associated to QCD is indeed the
U(1)B corresponding to baryon number, which guarantees e.g. that nucleons and
antinucleons have the same mass. At quantum level though, U(1)B and U(1)Li are
both affected by anomalous currents and the only conserved global charges of LSM

are 3Li −B 3.
With 19 independent free parameters (3 gauge couplings, 9 charged fermion

masses, 3 quark mixing angles, 1 CP-violating phase, 1 Higgs VEV and 1 Higgs
mass, 1 QCD vacuum angle ) the SM explains to a very high level of agreement all
experimental data obtained in low-energy physics, high-precision measurements
and high-energy physics, with the exception of neutrino oscillations [20]. Yet there
are many aspects in which we know beyond Standard Model (BSM) physics is
needed, due to either experimental facts which find no possible explanation within
the SM or because of limitations in the SM theory itself.

1.2 . . . and where it falls short.

Following from general principles, the SM is most evidently not expected to be the
ultimate theory of nature, as it accounts for the electromagnetic, weak and strong

3 Adding right-handed neutrinos to SM as to give them a Dirac mass reduces this symmetry to
U(1)B−L only.
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forces, but gravitational phenomena are not covered at all. Clearly their inclusion
in a theory of high-energy physics is a genuinely theoretical problem, since gravi-
tational effects become important only around the Planck scale MPl ≈ 1019 GeV, an
energy which is definitely out of our experimental reach. On the other hand, Ein-
stein’s General Relativity is a much consolidated theory that accurately describes
the behaviour of celestial bodies and large-scale structure in the universe. Despite
great theoretical efforts though, all the attempts towards a unified theory of nature
including all four known forces failed so far [21].

1.2.1 The dark matter puzzle, WIMPs and gamma-ray signals

Leaving theory aside for a moment, when it comes to dark matter (DM), particle
physics seems to disagree even with classical gravity. The introduction of the con-
cept of dark matter dates back to 1933, when the Swiss astronomer F. Zwicky pro-
posed that such “dunkle Materie” could account for the radial velocity dispersion
of galaxies in the Coma Cluster [22, 23]. What is regarded to be the first convinc-
ing and direct DM evidence first came in 1939 [24], and was later confirmed [25]
with the observation of rotation curves of the galaxies, namely the graph of circular
velocities of stars and gas as a function of their distance from the galactic center. In
order to reconcile with Newtonian physics the observation of constant rotational
velocity of the galaxy for radii larger than the visible size of the galaxy, the pres-
ence of non-luminous matter was postulated. Experimental evidences for DM are
nowadays numerous and stem from various phenomena and techniques: X-ray de-
tection of hot gas in elliptical galaxies [26], strong lensing [27], weak modulation
of strong lensing [28, 29], Oort discrepancy [30], weak gravitational lensing of dis-
tant galaxies by foreground structures [31], velocity dispersion of dwarf spheroidal
galaxies [32, 33].

Today the most stringent constraint on dark matter comes from the cosmic mi-
crowave background (CMB) radiation [34, 35]. This is essentially the relic abundance
of the photons which lastly decoupled from plasma. They then cool down until
today to a temperature near 2, 73K. Very recently, some years after the last data
release of the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe experiment (WMAP) [36],
the PLANCK experiment [37] measured the value and fluctuation of the cosmic
microwave background radiation. PLANCK confirmed the isotropy of the CMB.
This and other measurements highly constrained the ΛCDM model, also called the
cold4 dark matter model with dark energy. It is the simplest and most-widely accepted
description of our universe, which explains with six degrees of freedom the ex-
pansion after big-bang, the large scale structure of galaxy clusters, the distribution
of the lightest elements and the accelerating expansion of distant galaxies and su-
pernovae, assuming a flat universe. The best fit given by PLANCK for cold DM
density is

ΩCDMh
2 = 0.1200± 0.0012 . (1.3)

Everything we mentioned so far are among the main experimental evidences for
dark matter. From a theoretical point of view, a strong argument supporting the
existence of DM is about structure formation. If the universe consisted solely of

4 A DM relic with mass mDM which decouples at a temperature Td is defined to be cold if Td � mDM,
i.e. it is non-relativistic at the time of freeze-out. When Td & mDM, we refer to a warm (hot) DM relic
if mDM & 1 eV (mDM . 1 eV) [38].
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luminous matter, then the epoch of structure formation would have been very
short, probably requiring initial perturbation that would have given rise to CMB
anisotropies larger than those observed [39, 40].

There is an enormous wealth of possible dark-matter candidates. Their mass
range from axions with mass around 10−5eV = 9 × 10−72M�, to black holes
of masses up to 1014M�. A first distinction can be done: baryonic versus non-
baryonic candidates, with the main baryonic candidates being massive compact
halo objects (MACHOs) [41, 42]. A second distinction can be done among cold,
hot or warm nonbaryonic dark matter candidates. Light neutrinos were the first
hot candidates, but N-body simulations of structure formation in a universe domi-
nated by hot dark matter do a poor job of reproducing the observed structures [43].
Also, they are not abundant enough to be the dominant component of dark mat-
ter [44]. The nonbaryonic dark matter candidates are basically particles which have
not yet been discovered. The leading non-baryonic cold dark matter are axions and
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs). The reason why WIMPs are so widely
studies lies in the fact that they realize the so-called WIMP miracle, yielding the
correct value of the relic abundance ΩCDMh

2 with a cross section comparable to
those typical of the weak interaction, σW ∼ 10−36cm2. The first proposed cold
dark-matter candidate in the WIMP class was a stable, heavy (m & GeV), fourth-
generation Dirac or Majorana neutrino with SM couplings [45], which was ruled
out some time ago [46]. The most theoretically well-developed candidate is by far
the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP). It arises in the context of theory of su-
persymmetry (see Sec. 1.2.3 below), and some popular example are neutralinos [47],
sneutrinos [48], gravitinos [49–51].

The axion [52, 53] is motivated as a possible solution to the strong CP-problem,
see Ch. 2. If such an axion exists, then a cosmologically interesting (i.e., Ω ∼ 1)
density of axions would have been produced at the QCD phase transition. If these
axions populate our halo, they can potentially be detected via resonant conversion
to photons in a magnetic field. Axinos, the supersymmetric partner of the axion,
were believed until recently to only be capable of acting as a warm, or hot, dark
matter candidate [54]. It has been shown, however, that for quite low reheating
temperatures, cold axino dark matter may be possible [55]. In many ways, axinos
and gravitinos share similar phenomenological properties.

Particle physics experiments searching for DM essentially proceed with three
methods: direct detection involves a DM particle scattering off of a nucleus from a
detector material [56]; indirect detection techniques look for DM annihilation into
SM particles [57–59]; collider production aims at producing DM in laboratories, with
current searches undergoing at the LHC [60]. Among indirect methods, gamma
rays are the most promising tool to observe DM, as they propagate through the
galaxy without significant energy losses. Secondary photons are produced copi-
ously when the annihilation or decay products undergo subsequent interactions
in the interstellar medium. These happens via a variety of processes and these
photons are therefore hard to trace back to a DM origin. On the contrary, primary
or prompt photons can be produced directly or through radiative corrections by
the process that destroys DM and thus preserve specific spectral features. An ex-
ample of such processes is Virtual Internal Bremsstrahlung (VIB), which consists
in the emission of a boson from the internal propagator in the diagram describ-
ing the process. The corresponding photonic spectra has a pronounced peak for
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energies close to the DM mass that has no astrophysical counterpart. In Ch. 5 we
study how to produce such a VIB photon spectrum in the context of a simplified
model for DM. This class of models represent an approach to DM model building
which falls in between complete models and effective field theories (EFT). In the
first case, the main limitation is given by the fact that one can hardly constrain all
the parameters of the theory, whereas in the second case its application to process
with high-momentum transfer was proven inaccurate [61, 62]. Simplified models
add to LSM only masses and couplings which are strictly needed in order to de-
scribe the interaction between ordinary matter and DM, which is mediated by an
extra particle acting as a portal. There are many options available when construct-
ing simplified DM models, which are normally classified between s- and t-channel
portals according to the way the DM annihilation proceeds [63]. The second case is
particularly appealing, since under the assumption that the DM is a Majorana par-
ticle, it closely resembles the case of the MSSM neutralino, and thus received much
attention. VIB is particularly relevant to this class of models, as the three-body fi-
nal state processes can lift the helicity suppression of the two-body annihilation
cross section [64–66]. On the other hand, a scalar DM candidate is equally viable
and shares some of the characteristics of the Majorana case. In [67] it was proven
that for the case of real scalar dark matter the 2→ 2 DM annihilation cross section
is d-wave suppressed. This vindicates the fact that bremsstrahlung process can be
a dominant annihilation channel within the vector-like portal (VLP) model.

In Ch. 3 we encounter another potential indirect signal for DM detection in the
form of the 3.5 keV line. This excess in the X-rays was reported in 2014 from the
observation of galaxies and galaxy clusters [68, 69]. While the discussion about its
possible astrophysics origin has weakened the strength of the DM hypothesis [70–
78], plenty of particle physics explanations were proposed. Among those, [79–82]
demonstrated how the decay of a 7 keV axino with a photon in the final state can
be responsible for it.

1.2.2 GUTs, Naturalness of the electroweak scale and the hierarchy problem

Switching now to a more theoretical preoccupation, from the perspective of unifi-
cation of forces the SM is per se not satisfying, as one seeks for the highest possible
symmetry to be realized in nature at some high scale Λ 6MPl, rather than simply
accept the aforementioned 19 parameters to be god-given. In particular, GSM of
Eq. (1.2) ought to be the result of some SSB pattern from an original single gauge
group GX. This way, at the scale of such a Grand Unified Theory (GUT), all three
running coupling gi of the SM would meet at a single value. Most well-studied ex-
amples of GUTs take GX to be SU(5) or SO(10) [83–86], with a typical unification
scale at MGUT ∼ 1016 GeV.

The fact that some new physics is expected to lie at some high scaleΛ > MEW ∼ 102

GeV introduces one of the main theoretical drawbacks of the SM. From QFT we
know that the mass mf of chiral fermions is protected: when self-energies contri-
butions mf are considered, they can be at worst log-divergent, mf ∝ ln(µ/mf).
µ is some cut-off scale at which our theory does not yield meaningful predictions,
ideally µ . MPl. In a theory with renormalizable interactions, such a term can
safely be absorbed in a counterterm and quantum corrections will not depend
on Λ in the limit mf → 0. The same argument does not apply to scalars though,
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and the mass of the Higgs boson is a highly unnatural 5 parameter of the SM [90,
91]: corrections from particles with masses around a new physics scale Λ diverge
quadratically, and any renormalization procedure leaves a residual finite correc-
tion m2h ∝ Λ [92]. Therefore a very fine-tuned cancellation among the O(Λ) terms
would be needed in order to keep m2h ∼ MEW. This is called the hierarchy problem
of the SM: it pressingly requires a mechanism to obtain such cancellation from a
higher principle.

1.2.3 Supersymmetric theories, the MSSM and R-parity violation

Together with theories of extra-dimensions [93, 94] and composite Higgs [95, 96],
the solution offered by supersymmetry (SUSY) [97, 98] is among the most well-
motivated and widely studied over the last five decades. Consistent theories of
spacetime exhibit the external symmetries described by the Poincaré algebra. Charge
conjugation (C), parity transformation (P) and time reversal (T) are additional in-
ternal discrete symmetries of QFT. The fundamental Coleman-Mandula no-go theo-
rem [99] restricts any additional Lie algebra that contains both the Poincaré algebra
and the algebra describing such internal symmetries to be trivially the direct prod-
uct of the two. A possible caveat to this argument is to consider graded Lie algebras
for the internal symmetries, in which case an extra Z2 discrete group is the maxi-
mum allowed [100, 101]. The corresponding extra supersymmetric generators Qa6

map fermionic representations into bosonic ones and vice versa. As a consequence,
in a consistent supersymmetric theory the fermionic and bosonic degrees of free-
dom ought to be the same and thus each particles comes with its superpartner,
which is bosonic if the original particle is fermionic and the other way around.
Integer-spin and half-spin modes are then parts of SUSY-invariant objects called
superfields, each component of which has the same mass and the some coupling
with respect to any interaction. This is the key to solve the hierarchy problem in
SUSY, as an automatic cancellation between bosonic and fermionic loops is thereby
enforced: it removes the quadratic divergences in the loop diagrams contributing
to the m2h. In other words, SUSY extends to scalars the protection from high-scale
corrections that chiral fermions enjoy, thus rendering natural for the Higgs of the
SM to have a mass around the electroweak scale or any other low scale, despite
it being so low compared to the Planck scale [92]. Another aspect of the mass de-
generacy within superfields is that, following the lack of evidence for any scalar
partner of the SM fermions with masses at the electroweak scale, one concludes
any realistic supersymmetric theory should also implement a mechanism through
which SUSY is broken spontaneously at same scale above MEW.

The Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) is the most minimal choice
when seeking for a SUSY theory which contains the SM and preserves as much as
possible its symmetries, and thus its interactions and phenomenology (see e.g. [92,
102] for excellent and accessible introductions). In the MSSM quarks and leptons
are parts of chiral superfields with the same SM quantum numbers, together with
their superpartners squarks and sleptons. Gauge bosons and their spin-1/2 partners

5 This can be also understood using the notion of naturalness [87–89], by considering th example of
the SM fermions. Masses of the SM fermion are naturally small because in the limit of it going to
zero, the chiral symmetry of the theory is restored. If the scalar mass is set to zero there is no extra
symmetry.

6 From now on, we only refer to N = 1 supersymmetry representation.
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enter the vector superfields. Things get slightly more complicated when it comes to
the SM scalar, since in the MSSM we end up with two Higgs doublets Ĥu and Ĥd ,
where the symbol “ ˆ ” from now on denotes a superfield. The first reason for this
stems from preserving the anomaly cancellation of the SM also in the MSSM: solely
adding a fermionic Higgs doublet H̃ 7 will spoil this desirable feature, which can
be recovered in the most minimal way by adding a second doublet superfield with
opposite hypercharge [103] 8.

The second reason why we need an extra doublet is rooted in the formalism of
SUSY itself. Aside from kinetic terms and self interactions arising from the gauge
sector of the theory, the interactions of superfields are described by specifying
a so-called superpotential W, a polynomial in the superfields Φ̂i. If one wants to
retain renormalizability, than W can have cubic terms at most. The shape of the
superpotential is further specified by gauge symmetries, R-parity and holomorphy.
R-parity (Rp) , is a discrete Z2 symmetry resulting from the SUSY algebra, that is
assumed to be conserved in the MSSM [104]. Its interaction thus always conserve
the number Rp = (−1)3(B−L)+2S, where S stands for the spin of the field. This also
implies that all SM particles are R-even, while their superpartners (sparticles) are
R-odd. Holomorphy dictates that the superpotential is an analytic function of the
superfields, which in turn implies that the superfields ought to share all the same
chirality. Since the convention for the MSSM is to work with left-chiral superfields
only, in the MSSM superpotential we need to take the conjugates of the SM right-
handed singlets. This is indicated by a bar on top of a letter. The superpotential of
the MSSM then reads

WMSSM = (Yu)
ijQ̂i · Ĥu ˆ̄Uj + (Yd)

ijQ̂i · Ĥd ˆ̄Dj + (Ye)
ijL̂i · Ĥd ˆ̄Ej + µ Ĥu · Ĥd . (1.4)

WMSSM manifestly reproduces the Yukawa interactions by means of the first three
terms in the above equation. This brings us to the second reason that explains the
presence of ˆ̄Hu within WMSSM: as holomorphy prohibits the use of right-handed
fields, we can not use the conjugate of ˆ̄Hd to specify the Yukawa coupling involving
the up-quarks and we must therefore add ˆ̄Hu. The extra µ-term in the superpoten-
tial does not resembles any SM interaction and features the dimensionful coupling
µ. The parts of the Lagrangian of the MSSM contained in WMSSM can be obtained
as

LMSSM ⊃ −
1

2


ξiξj

∂2WMSSM

∂φ̂i∂φ̂j

∣∣∣∣∣
φ̂i→ϕi

+ h. c.


−

∂WMSSM

∂φ̂i

∣∣∣∣
φ̂i→ϕi

, (1.5)

where the subscript φ̂i → ϕi indicates that one needs to first take the derivative
with respect to the superfield, then consider only its scalar component. ξi are the
spin-1/2 components each superfield.

A remarkable feature that comes with the MSSM is that it achieves the unifi-
cation of the running gauge couplings: the additional particle content modifies

7 Superpartners of SM particles are generally denoted by the same character of the original field with
a tilde above, e.g. t̃L represents a stop, the spin-0 component of the third generation of the lepton
doublets L̂i.

8 In our convention Ĥd is the SM-like Higgs superfield, with hypercharge Y = −1/2. A table with the
MSSM particle content and the quantum numbers for the different gauge group can be found e.g. in
Ref. [92].
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the renormalization group equations (RGEs) in such a way that the gauge couplings
associated to GSM meet at the same point at MGUT ∼ 1016 GeV.

As we mention earlier, if the MSSM is to explain the current SM mass spec-
trum, SUSY must be spontaneously broken a some energy above the electroweak
scale. There are various mechanisms that can achieve that, e.g. via Planck-scale in-
teraction [105–107], gauge-mediation [108–113], extra dimensions [93, 114–116] or
anomaly mediation [117, 118]. More generally, when constructing a realistic SUSY
theory, one adds to the scalar potential a generic set of soft-breaking terms that vio-
lates SUSY, while being consistent with all the other symmetries of the model. An
example of this Lsoft Lagrangian can be found in Eq. (4.14), where we see e.g. that
explicit SUSY-breaking mass terms m2Hd,u

|Hd,u|
2 for neutral scalars Hu,d are intro-

duced. The natural values of the parameters in Lsoft are all expected to be around
the scale of SUSY breaking MSB. This parameter therefore enters in the analytical
expressions for the particle masses, as it is the case for the mass of the Z boson
when studying the scalar potential at tree-level [102]:

M2
Z =

∣∣∣m2Hd −m
2
Hu

∣∣∣
√
1− sin (2β)

−m2Hd −m
2
Hu

− 2|µ|2 , (1.6)

where the parameter β is defined as the ratio of the VEVs of the two CP-even neu-
tral components the Higgs scalars, tanβ = υu/υd. Eq. (1.6) captures the essence
of the µ-problem: in order to reproduce the right value for MZ, one needs all the
parameters in the RHS to be around its order of magnitude, otherwise very ad-hoc
cancellations are required. Thus the µ parameter, although of supersymmetric ori-
gin, is a posteriori required by correct EWSB to be at the order of the electroweak
scale or MSB.

Another important lesson from the study of the MSSM scalar mass spectrum
pertains the mass of the Higgs. In fact at tree-level one obtains an upper bound on
the Higgs mass, mh 6 MZ|cos 2β| 9, which manifestly disagree with experiments.
Radiative corrections come to our rescue, provoking a shift 10

m2h 6M2
Z cos2 2β+

3g22m
4
t

8π2MW

[
ln

(
Mt̃1

Mt̃2

m2t

)
+ . . .

]
, (1.7)

where the Mt̃i
are the masses of the stops and we are neglecting subleading terms.

In order to accommodate the measured value of mh one needs the stop masses
to O(TeV). A similar argument also applies for corrections dependent on gluino
masses. Thus this argument constitutes a strong motivation for expecting new
physics to be found at the TeV-scale.

Unfortunately so far no evidence whatsoever for BSM physics was found at the
LHC, something which is tension with the predictions of the most simple mod-
els like the MSSM. Most supersymmetric models which have been searched for at
the LHC make the assumption of conserved R-parity [119]. A very restrictive and

9 To be more precise, this is true when mA > MZ, with mA the physical mass of the CP-odd neutral
Higgs.

10 Eq. (1.7) is to be considered valid only under certain assumptions about the spectrum of the theory,
i.e. the stop mass eigenvalues and mixings. In order to stick to the point of our discussion, here we
omit further details, which can be instead found in the Ref. [20], as well as in the reviews quoted
above.
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widely considered version with universal boundary conditions at the unification
scale, the constrained minimal supersymmetric model (CMSSM) [120], is put un-
der pressure by collider data [121]. The R-parity violating (RpV) CMSSM is still
very much allowed [122]. R-parity is invoked in the CMSSM to forbid baryon and
lepton number violating operators which together lead to rapid proton decay. The
bonus of imposing R-parity is that sparticles are always produced and disappears
in pairs. Consequently the LSP, typically the neutralino, is stable and provides a
DM candidate in the form of a WIMP. This is the most popular and most searched
for DM candidate. However, to–date no neutralino dark matter has been found
[123–125]. It is thus prudent to investigate other DM candidates, also within alter-
native supersymmetric models. R-parity does not forbid some dimension-5 opera-
tors dangerous for proton decay [126]. This issue can be resolved by imposing a Z6
discrete symmetry, known as proton hexality (P6), which leads to the same renor-
malizable superpotential as R-parity [127, 128], but is incompatible with a GUT
symmetry. Alternatively, one can impose a Z3–symmetry known as baryon-triality
(B3) [102, 127, 129–133]. The latter allows for lepton number violating operators
in the superpotential thanks to which the neutrinos acquire Majorana masses (see
below in Sec. 1.2.4), without introducing a new very high energy Majorana mass
scale [130–132, 134–139]. This is a virtue of B3 models 11. The superpotential for
such models extends that of Eq. (1.4) by the terms:

WB3 =
1

2
λijkL̂i · L̂j ˆ̄Ek + λ

′
ijkL̂i · Q̂j ˆ̄Dk + κiĤu · L̂i , (1.8)

where λijk is antisymmetric in the first two index due to the SU(2) structure of
the operator and κi has mass dimension 1. A possible handicap of RpV models is
that the LSP is unstable and is not a dark matter candidate. This can be naturally
resolved by considering a candidate which long-lived such that it decays with a
lifetime longer than the age of the universe.

1.2.4 “It gets worse before it gets better”

The third main BSM topic that enters the discussion of this manuscript together
with DM and SUSY is the strong CP-problem [145]. This puzzle has to do with
the presence of the θ-term in the SM Lagrangian - the aforementioned QCD vac-
uum angle, once the true topology of the SU(2)L vacuum is properly defined [146,
147]. This extra term θ̄ F̃

µν
a Faµν is a source of charge-parity (CP) violation. As such

it is very much constrained by measurements of electric dipole moment (EDM),
which impose a restrictive θ̄ < 10−10 [148, 149]. The question why this parameter
of the gauge theory should be so unnaturally small is labelled as the strong CP-
problem. Every complete model should address it, as it plagues the SM, as well as
its supersymmetric generalizations. In its simplest forms this needs the introduc-
tion of the pseudo scalar axion field [150, 151] and an extra broken U(1)PQ global
symmetry [152, 153]. In the supersymmetric versions, the axion is part of a chiral
supermultiplet and is accompanied by another scalar, the saxion, and a spin-1/2

fermion, the axino. Ch. 2 of this thesis is dedicated to introduce this subject.

11 Other than P6 and B3, one can also consider R-symmetries to restrict the renormalizable Lagrangian
resulting in R-parity conservation or violation [140–144].
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The fact that the SM predicts massless neutrinos represents another drawback
for this theory. SM neutrinos are the only massless Weyl fermions with no right-
handed counterpart. In the last few years, evidence for neutrino masses through
their oscillations and mixings has become more and more compelling, through so-
lar, atmospheric, reactor and accelerator neutrinos [20, 154]. The absolute scale of
the sum of their masses is fixed by PLANCK measurements

∑
imνi < 0.23 eV , [20]

but their hierarchy is not fixed. The most economical explanation of these facts is
that neutrinos have Majorana masses arising from lepton-number violating dimen-
sion five operators 12, i.e. suppressed by one power of some large mass. Explicitly,
these have the form: Llv = 1

MLHLH. Replacing the Higgs field by its expectation
value υ gives a mass for the neutrino of order υ

2

M . IfM =MPl, this mass is too small
to account for either set of experimental results. So one expects that some lower
scale is relevant. The see-saw mechanism provides a simple picture of how this
scale might arise [155, 156], as we show in the case of a toy-model in Sec. 3.1. The
MSSM does not provide any mass term for neutrinos. Allowing for RpV interac-
tions opens up the possibility to obtain the measured neutrino physical parameters
from the mixings in the neutralino mass matrix [157, 158], as shown in Sec. 3.6.2.

In our work presented here we will not be dealing with other pressing issues
of high-energy theory that require BSM physics : the discrepancy between the
measured and the predicted value for the muon magnetic moment [159]; the lack of
an explanation for the origin of the baryon asymmetry of the universe (BAU) [160,
161]; the mystery associated with the nature of dark energy [162].

The content of this thesis is structured as follows. In Ch. 2 we introduce the
strong CP-problem and its axion solution. Moving from the notion of classical
symmetry, we show how symmetries can be broken by the anomaly. After the
U(1)A of n = 2 QCD is presented, we explain how the θ-vacuum naturally arises
in SU(2) gauge theories and how this leads to the problematic θ̄-term of the SM
Lagrangian. We show the early axion solution and then examine in details the the
Dine-Fischler-Srednicki-Zhitnitsky (DFSZ) model, as it constitutes part of the basis
for our original model introduced in Sec. 4.2. For the same purpose, we analyze
a minimal supersymmetric axion model that achieves PQ-breaking while being
consistent with SUSY. A description on how to obtain axino gauge interactions
follows.

Ch. 3 is devoted to assess whether the axino is a valid candidate to explain the
3.5 keV-line signal. We start with a brief introduction to some feature with sterile
neutrino models, since the axino behaves analogously when it decays. After a brief
look at the astrophysical X-ray signals, we narrow our analysis to the axino case
and consider constraints from DM relic abundance and the presence of a gravitino,
both for R-parity conserving and violating scenarios. In particular, in the second
case we also examine the scenario with a neutralino mass O(GeV).

The study of a new RpV supersymmetric model with an axion sector is the sub-
ject of Ch. 4. Here we begin by motivating our choice for the specific DFSZ model
and high-scale SUSY-breaking. After we discuss the Lagrangian of the model and
its mass spectrum, we scrutinize cosmological constraints from axion, saxion, axino
and gravitino. We analyze in detail the decay modes of the light axino, with spe-
cific focus on the different channels for its radiative decay. Using X-ray bounds, we

12 A Majorana mass is a mass for a two component fermion, which is permitted if the fermion carries
no conserved charges.
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use this observable to obtain constraints on the scale of the PQ symmetry-breaking
scale fa, as well as on RpV couplings.

In Ch. 5 we switch to the study of DM annihilation for the vector-like portal
model with massive quark final states. We present a detailed next-to-leading-order
(NLO) calculation of the three-body process with emission of a massless boson. We
argue that this can be relevant to the fully inclusive cross section due to the velocity
suppression of the 2→ 2 process. Finally we discuss several approximations to the
total as well as differential cross section and obtain the photonic spectra from
bremsstrahlung showing a VIB feature.

In Ch. 6 we summarize the main points of our research and conclude. Extra
details about some technical aspects of our work are given the in App. A.





2
T H E A X I O N

In this chapter we introduce the reader to some aspects in the vast topic of axion
physics which are relevant to our research work presented in Chs. 3 and 4 . Sec. 2.1
is about motivation: we explain the shortcoming of the SM known as the strong
CP problem, starting from the concept of anomalous symmetries in QFT. We then
show why they are important to the resolution of the U(1)A problem of QCD, then
introduce the θ-vacuum of non-abelian gauge theories and the strong CP problem.
In Sec. 2.2 we discuss its resolution within the original axion model and present
the subsequent variants. In Sec. 2.3 we focus on the original DFSZ invisible axion
from a model building perspective. Supersymmetric axion models are introduced
in Sec. 2.4, where we also study the mass spectrum derived from a superpotential
with three axion-like superfields, later adopted in in the model of Sec. 4.2.

2.1 introducing the strong cp problem

2.1.1 Chiral symmetry breaking via the axial anomaly

At the classical level in field theory, a symmetry is defined as a continuous transfor-
mation on the field φ that leaves the equation of motion invariant. If we express
the infinitesimal form of the transformation in terms of a parameter ε,

φ(x)→ φ(x) + ε δφ(x) , (2.1)

then the corresponding change in the Lagrangian

L→ L+ ε ∂µP
µ , (2.2)

involves at most an innocuous surface term Pµ(x), which doesn’t contribute to the
action integral. Noether theorem ensures that the corresponding current density

jµ =
∂L

∂ (∂µφ)
δφ−Pµ , (2.3)

is conserved, i.e. ∂µjµ = 0. Another way of expressing the conservation law is to
say that the charge

Q ≡
∫

d3x j0 (2.4)

does not change with time. The first example of one such current is the energy-
momentum tensor, which corresponds to the invariance of the Lagrangian under
translations. Let us now consider the massless QED Lagrangian

LQED = iψ(x) /Dψ(x) −
1

4
FaµνF

µν
a , (2.5)
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Figure 2.1: Diagrams responsible for the anomalous axial divergence. The anomaly follows
from the need of preserving gauge invariance when using dimensional regular-
isation to calculate the loop integrals. Put in simple terms, one has to extend
the intrinsic four-dimensional definition of γ5 ≡ iγ0γ1γ2γ3 to an arbitrary
number of dimensions. Then the resulting extra terms are responsible for the
anomaly.

with the derivative Dµ = ∂µ− igAµ, required from the U(1) gauge invariance. The
corresponding transformation ψ→ eiαψ generates a conserved vector current

j
µ
V = ψ̄(x)γµψ(x) . (2.6)

Secondly, the chiral transformation ψ→ eiαγ5ψ also leaves Eq. (2.5) unchanged with
conserved axial vector current

j
µ
A = ψ̄(x)γµγ5ψ(x) . (2.7)

However, at quantum level this current is plagued by an anomalous divergence [163,
164]

∂µj
µ
A = −

g2

16π2
F̃µνa Faµν (2.8)

where F̃µν = 1
2ε
µνρσFρσ is the dual field strength tensor. Eq.(2.8) is known as

the Adler-Bell-Jackiw anomaly. This result can be obtained by calculating the three-
photon vertex diagrams in Fig. 2.1. The emergence of anomalies from the axial
current of a global symmetry can be also understood in terms of path integrals,
where it turns out that the functional measure of fermion fields violates gauge
invariance. Treating the gauge field as a fixed background, the path integral for
the field ψ can be defined as

Z[A] ≡
∫
DψDψeiS[A] , (2.9)

where S[A] ≡
∫
d4xiψ(x) /Dψ(x) is the Dirac action. Under a U(1) local transforma-

tion ψ → eiα(x)γ5ψ that leaves the action invariant, the path integral transforms
as

Z[A]→
∫
DψDψeiS[A] exp

{
−i

∫
d4x α(x)

[
g2

8π2
F̃µνFµν + ∂µj

µ
A

]}
. (2.10)
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Eq. (2.8) thus results from gauge invariance. Compared to the previous diagram-
matic approach, this derivation of the anomaly [165] has the virtue of being valid
to all orders in perturbation theory, since no assumption about the size of the
gauge coupling g needs to be done in its derivation. It goes under the name of
Adler-Bardeen theorem.

2.1.2 Massless nF = 2 QCD and the U(1)A problem

Having introduced these concepts about quantum field theory, let us pause for
a moment and instead look at a case in which they could potentially find a
physical application, namely massless QCD. A theory describing free QCD below
ΛQCD ' 0.4GeV must include both quarks from the first generation, which can
be sensibly neglected, since mu,d � ΛQCD. The Lagrangian for the free massless
theory

Lfree
QCD = iψi /Dψi , (2.11)

with i = u,d, is invariant under the group U(2)L ×U(2)R of nF = 2 flavor symme-
tries. We can identify the SU(2) and the U(1) part of each U(2) symmetry group
by defining the field transformation on the chiral components of the Dirac spinor

(ψi)L,R → e
−i
[
αL,Rδij+(βaL,Rτa)ij

] (
ψj
)

L,R , (2.12)

where τa = σa
2 are the generators of SU(2). The resulting eight conserved currents

can be divided between the vector and axial types with a suitable basis choice of
the infinitesimal parameters αL,R and βL,R:

1. The U(1)B transformation corresponding to quark number conservation is ob-
tained for αL = αR 6= 0 , βaL,R = 0, and has an associated vector current
jµ = ψγµψ. This symmetry is clearly realized in nature among baryons and
mesons, since the quark number is just one third of the baryon number.

2. The U(1)A conserved axial current j
µ
A = ψγµγ5ψ results from

αL = −αR ≡ α 6= 0 , βaL,R = 0. In terms of the four component Dirac spinor it
is simply

ψ→ e−iαγ5ψ . (2.13)

No known quantum number is associated with this symmetry. As we know
from Eq. (2.8), this symmetry is anomalous.

3. The SU(2)I isospin symmetry results from a transformation with
βaL = βaR 6= 0 , αL,R = 0. The conserved vector current is in this case
jµ,a = ψγµτaψ. Although not exactly, hadrons obey this symmetry: the nu-
cleons live in a doublet representation of the group, while the spin-0 pions
form a triplet representation.

4. Setting βaL = −βaR 6= 0 , αL,R = 0, yields a SU(2)A conserved current
j
µ,a
A = ψγµγ5τaψ. This symmetry does not resemble the quark behaviour

in any way.

When particle physicists were still moving their first steps in construct-
ing a theory of QCD, it seemed undesirable that out of the full
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SU(2)I × SU(2)A ×U(1)B ×U(1)A symmetry group of the Lagrangian in Eq. (2.11),
only the vector U(2)L+R = SU(2)I ×U(1)B was (approximately) realised. The pio-
neering work of [166] on theories with SSB offered a possible solution to this co-
nundrum by speculating that the axial U(2)L-R symmetry could be spontaneously
broken, in such a way that the observed light pions can be regarded as the pseudo-
Goldstone bosons of the broken group. This is also in agreement with the fact that
the observed pions are of odd parity only. The simplest scalar state of our theory in
Eq. (2.11) which transforms non-trivially under U(2)L-R and can acquire a non-zero
VEV v is the composite

〈0|ψiψj|0〉 = v3δij 6= 0 ; (2.14)

which defines the ground state of the theory as a quark-antiquark condensate. As it
mixes left and right spinor components, such a state evidently breaks both SU(2)A

and U(1)A axial symmetries of Lfree
QCD, as one can see by applying the transforma-

tion of the type 1. and 4. in the list above. One can thus construct an effective
Lagrangian for the pions by allowing small space-time perturbation around the
ground state, something which has been successfully used to predict matrix el-
ements for scattering among hadrons. But there is a caveat to this approach: one
cannot treat the light mesons π±,0 and η as the pseudo-Goldstone bosons of a spon-
taneously brokenU(2)L−R. In this case in fact, one would expect four light particles,
while experimentally mπ � mη. Therefore the chiral symmetry breaking can be
performed on SU(2)A in order to give masses to π±,0, but spontaneously breaking
U(1)A would result in a wrong prediction for mη. This constitutes the essence of
what Weinberg dubbed the U(1)A problem. We have already anticipated one as-
pect of what leads to its resolution, which is the anomaly associated to the U(1)A

global symmetry. Next, we move on to see how the structure of non-abelian gauge
symmetries complement it.

2.1.3 The θ-vacuum of non-abelian gauge theory

In order for the theory of QCD to be realistic, gauge interactions should be in-
cluded. As anticipated in Sec. 2.1.1 for the case of QED, the presence of a U(1)
gauge field strength term, the axial current resulting from a global chiral transfor-
mation is affected by an anomaly. While this is indeed the case for the interacting
Lagrangian

LQCD ≡ Lfree
QCD − 1/4 (Fµν)2 , (2.15)

it is not enough to explain why U(1)A is not a symmetry of this theory. It was
indeed shown [167] that under a global chiral transformation as of Eq. (2.13), the
action is changed by a total divergence, which then becomes a surface integral.
Evaluating the variation of the action SQCD[A] under a chiral transformation and
setting Aaµ = 0 for |x|→∞, one sees that U(1)A is still a symmetry of LQCD:

δSQCD[A] =
g2nF
32π2

∫
d4x ∂µJ

µ
F =

g2nF
32π2

∫
dσµJ

µ
F = 0 , (2.16)

where the Chern-Simmons current is defined as

J
µ
F = 2εµαβγ Tr

[
AαFβγ −

2

3
igAαAβAγ

]
. (2.17)
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We have used Gauss’ theorem to transform the volume integral into a surface
integral over the boundary dσµ. The observation that changes what seems to be an
unavoidable conclusion about the conservation of the axial current is the fact that
at spatial infinity the naive boundary condition Aaµ = 0 represents only a subset
of all the possible equivalent configurations linked by gauge transformations [146,
147]. If we consider the minima of a pure SU(2) gauge theory, the ground state
is defined by Faµν = 0. This in turn implies that the vector potential is either zero
or a gauge transformation of it. If for simplicity we restrict ourselves to a time
independent gauge transformation U = U (~x), its action on the null vector field

Aia (~x)→
i

g
U∂µU

† , Aia (~x)→ 0 , (2.18)

defines the temporal gauge. We further add the point at infinity to this map, by
imposing the condition U (|~x|→∞) → 0. Gauge transformations map the S3 con-
figuration space into the S3 vacuum space. They can be classified according to their
homotopy class, meaning that maps belonging to different classes cannot be contin-
uously modified into each other. These classes can be defined by their behaviour
at spatial infinity through the label n [145] :

lim
~x→∞Un = e2iπn , n ∈ Z . (2.19)

The integer n is called winding number and it can be better understood by taking
a simple example. Let us take the case of a coordinate space with only two space
dimensions in a theory with a single complex scalar φ field and only one minimum
of the potential: φ(~x = r(cosϕ, sinϕ)) = υeiα. Both the coordinate space and the
vacuum space have a boundary with the topology of S1. The simplest way [168]
to create a map f : S1 → S1 is to have α ≡ α(φ), with the periodicity condition
α(ϕ+ 2π) = α(ϕ) + 2πn, with n integer, in order to have a single-valued function.
One such possible map is f̃ = einϕ, where the winding number n tells us how
many times one winds around the the vacuum S1 for each circle around the spatial
S1. It is easy to check that the identity

n =
i

2π

∫2π
0

dϕUn
∂

∂ϕ
U†n , (2.20)
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is indeed fulfilled if we use U = f̃. In the case of a S3 → S3 gauge transformation
Eq. (2.20) becomes [169]:

n = −
1

24π2

∫
dσµ εµνρσ Tr

[(
U∂νU

†
)(
U∂ρU

†
)(
U∂σU

†
)]

=
ig3

24π2

∫
dσµ εµνρσ Tr [AνAρAσ]

=
ig2

32π2

∫
dσµ JµF

=
ig2

32π2

∫
d4x ∂µJ

µ
F

=
ig2

16π2

∫
d4xTr

(
F̃µνF

µν
)

. (2.21)

Here we made use of Eq. (2.18), Eq. (2.17) for a ground state configuration at the
boundary, i.e. Faµν = 0, as well as the property

Tr
(
F̃µνF

µν
)
=
1

2
∂µJ

µ
F . (2.22)

The vacuum of an SU(2) gauge theory is therefore more complex than the one for
any abelian gauge theory. It corresponds to an infinite number of configurations for
the vector field potential, each with a different winding number. It turns out that
a non-trivial solution to the field equations connecting two states with different
winding number n and m exists even in the limit of infinite space dimensions.
When m = n+ 1 we call this solution an instanton, with a corresponding action
S = 8π2/g2. It determines the tunnelling amplitude

〈m|e−
i
 hHt|n〉 ∼ e−

8π2

g2
|m−n| . (2.23)

Since these matrix elements depend only on the difference |m−n|, the Hamiltonian
H can be diagonalized by defining the θ-vacuum as a superimposition of states with
different n:

|θ〉 =
∑
n

e−inθ |n〉 . (2.24)

Contrary to a vacuum in a state characterized by a single generic winding number
n, which under a gauge transformation Un=1 transforms as

Un=1 |n〉 = |n+ 1〉 , (2.25)

a θ-vacuum state respects gauge invariance:

Un=1 |θ〉 = eiθ |θ〉 . (2.26)

Due to this new definition of the vacuum, the generating functional for the SU(2)
gauge theory picks up a θ contribution. Indeed, considering a transition from a θ-
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vacuum at t→ −∞ to a θ-vacuum at t→ +∞ one has to sum over all the possible
path connecting vacua with different winding number

〈θ+|θ−〉 =
∑
mn

ei(m−n)θ 〈m|n〉 (2.27)

=
∑

ν≡m−n

eiνθ
∑
n

〈(n+ ν)|n〉

=
∑
ν

e
iθg2

32π2

∫
d4xTr (F̃µνFµν)

∫
DAeiSQCD[A]δ

(
ν−

g2

32π2

∫
d4xTr

(
F̃µνFµν

))
,

where we have used Eq. (2.21). The Lagrangian therefore acquires a new θ term:

LQCD = −
1

4
Tr (FµνFµν) + θ

g2

32π2
Tr
(
F̃µνFµν

)
. (2.28)

This new term respects Lorentz and gauge symmetries, but violates CP invari-
ance. The implication of this fact will be clear soon. Now that we saw that |θ〉 is
the correct vacuum of an SU(2) gauge theory1, we can focus on its implications
on the U(1)A problem we were trying to address. Extending the massless QCD
Lagrangian of Eq. (2.15) to nF quark flavors, the U(1)A axial anomaly becomes

∂µj
µ
A = 2nF

g2

32π2
F̃µνFµν . (2.29)

Using Eq. (2.17), we can define a current

j̃
µ
A = jµA − 2nF

g2

32π2
J
µ
F , (2.30)

which is conserved for global chiral transformation. The fact that its associated
charge changes under a gauge transformation [170],

Un=1Q̃AU
−1
n=1 = Q̃A + 2nF (2.31)

has the profound consequence that the θ-vacuum is not invariant under chiral
transformation [171]. In order to see this, first consider the chain of equalities

U1e
iαQ̃A |θ〉 = (2.32)

U1e
iαQ̃AU−1

1 U1 |θ〉 =
ei(Q̃A+2nF)αeiθ |θ〉 =
ei(θ+2nF)eiαQ̃A |θ〉 ,

with the shorthand U1 = Un=1 and using Eq. (2.26). Then compare the first and
the last line of Eq. (2.1.3) with Eq. (2.26) for generic n, we can indeed conclude

eiαQ̃A |θ〉 = |θ+ 2nFα〉 . (2.33)

1 The vacuum structure of any SU(N) theory is solely due to its SU(2) subgroup.
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In other words, U(1)A is not a symmetry of the theory once the correct θ-vacuum is
established. The instantons provide the η-meson with an anomalous contribution
to its mass, which would otherwise be zero and η a Goldstone boson of the spon-
taneously broken U(1)A. More technical aspects about how the existence of the
θ-vacuum solves the U(1)A-problem will not be further discussed here. Arguably
the θ-term of a SU(N) gauge invariant QCD Lagrangian with nF massless quarks
cannot appear in any physical observable, since its value can be changed by a
global axial transformation under which such Lagrangian is invariant. Things are
different when one considers models with nF flavors of massive quarks with EW
interactions, like in the SM, where the generic quark mass term after SU(2)×U(1)
symmetry breaking reads

−Lmq = qi,RMijqj,L + qi,LM
†
ijqj,R (2.34)

=
∣∣Mij

∣∣ (qi,Reiφqj,L + qi,Le−iφqi,R
)

=
∣∣Mij

∣∣qi [PL(1+ iφ) + PR(1− iφ)]qj
=
∣∣Mij

∣∣qi[PL + PR + iφ (PL − PR)]qj

=
∣∣Mij

∣∣qi[1− iφγ5]qj
=
∣∣Mij

∣∣qi e−iφγ5qj ,

where we have written φij ≡ φ for readability. This mass terms violates chiral
symmetry, since under q→ e−iαγ5q:

−Lmq −→
∣∣Mij

∣∣qie−i(φ+2α)γ5qj , (2.35)

or equivalently φM ≡ arg (detM) → φM + 2nFα. Thus φM behaves the same way
as θ, as shown in Eq. (2.33). Obtaining a real diagonal quark mass term involves
a chiral transformation that while removing the exponential factor generates the
anomalous current of Eq. (2.29). The effective theta-term θ of the SM will then
comprises of two terms with distinct origin

θ = θ+ arg (detM) , (2.36)

since θ is a parameter which results from the SU(3) gauge vacuum structure, while
arg (detM) has to do with the Yukawa couplings of the quarks. Thus θ cannot
simply be rotated away from the theory, because each of the two terms in Eq. (2.36)
will shift the same way under a chiral transformation. At phenomenological level,
it indeed enters the mass matrix for the pions which are emitted and reabsorbed
in the amplitude for the neutron electric dipole moment (EDM). This observable
imposes [148] a stringent limit of θ < 10−10 [149]. The absence of a theoretical
reason for such a small θ value constitutes the essence of the strong CP problem.

2.2 the axion solution to the strong cp problem

Several attempts have been made in order to solve the strong CP problem, starting
from the ones which state that there is no such problem at all, but while doing so
ignoring the U(1)A problem [172] or not fully motivating their approach [173].
Spontaneous CP breaking was also proposed [174–176], but it seemed of little
appeal due to its conflict with the CKM model of quark interaction, where CP
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is instead broken explicitly. Refs. [177, 178] explored the possibility of restoring
the U(1) chiral symmetry with mu = 0 in the QCD Lagrangian. This option was
proven inconsistent [179]. What is widely recognized as the most cogent solution
to the strong CP problem also relies on an extra U(1) symmetry, but no quark
mass parameter is set to zero in this case. Instead an extra global Peccei-Quinn (PQ)
symmetry U(1)PQ [152, 153] is added to the SM and then spontaneously broken
through a scalar ϕ at a scale fa ,

ϕ = fae
i
a(x)
fa . (2.37)

The resulting massless excitation mode a, dubbed the axion [150, 151], is the
Nambu-Goldstone (NG) boson of the brokenU(1)PQ. Under this symmetry, it there-
fore shifts as

a(x)→ a(x) + ε fa . (2.38)

In order for this mechanism to work, one needs at least one quark flavor to ac-
quire its mass through a Yukawa coupling with ϕ2. Being a NG boson, the axion
couples to fermions only through its derivative. Those among these fermions that
are charged under U(1)PQ enter the loop that couples the axion to the gluon field
strength through the anomaly. The U(1)PQ-invariant Lagrangian reads

Leff = LSM + θ
g2

32π2
F̃µνa Faµν −

1

2
∂2a+ κ

a

fa

g2

32π2
F̃µνa Faµν +L∂a−q , (2.39)

where κ is model-dependent function of the PQ charges of the quarks and L∂a−q
contains the axion-quarks interactions. The coupling of the axion to the anomaly
provides it with an effective potential, in such a way that its minimization condition

〈a〉 = −
fa

κ
θ , (2.40)

is exactly the one that removes any source of CP violation from Leff
3 and thus

provides a dynamical solution to the strong CP problem. This confirms the fact
that any point of the parameter space with some higher degree of symmetry is
necessarily a stationary point, as Weinberg noted [180]. A further consequence
of the axial U(1)PQ anomaly is that the axion acquires a model-dependent mass
thanks to the effective potential

m2a =

〈
∂2Veff

∂a2

〉

〈a〉=− fa
κ θ

(2.41)

= −
κ

fa

g2

32π2
∂

∂a

〈
F̃µνa Faµν

〉
〈a〉=− fa

κ θ

Through an estimate based on simple dimensional analysis [171], the axion mass
can be expected to be quite small if fa � ΛQCD:

m2a ≈
Λ4QCD
f2a

. (2.42)

2 It does not need to be a SM quark.
3 One should rewrite Eq. (2.39) in terms of a the shifted axion field a′ = a+ fa

κ θ.
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The very first realisation of an axion model [152, 153] used EWSB in the SM to
break U(1)PQ, thus setting fa = υ ' 274GeV. The chiral invariance of the SM
Yukawa coupling was made possible by the introduction of a second independent
Higgs doublet φ2, in order for it to carry a different PQ charge than the original
φ1. Variant axion models [181] came as a generalisation in the Yukawa coupling
scheme that could help with the bounds from quarkonium states, at the cost of
reintroducing flavor changing neutral current (FCNC). These early models of ax-
ion were ruled out long ago using the observed branching ratio for of charged
mesons into pions [182]. In invisible axion models the scalar σ which breaks PQ
symmetry is a singlet under SU(2)L ×U(1)Y and the breaking happens at some
scale fa � υ higher than the electroweak one. Those models are still viable, as
the large value of fa enforces a very light, very weakly-coupled and very long-
lived axion. They fall into two categories: the Kim-Shifman-Vainshtein-Zakharov
(KVSZ) axion model [183, 184], where together with σ two new heavy quarks
carrying PQ charges are introduced, while the matter fields are U(1)PQ singlet;
the Dine-Fischler-Srednicki-Zhitnitsky (DFSZ) models, where σ is the only BSM
particle and quarks and leptons carry U(1)PQ charges. As a further phenomeno-
logical motivation for the invisible axion models, the most stringent lower bound
for the axion decay constant from astrophysics is indeed quite high compared to
electroweak energies, fa > 109GeV. It results from the observation of the cooling
process of the supernova SN 1987 A [185]. Similar bounds can be obtained from
other type of stars [20]. We will now examine in some details the characteristics of
the DFSZ axion, since it constitutes the basis of our model in Ch. 4.

2.3 the dfsz axion

Just like the original axion model, the DFSZ axion model contains two scalars
doublets φu,d with hypercharges Yu = −Yd = 1/2. They both acquire a VEV υu,d

around the electroweak scale, such that for the neutral components of the doublets
we can write

φ0u,d =
υu,d + hu,d√

2
e

iξu,d√
2υu,d , (2.43)

and the SM vev υ =
√
υ2u + υ2d, as in the MSSM. The pseudoscalar fields ξu,d

parametrise the excitations along the flat directions. After EWSB quarks and lep-
tons acquire their mass thanks to the Yukawa couplings

LYuk = yuQφuuR + ydQφddR + yeLφdeR + h. c. , (2.44)

while the linear combination of fields which gives mass to the Z boson can be read
from Eq. (2.43) :

ξZ =
υu

υ
ξu −

υd
υ
ξd . (2.45)

An extra complex scalar singlet φa is responsible for breaking the global U(1)PQ

symmetry of the model through its VEV υa � υ :

φa =
υa + ha√

2
e
iξa√
2υa . (2.46)
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If we call Xk, with k = u,d,a, the PQ charges of the scalar fields, the effect of
U(1)PQ transformation

φk → eiαXkφk , (2.47)

together with the charge assignments

Xu +Xd = −2Xa ≡ 1 , (2.48)

tells us which is the most general gauge- and PQ-invariant scalar potential:

V(φk) =
∑

k=u,d,a

λk

(
|φk|

2 − Vk

)2
+
(
λ1|φu|

2 + λ2|φd|
2
)
|φa|

2

+ λ3
(
φu ·φdφ2a + h.c.

)
+ λ4|φu ·φd|2 + λ5|φ∗uφd|2 . (2.49)

Here φu · φd stands for the SU(2) antisymmetric tensor product. The conserved
current associated to the PQ symmetry of this model can be calculated with
Noether’s theorem as in Eq. (2.3) :

j
µ
PQ =

∑
k=u,d,a

Xkφ
†
k

↔
∂φk +

∑
quarks,
leptons

Xiψiγ
µψi , (2.50)

where φ†k
↔
∂φk =

(
∂µφ

†
k

)
φk − φ

†
k(∂

µφk). We can identify the axial-vector part
of this current by splitting terms involving quarks into their left- and right-chiral
contributions:

j
µ
PQ ⊃ XQψQγµψQ +XuRuRγ

µuR +XdRdRγ
µdR

= XQuγ
µPLu+XQdγ

µPLd+XuRuγ
µPRu+XdRdγ

µPRd

=
XQ +XuR

2
uγµu +

XQ +XdR
2

dγµd

−
XQ −XuR

2
uγµγ5u −

XQ −XdR
2

dγµγ5d . (2.51)

From the constraints on the PQ charges resulting from the structure of the Yukawa
couplings in Eq. (2.44), one can write the coefficients of the axial-vector part of the
current in Eq. (2.51) as

XQ −XuR = Xu , XQ −XdR = Xd . (2.52)

The anomalous divergence associated with the axial-vector part of jµPQ which cou-
ples to the gluons therefore reads

∂µj
µ
PQ

∣∣∣
SU(3)

= −(Xu +Xd)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1

NDW
g23
32π2

G̃aµνG
µν
a , (2.53)

thanks to Eq. (2.48). This makes clear how the charge assignments for the scalars
were motivated by finding a solution to the strong CP problem.NDW is the number
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of quark flavor which carry a PQ charge and it is often referred to as domain
wall number in relation to the non-perturbative field configurations which arise
due to the remnant symmetries after the SSB of a global symmetry. If after the
breaking the homotopy group π (see our discussion in Sec. 2.1.3) of the functions
mapping the spatial infinity to the space of the vacua is non-trivial4, then the
resulting domain wall is a stable 2D field configuration. Its sizeable surface energy
density could dominate the energy of the universe unless very small couplings for
the interactions are imposed, an issue which goes under the name of the domain
wall problem. The DFSZ axion model is confronted with it, because of the remnant
Z(NDW = 6) symmetry after the breaking of U(1)PQ [187]. Without entering into
more technical details, let us just say here that with a small modification of the
model the domain wall can decay before it comes to dominate the energy density
of the universe. Going back to the anomalous current in Eq. (2.53), one has to make
sure that it does not couple to the would-be Goldstone boson ξZ by imposing

〈0|∂µjµPQ|ξZ〉 = Xu
υu

υ
〈0|φ†u

↔
∂φu|ξu〉−Xd

υd
υ
〈0|φ†d

↔
∂φd|ξd〉 !

= 0 . (2.54)

With the parametrisation given in Eq. (2.43), one finds

(
∂µφ

†
k

)
φk =

υk + hk
2

(
∂µhk −

i∂µξk√
2υk

(υk + hk)

)

−

[
φ
†
k(∂

µφk) =
υk + hk
2

(
∂µhk +

i∂µξk√
2υk

(υk + hk)

)]

⇒ φ
†
k

↔
∂φk = −

1

2
√
2
(υk + hk)

2∂
µξk
υk

. (2.55)

Plugging this into Eq. (2.54)

Xu
υ2u
υ

−Xd
υ2d
υ

!
= 0 , (2.56)

enforces a relation between the PQ charges and the VEVs of the fields φu,d:

Xu,d =
υ2d,u

υ2
(2.57)

It is important to notice that the field ξa is not the axion, which instead results
from the linear combination of the neutral pseudoscalar fields which is massless

4 Formally, if the group breaking pattern is G→ H, then topologically stable domain walls are obtained
if π(G/H) is different from the identity [186].
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and orthogonal to ξZ. Considering only the CP-odd neutral states of the spectrum,
the scalar potential V(φk) yields a mass term

Lmξ
= λ3 〈φu〉 〈φd〉 〈φa〉2

= λ3
υ2a
4
υuυd

[
e
i√
2

(
ξu
υu

+
ξd
υd

+2 ξaυa

)
+ e

− i√
2

(
ξu
υu

+
ξd
υd

+2 ξaυa

)]

= λ3
υ2a
4
υuυd cos

[
1√
2

(
ξu

υu
+
ξd
υd

+ 2
ξa

υa

)]
. (2.58)

The corresponding (normalised) massive mode

χ =
1√

υ2υ2a + 4υ
2
uυ
2
d︸ ︷︷ ︸

(υ′)2

[υa(υdξu + υuξd) + 2υuυdξa] , (2.59)

is manifestly orthogonal to ξZ. The axion is then identified as the field which
completes the orthonormal basis of the mass eigenstates

a =
υa

(υ′)4
[
2υuυd(vdξu + υuξd) − υ

2υaξa
]

. (2.60)

In the limit υa � υ the axion field is mostly constituted by the pseudoscalar
singlet:

a ' −ξa + 2
υuυd
υ2υa

(υdξu + υdξu) (2.61)

One can verify that under a transformation of the broken U(1)PQ in the form of
Eq. (2.47), or equivalently

ξk → ξk +
√
2αXkυk , (2.62)

the field a shifts as the associated Goldstone boson [188],

a→ a+
√
2α

υa

(υ′)4
{
2 υuυd[υd(υuXu) + υu(υdXd)] − υ

2υa(υaXa)
}

= a+
√
2α

υa

(υ′)4

[
2 υ2uυ

2
d +

1

2
υ2υ2a

]

= a+
α√
2
υa . (2.63)
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Under the same transformation the would-be Goldstone boson and the massive
pseudoscalar stay constant [189]:

χ→ χ+

√
2α

(υ′)2
{υa[υd(υuXu) + υu(υdXd)] + 2υuυd(υaXa)}

= χ+
√
2α
υaυuυd

(υ′)2 ��
��

���
��:0

(Xu +Xd + 2Xa) = χ , (2.64)

ξZ → ξZ +
√
2α
[υu
υ

(υuXu) −
υd
υ
(υdXd)

]

= ξZ +

√
2α

υ

[
υ2uυ

2
d − υ

2
dυ
2
u

]
= ξZ , (2.65)

where we have used Eqs. (2.48) and (2.57). In order to obtain the precise mass eigen-
value for the χ mode, we write Eq. (2.58) in terms of its series representation. The
mass matrix resulting from the second order term reads in the basis (ξu, ξd, ξa):

Lmξ
= −

λ3υ
2
a

4




1
2
υd
υu

1
2

υd
υa

1
2

1
2
υu
υd

υu
υa

υd
υa

υu
υa

υuυd
υ2a


 . (2.66)

Its eigenvectors are precisely a, ξZ and χ, with the latter one being associated to
the only non-vanishing eigenvalue

m2χ =
λ3
4

(υ′)4

υuυd
. (2.67)

The mass scale for χ is thus of order λ3υ2a � υ2, assuming λ3 being not too
much below the weak scale. This heavy pseudoscalar decouples from the rest of
the spectrum at high energies and does not yield any interesting phenomenology.
The anomalous mass of the axion can be determined using more advanced algebra
applications [190, 191], but we won’t go into details here as they are not relevant
to our discussion.

2.4 supersymmetric axion models

By promoting the axion to a superfield, invisible axion models can be supersym-
metrized [192, 193]. Along with the axion pseudoscalar component, the axion su-
permultiplet

Φ̂a = s+ ia+
√
2 ã θ+ Faθθ , (2.68)

now comprises of two additional fields: the saxion s, its scalar counterpart, and
the axino ã , its fermionic partner. Fa is only an auxiliary field and doesn’t have
any dynamics. While the mass of the axion is shifted from zero only by the effect
of the anomaly, its partners within the superfield Φ̂a are strongly affected by the
breaking of supersymmetry at some scale MSUSY � υa, where υa is the scale of
PQ breaking. The saxion will generically enters the scalar mass matrix, due to its
soft-breaking massmS in the scalar potential, which is expected to bemS ∼MSUSY .
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The axino mass is not bound to such a scale and its range can largely vary depend-
ing on the details of the specific model. It was shown [194] that an axino mass
mã ∼ M2

SUSY/fa results generically from the lowest order non-renormalizable in-
teractions. In models with more than one extra singlet instead, an axino mass can
arise at tree-level from renormalizable interactions. The model in Ref. [195] has
three SM singlet superfields in its superpotential

WPQ = χ̂

(
ÂÂ−

f2a
4

)
. (2.69)

The superfields χ̂ , Â , Â have PQ charges 0 , QA , QĀ, respectively. An additional
R-symmetry, under which χ has charge 2, forbids squared or cubic terms in χ. Let
us study the spectrum of this toy model at energies where SUSY is still unbroken.
From the renormalizable Kähler potential

K = χχ† +AA† +AA
† , (2.70)

the Kähler metric is simply [102]

Kij ≡
∂2K

∂φi∂φ∗j
= diag(1, 1, 1) . (2.71)

Thus the resulting scalar potential reads

V ≡WiW∗j
(
K−1

)j
i
=WiW∗i

=
∣∣AA− f2a

∣∣2 + |χA|2 +
∣∣χĀ

∣∣2 . (2.72)

In absence of soft breaking terms, minimizing the scalar potential yields

〈
AA
〉
= f2a , 〈χ〉 = 0 , (2.73)

and thus the scalar fields can be expanded around their minimum as5

(−)

A = fa +
φa,a + iσa,a√

2
, χ =

φχ + iσχ√
2

. (2.74)

Plugging Eq. (2.74) back into Eq. (2.72) the (identical) mass matrices squared for
both the scalar and the pseudoscalar modes gives6, in the basis (χ ,A ,A)

m2φ = m2σ =
f2a
2



2 0 0

0 1 1

0 1 1


 . (2.75)

5 Here for simplicity we have chosen both 〈A〉 =
〈
A
〉
= fa/

√
2.

6 Note that, e.g. for scalars, this corresponds to V ⊃ −12φi

(
m2φ

)
ij
φj.
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m2φ,σ can be diagonalized as R−1mφ,σR = f2adiag(1, 1, 0) and the mass eigenstates
can be read off from the rows of the matrix

R =



0 1 1

1 0 0

0 1 −1


 . (2.76)

As we already know, the massless pseudoscalar mode a ≡ σA−σĀ√
2

is the axion, the

Goldstone boson of the broken U(1)PQ symmetry. The saxion s ≡ φA−φĀ√
2

is the
massless CP-even scalar, which has zero mass as long as SUSY is still unbroken.
φχ(σχ) is an eigenstates with a heavy mass ∼ O(fa), same as for the symmetric

combination φA+φĀ√
2

(
σA+σĀ√

2

)
. The fermionic mass terms can be derived from the

superpotential as [92]

LmF
= −

1

2


ξiξj

∂2WPQ

∂φi∂φj

∣∣∣∣
〈φ〉︸ ︷︷ ︸

≡mF

+h. c.


 , (2.77)

with

mF =
fa√
2



0 1 1

1 0 0

1 0 0


 , (2.78)

and the second derivative of the superpotential is performed by substituting the
scalar fields to the superfields and evaluating them at their minima defined in
Eq. (2.73). By noticing that m†FmF = mφ,σ, we can promptly verify the supertrace
mass sum rule

STr
(
m2
)
≡

spin∑
σ

(2σ+ 1)Tr
(
m2j
)

= m2φ +m2σ − 2m
†
FmF = 0 ,

which signifies that the spin-weighted sum of all the tree-level masses in the spec-
trum will add up to zero7, as well as the fact that the linear combinations we found
for the (pseudo)scalar mass eigenstates are also valid for the fermionic case. At in-
termediate scale Λ, with MSUSY � Λ < fa, one can therefore arrange the massless
component fields in the axion supermultiplet as

Φ̂a ≡ s+ ia+
√
2θã+ Faθθ , (2.79)

where ã is the massless axino resulting from the diagonalization of the fermionic
mass matrix. In order to give masses to the gauginos one allows soft breaking
potential terms which break the R-symmetry. The linear terms in φχ are then also

7 For this to be true, it is also necessary that the gauge group of the theory considered is non-
anomalous
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legit and responsible for this field acquiring a VEV 〈φχ〉 = υχ. Updating Eq. (2.78)
accordingly,

mF

∣∣∣∣
soft

=
1√
2



0 fa fa

fa 0 υχ

fa υχ 0


 , (2.80)

yields an axino mass mã = −υχ, while the heavy fields get a correction of the
same order. In [196] the case of a supersymmetric DFSZ axion model with a single
axion superfield A coupled to the MSSM ones through the superpotential term
c1ÂĤuĤd of the superpotential was found inconsistent, as the resulting spectrum
for the CP-even scalar states contains tachyons. This has to do with the fact that
imposing the EWSB conditions yields an unstable soft scalar potential. Adding
WPQ as in Eq. 2.69 fixes this issue, as the new tadpole equations for the VEVs are
all solvable.

Talking about supersymmetric axion models so far, we only dealt with the ax-
ion sector of the theory. In order to solve the strong CP problem though, a non-
renormalizable coupling to the gluons is needed, as the one of Eq. (2.39). Depend-
ing on the PQ charge assignments of the model, the axion field can effectively
couple to the field-strength tensor of each symmetry group,

Leff
aVV =

a

32π2fa

(
g21CaBBBµνB̃

µν + g22CaWWW
a
µνW̃

aµν + g23CaggG
α
µνG̃

αµν
)

,

(2.81)
where the coefficients CaBB and CaWW are basis-dependent. Instead Cagg = 1

always, otherwise we don’t solve the strong CP problem. The coefficients can be
determined by looking at the overall factors in front of the anomalous divergences
as the ones of Eq. (2.53), when a chiral U(1)PQ transformation of the form of
Eq. (2.47) is applied. Formally the θ-term for each gauge group transforms as [189]

θ→ θ− dψXψα , (2.82)

where dR is the Dynkin index of the group representation for the field ψ. For
fundamental representations of SU(N): dψ = 1/2, while for U(1): dψ = Yψ. The
coefficients for the axion coupling to the gauge bosons in Eq. (2.81) transforms
exactly as the opposite. We will calculate them for our specific model in Ch. 4. Re-
markably one can always use aU(1)PQ rotation in order to set CaWW to zero below
the QCD scale [197]. This will also determine unambiguously the value of CaBB.
Recalling the photon composition below EWSB, Aµ = cos θWBµ + sin θWW

µ
3 , this

in turn means that the coupling of the axion to photons is also set. The Lagrangian
in Eq. (2.81) can be supersymmetrised by considering the F-term of the coupling
between the axion superfield of Eq. (2.68) with the vector superfields Vi of the
different gauge groups [188]:

Leff
âV̂V̂

=
g2i

8
√
2π2

CaViVi
fa/NDW

∫
d2θ Φ̂AViVi + h.c. . (2.83)

Below EWSB one can alternatively evaluate the strength of the interactions of the
component fields of the axion superfield with gauge bosons and electroweakinos
with an explicit calculation of the one-loop amplitude including virtual quarks
and leptons charged under the broken U(1)PQ. One should mention however that
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for some cases this procedure is not exactly equivalent to determining CaViVi , in
particular in the context of axino production in the early universe [198].



3
A X I N O E X P L A N AT I O N O F T H E 3 . 5 K E V L I N E

So far we have been focusing on the model building side of axion theories. In this
chapter we move to their phenomenological aspects and see how they can produce
a detectable signature, in particular for the case of the claimed detection of a X-ray
line in 2014 [68, 69]. This chapter contains parts of our published work [199] and
it is organized as follows: in Sec. 3.1 we introduce basics about models of sterile
neutrinos, then in Sec. 3.2 we explain how they can produce a X-ray signal. In
Sec. 3.3 we present the hypothesis put forward in the literature in order to explain
the line with an axino in analogy with a sterile neutrino. Then in Sec. 3.4 we
discuss the constraints from axino dark matter, while those due to the presence
of a gravitino follows in Sec. 3.5. In Sec. 3.6 we explain how to account for the
radiative axino decay in both R-parity conserving and R-parity violating SUSY
scenarios. Finally in Sec. 3.7 we summarise our findings about how the axino is
unlikely to explain the putative 3.5 keV line.

3.1 sterile neutrino dark matter

In Sec. 1.2.4 we referred to the lack of neutrino masses as one of the main shortcom-
ings of the SM. Since the experimental data rule out the possibility that neutrino
masses may be originated from higher dimensional operators within the SM parti-
cle content [200], the other viable option is to extend the particle content of the SM.
The most minimal approach consists of adding to the SM a set of n right-handed
neutrino singletsNR,i , i = 1, . . . ,n [201]. The resulting new gauge invariant terms1

LNR = iNR,iγ
µ∂µNR,i −

(
Y′ijL̄iφ̃NR,j +

MR

2
NR,iN

c
R,i + h.c.

)
, (3.1)

include a kinetic term, 3n new Yukawa couplings Y′ij and a Majorana mass term,
which can be taken to be diagonal without loss of generality. Under the assumption
that the resulting Dirac mass terms (MD)ij = 〈φ〉Fij are negligible with respect
to MR, neutrino masses compatible with the observed oscillations are obtained
through a type-I see-saw mechanism [155, 202, 203]. In order to explain it in simple
terms, let us write the mass term for the neutrinos as

Lν−N = −
1

2

[
νL (Nc)L

] [ 0 MD

MT
D MR

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡M

[
(νc)R

NR

]
. (3.2)

1 The charge conjugate field is defined as ψc = Cψ
T , where C is a unitary matrix such that

ψc transforms correctly under a Lorentz transformation. This requirement is fulfilled by taking
C−1γµC = −γTµ. From (ψc)c = ψ it follows that CT = −C. For the Weyl representation of the Dirac
spinors C = iγ2γ0.
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By integrating out the heavy right handed field through their equation of motion
and substituting back in the Lagrangian in Eq. (3.2), an effective Majorana mass
term for the left-handed neutrinos is generated [203, 204]:

Lν−N = −
1

2
νLi

[
n∑
k=1

(MD)ik
(
M−1
R

)
kk

(
MT
D

)
kj

]
(νc)Rj . (3.3)

Although at least n = 2 sterile neutrinos are needed in order to fit the neutrino
oscillation data 2 [205], let us now consider a toy model with one sterile and one ac-
tive neutrino. By taking for simplicityMD,R to be real and positive, the eigenvalues
of M are reduced to3

λ1 '
M2
D

MR
, λ2 'MR . (3.4)

It is reasonable to assume that MD should be around the same order of magnitude
for all the fermions of one generation, since they all acquire their masses by means
of their coupling to the Higgs field φ, which undergoes SSB. A large hierarchy
among the eigenvalues naturally results:

λ1 �MD � λ2 , (3.5)

with one neutrino masses well below the electroweak scale and another heavy
one. Using the cosmological bound on the sum of neutrino masses [206],∑
imνi < 0.23 eV, for the neutrino with heaviest associated charged lepton, i.e.

MD ∼ mτ, a strong lower bound on the the Majorana mass parameter MR is ob-
tained:

MR & 3 · 109GeV . (3.6)

An alternative to the introduction of an intermediate scale between the elec-
troweak and the Planck scale is to relax the hypothesis of the universality of the
Yukawa [207] and therefore allow for any value of MR. In particular, MR can be
as low as O (keV), which is the lowest regime in which the sterile neutrino is a vi-
able DM candidate. This follows from Tremaine-Gunn bound [208], i.e. the argument
according to which the DM distribution cannot be more dense than a degenerate
Fermi gas. By looking at the matrix which rotates the neutrinos in the mass eigen-
states for n = 1,

U '
[

1 −MD

MR

MD

MR
1

]
+O

[(
MD

MR

)3]
, (3.7)

we can estimate that for a sterile neutrino DM with mass ∼ O (keV), the sterile-active
neutrino mixing is expected to be small,

θ ' MD

MR
' 10−2

(
λ1
0.1 eV

)1/2(
λ2

keV

)−1/2

(3.8)

2 This is not true if we consider the lightest neutrino to be massive too.
3 An additional rotation on e.g. [(νc)R NR] is needed in order to have a meaningful physical inter-

pretation of M. This is possible because the most general Majorana condition allow for a free phase
ψ = ψc = e−iαψ. Therefore ψc can have the opposite eigenvalue of ψ under a CP transformation.
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N
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νj

νj

Z

νi

×

Figure 3.1: Feynman diagram describing the decay of the sterile neutrino into three active
neutrinos. Here the dot on a fermion line stands for a mixing between fermionic
mass eigenstates.

such that Lν−N describes a light active neutrino and a heavy sterile one with
negligible overlap. The definition of θ can be extended to the case of n sterile
neutrino species as in the following:

θi = 〈φ〉
∑

j=e,µ,τ

|Fij|M
−1
R . (3.9)

The main decay channel for a sterile neutrino N is into three active neutrinos via a
Z boson exchange, as depicted in Fig. 3.1. Its width reads [209]

ΓN→3ν =
9αG2F
8π4

θ2m5N (3.10)

' 10−20θ2
(mN

keV

)5
s−1 .

In order for N to be DM, its lifetime should exceed the age of the universe,
τU ' 4 ∗ 1017s in the ΛCDM model [206]. For mN ∼ O(keV), this requirement
is fulfilled for any value of the mixing angle θ . 1. The sterile neutrino can also de-
cay into a photon and a light neutrino through the exchange of a virtual W boson,
as shown in Fig. 3.2 . The associated width of the process [210]

ΓN→νγ =
9αG2F
1024π4

θ2m5N (3.11)

' 5 · 10−22θ2
(mN

keV

)5
s−1

shows how this channel is subdominant due to the loop suppression,
Br (N→ γ+ ν) ' 1/128 [209]. Nevertheless, this is the most relevant decay mode
for phenomenology, since a X-ray signal at energies Eγ = mN

2 could be detectable
through this decay.

3.2 x-ray signals

Several astrophysical sources can be responsible for a light signal in the decaying
DM hypothesis. First, the DM decay throughout the history of the universe gener-
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W

`∓L

N νj

γ

×
νi
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N νj

γ

W

×
νi

Figure 3.2: Diagrams for the process N→ γ+ ν for a SU(2)L ×U(1)Y plus sterile neutrino
model in the renormalizable Rχ gauges. In the Feynman - t’Hooft gauge there are 4

more diagrams with the unphysical charged Higgses (would-be Goldstone bosons)
in place of the W boson.

ates a contribution to the diffuse X-ray background (XRB), a series of luminous sig-
nals of unknown sources in the X-ray spectrum [211]. DM concentrations at small
red-shifts, i.e. galaxy clusters, can strongly increase the light signal in their direc-
tion [212, 213]. Despite having smaller DM concentrations, also dwarf spheroidal
(dSph) satellites of the Milky Way can produce a comparable photon flux thanks to
their proximity [214–216]. Finally, the DM from the milky way halo can also decay
yielding a sizeable contribution [214]. Except for this latter case, if the DM halo
under scrutiny is composed of MDM/mN sterile neutrinos, the luminosity of the
photon resulting from the decay N→ ν+ γ can be estimated as

L ' Eγ

mN
MDMΓN→νγ , (3.12)

where the red-shift effects can be neglected [213]. The typical value of field of view
(FoV) for modern X-ray telescopes is around 10′ − 15′, an interval at a negligible
scale compared to the one of the DM distribution in the sources, which can thus be
taken as uniform within the instrument’s FoV. As a result, the FoV integral reduces
to the column density, i.e. the one over the line of sight (LoS):

M
(FoV)
DM ≡

∫
FoV

ρDM(r)d3r ' ΩFoVD
2
L

∫
LoS

ρDM(r)dr , (3.13)

where DL is the distance to the center of the object towards which the telescope is
pointing. This quantity drops out in the expression for the DM flux

φDM ≡
L

4πD2L
(3.14)

' 1

8π
ΩFoVΓN→γν

∫
LoS

ρDM(r)dr .

This shows how contributions from faraway sources and as well as close ones could
be equally relevant. Plugging in some typical values reveals the expected flux of
photons resulting from the radiative decay of the sterile neutrino:

φDM ' 20
(
M

(FoV)
DM

1010M�

)(
DL

Mpc

)−2

θ2
(mN

keV

)5 keV
cm2 s

. (3.15)
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During the past few years, numerous experimental efforts were performed, includ-
ing X-ray searches of all the aforementioned kinds: HEAO-1 [217], XMM-Newton
[218], INTEGRAL [219], Chandra [220], Suzaku [216], just to mention a few. For
a long time no hint to DM signature was found, since all detected signals were
compatible with known astrophysics.

3.3 the claim of the observation of a 3 .5 kev line and the axino

explanation

In early 2014, two independent groups reported a line of unknown origin at
' 3.5 keV [68, 69]. In [68] the analysis was performed using data from the An-
dromeda galaxy and the Perseus cluster from the XMM-Newton telescope. The
authors of [69] combined the observations of several individual galaxy clusters as
well as clusters stacked spectra from the same instrument. A sterile neutrino with
mass mN = 7 keV would be a natural candidate to explain such a line, provided
that the decay rate into a photon is around ΓN→γν ∼ 10−29s−1. Without entering
the details of their statistical analysis, we combine our Eq. (3.12) and Eq. (3.14) to
reproduce the expression for the observed differential flux in [68]

dφDM

dEγ
' 2 · 10

−6

cm2 s
Ω

(FoV)
DM

500 arcmin2

∫
LoS ρDM(r)dr

500M�/pc2
ΓN→γν
10−29s−1

(mN
keV

)−1
, (3.16)

where the values of of the column density and the FoV angle are centered around
the averaged experimental values. A debate about the possible astrophysics expla-
nation for the line followed [70–78], with [71] in particular pointing out how the
line might also be due to atomic transitions from potassium ions (K XVIII). On the
other side, among the long list of possible existing particle physics explanations,
which would be impractical to report here, some authors [79–82] have pointed out
how the the decay of the axino, the SUSY partner of the axion (see Sec. 2.4), can be
responsible for it. Both RpC and RpV SUSY scenarios are possible and the decay
happens in complete analogy with the decay of a sterile neutrino into an active
neutrino and a photon depicted in Fig. 3.2. In the RpC SUSY case a neutralino
lighter than the axino is needed in order to allow for the radiative decay channel
of the NLSP axino. In RpV SUSY scenarios, the axino is unstable and can decay
into an active neutrino plus photon with a lifetime longer than the age of the uni-
verse. Both possibilities are appealing since several problems could be addressed
in a unique framework. Firstly, the presence of the axion solves the strong CP prob-
lem, as we learnt in Sec. 2.2. Second, both the axion and the axino are potential
DM constituents [221, 222]. Thirdly, considering an axino in the keV range would
make it a warm DM relic, which helps soothing the small-scale structure problem.

3.4 axino relic density

A generic supersymmetric axion model yields two possible DM candidates. While
for the axion is always the case, the axino has to be enough long lived. From here
until the rest of this chapter, we will focus on a scenario where the axino accounts
for almost the entire budget of DM in the universe. In order to suppress the axion
relic abundance Ωa accordingly, a low value of the axion decay constant is needed,
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i.e. fa ∼ 1010GeV, as can be read off from the expressions for Ωa presented in
Sec. 4.3.2. When it comes to the axino relic abundance Ωã, there is one aspect
which needs to be carefully dealt with, which is the difference between two seem-
ingly equal quantities, the Wilsonian axino-gaugino-gauge boson coupling and the
one-particle-irreducible (1PI) axino-gaugino-gauge boson amplitude [198]. Wilso-
nian couplings are the coefficients in the effective Lagrangian which describe the
interactions below fa and it is obtained by integrating out the heavy modes after
PQ breaking. This quantity is therefore local and depends on the field basis cho-
sen in the effective Lagrangian. The coefficient CaViVi in Eq. 2.83 is an example.
The 1PI amplitude is an observable quantity which depends on the light particles
running in the loop and in general carries a dependence on their momentum p. It
turns out that in the range Mφ < p < fa, where Mφ is the highest PQ-charged and
gauge-charged mass in the the spectrum, the 1PI amplitude has an extra suppres-
sion ∼ M2

φ/p
2 with respect to the Wilsonian coefficient. This results from the fact

that the effective Lagrangian does not keep track of the decoupling of the axion
supermultiplet from the gauge- and matter-fields in the limit Mφ → 0. As a con-
sequence, in a model with Mφ � fa the axino production by gauge interaction is
strongly reduced. This suppression is therefore naturally very efficient in DFSZ ax-
ion models, where Mφ is around the electroweak scale, while in KVSZ models the
mass of the heavy vectorlike PQ-charged quarks is typically around fa & 109GeV.
Eventually this difference yields two distinct axino relic abundances for the two
models, notably for their different dependence on the reheating temperature TRH,
the temperature that the universe reach after the end of inflation and before the
Big-Bang epoch. For DFSZ models we have [188]

ΩDFSZ
ã h2 ' 0.78

( mã

7 keV

)(1010 GeV
fa

)2
, (3.17)

which does not depend on TRH, as long as TRH is larger than roughly 1 TeV [223]4.
The relic density drops very quickly for lower values of TRH. This can be under-
stood in terms of the most efficient axino production mechanisms for the cases:
a) TRH < Mφ, where most axinos are produced below TRH through the process
g→ g̃+ ã (or g̃→ g+ ã) because in this regime the 1PI amplitude is equivalent to
the Wilsonian coefficient; b) TRH > Mφ, in which case the suppression of the 1PI
amplitude makes the production through gauge modes irrelevant compared to the
mode φ → φ̃+ ã (or φ̃ → φ+ ã) for T > Mφ. From eq. (4.65) we see that for a 7

keV DFSZ axino with fa < 1010 GeV the reheating temperature has to be below
1 TeV in order to avoid overabundance, i.e. ΩDFSZ

ã h2 > ΩΛCDMh
2. Let us add

that the extra suppression for the DFSZ case relaxes the constraint on the axino
mass obtained in Ref. [194]. Here an upper bound of 2 keV on the axino mass was
obtained by simply using entropy density conservation after axino decoupling and
photon decoupling, respectively, without any assumption on the value of fa.

The relic abundance for the KSVZ case [188] reads:

ΩKSVZ
ã h2 = 6.9× 10−3

( mã

7 keV

)(1010 GeV
fa

)2(
TRH

103 GeV

)
,

4 The exact value of TRH depends on the SUSY spectrum, but it is expected to lie in the TeV range.
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which is valid for 1 TeV < TRH < MΦ ∼ fa. In this case the abundance drops very
quickly for reheating temperatures below about 1 TeV, too.

3.5 including a light gravitino

In the context of SUGRA one can show with a simple argument why the axino is
generically expected to be heavier than the gravitino [224]. With

√
F being the scale

of SUSY breaking, we can write the superfield which breaks SUSY as

X̂ = ϕx +
√
2θξx + θ

2
√
F . (3.18)

The effects of the phase transition are transmitted to the axion sector by means of
a generic non-renormalizable operator suppressed by MPl:∫

d4θ

(
Â+ Â†

)2(
X̂+ X̂†

)

MPl
' 1
2
m3/2ãã+ . . . , (3.19)

where Â is the axion superfield and the gravitino mass is [38]

m3/2 =

√
8π

3

F

MPl
(3.20)

as expected from supergravity. Since the operator in Eq. (3.19) respects the PQ
symmetry, the only components of the supermultiplet which can be effected by
the SUSY breaking are the axino ã and the saxion s5, but the axion mass stays
zero, being it the Goldstone boson of the U(1)PQ. Thus m3/2 is a lower bound on
the axino mass. This puts further constraints on our scenario. The generic form of
the interactions between the goldstino η̃ and the chiral superfields is dictated by
the fact that η̃ is the NG boson of the broken supersymmetry. Its coupling to the
broken supercurrent JSUSYµ [225] can be used to determine the interaction between
the gravitino and the components of the axino supermultiplet:

Lη̃ = −
1

F
η̃ ∂µJSUSYµ + h. c.

= −
1

F
η̃ ∂µ(σνσνã ∂νa+ . . . )

=
mã
F
i η̃ σνã ∂νa+ . . . , (3.21)

where we have used the Dirac equation in the form iσ · ∂ã = mãã
†.

Once local SUSY gets broken the goldstino becomes the longitudinal component
of the gravitino via the super-Higgs mechanism:

G̃µ → G̃µ + i
√
4π
MPl

F
∂µη̃ . (3.22)

Since for most SUSY models the scale of SUSY breaking is relatively low,√
F �MPl, the gravitino interacts with matter mostly through the would-be gold-

5 The mass term for the saxion s which results from Eq. 3.19 reads 1/2m2
3/2

ss
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stino. From the operator in Eq. (3.21) one can calculate the lifetime for the decay of
the axino into a gravitino and an axion [224]:

τã→G̃+a ' 6 · 1028 s
(m3/2

keV

)2(
7keV

mã

)5
. (3.23)

If the 7 keV axino is to explain the X-ray line we must require its lifetime to be
greater than the age of the universe, τã→G̃+a > 1018 s, otherwise it would have
decayed away. This in turn implies m3/2 > 10−5 keV. A gravitino lighter than
roughly 100 eV is a hot dark matter candidate. Its relic abundance [186] ,

ΩHDM
G̃

h2 ∼ 0.1
m3/2

100 eV
, for m3/2 < 100 eV , (3.24)

is constrained to be less than 3% of the total DM abundance [226], which implies
m3/2 . 1 eV. In the range 1 keV < m3/2 < 7 keV, the gravitino is a warm dark
matter candidate and its abundance depends on TRH [227]:

ΩG̃h
2 = 0.27

(
TRH

100 GeV

)(
keV
m3/2

)
, for m3/2 > 1keV . (3.25)

In this case we require a reheating temperature below 1− 10 GeV so that the grav-
itino contribution to the DM density is much smaller than that of the axino. How-
ever for such low values of TRH the axino relic density, even with fa ∼ 109 GeV, is
highly suppressed, Ωãh2 � 0.12. Therefore, we exclude this case. Thus if the ax-
ino constitutes most of the DM and produces the 3.5 keV X-ray line, the gravitino
mass is restricted to the small window

10−2 eV < m3/2 < 1 eV . (3.26)

As both the axino and the gravitino are in the keV range and below, one might
worry about their contribution to the relativistic degrees of freedom g∗ at Big
Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN). In the SM the effective numbers of degrees of free-
dom g∗(T = 1MeV) = 5.5+ 7

4Neff, where Neff is the number of effective neutrino
species. Adding a light neutralino increases Neff and consequently the expansion
rate of the universe, in such a way that a higher 4He primordial abundance results
from the earlier proton-neutron decoupling [228]. Independent measurements of
abundances of primordial elements [20] and of the CMB power spectrum [229]
give strong bounds on BSM physics by constraining the conventionally chosen
value

∆Neff ≡ 3−Neff . (3.27)

As of today the strongest constraint comes from the PLANCK collaboration’s re-
sult [37]:

∆Neff = 2.89+0.36
−0.38 . (3.28)

This turns out not to be a problem in most cases. When the universe reheats to 10

- 100 GeV, both the axino and the gravitino are out of thermal equilibrium [188].
The subsequent annihilations of SM particles heat up the photon bath so that the
photon temperature at BBN is higher than the respective temperatures of the axino
and the gravitino. They are therefore not relativistic and does not enter into g∗. As
a consequence their contribution to Neff is well within the bound. If there is also
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a very light or massless neutralino in the spectrum one has to worry about the
constraint from Neff, as we discuss later.

3.6 producing the x-ray line signal

In order to explain the 3.5 keV X-ray line via the decay of a DM particle X, one
needs a decay rate of ΓX→γ+... ∼ (1028 s)−1 ∼ 10−53GeV [68], assuming that the
decaying DM constitutes 100% to the relic abundance. If the decaying DM is a
fraction k < 1 of the total DM, then the corresponding decay rate has to increase
by 1/k to explain the signal.

There are two scenarios for a 7 keV axino to produce the 3.5 keV X-ray line,
where R-parity is respectively conserved or violated. In either case the starting
point is the following Lagrangian for the coupling of the axino to the SM gauge
bosons and their gaugino supersymmetric partners:

Leff
aλV =

ã

16π2fa
σµν

[
g21CaBBλB̃B

µν + g22CaWWW̃
a
0W

µν
a + g23 λ

α
G̃
Gµνα

]
. (3.29)

Here ã is the axino mass eigenstate, while the gauginos and gauge fields are gauge
eigenstates. The interactions described by LaλV are the supersymmetric version of
the ones in Leff

aVV of Eq. (2.81), obtained from the F-term in Eq. (2.83).

3.6.1 R-parity conserving SUSY

In the R-parity conserved (RpC) case, if the bino is lighter than the axino, the X-ray
line could be produced by the decay ã→ λ

B̃
+γ. This was pointed out in Ref. [82].

The axino partial decay rate with a massless bino is

Γã→λ
B̃
+γ =

1

128π3
m3ã
f2a
C2aBB

(
g21
4π

)2
cos2 θW (3.30)

∼ 7× 10−52 GeV
( mã

7 keV

)3(1014 GeV
fa

)2
. (3.31)

The factor cos θW accounts for the Bµ-component of the photon after EWSB. Note,
a massless bino is consistent with all data provided the sfermions are heavy
enough [230–232]. To match the rate needed for the X-ray line this scenario re-
quires fa > 1014 GeV. This immediately excludes the DFSZ axino, whose relic
abundance would be too low to account for the DM relic density.

From Eq. (3.18), a KSVZ axino with TRH ∼ 1012 GeV would seem viable. How-
ever this scenario is strongly disfavoured by two arguments. First, the abundance
of axions produced via the misalignment mechanism (see Sec. 4.3.2.1 for details)
would be far too high [221] for fa ∼ 1014 GeV, unless one tunes the initial misalign-
ment angle to very small values. Second, a massless bino together with a light
gravitino would contribute to the relativistic degrees of freedom [228], giving a
value ∆Neff > 1, in strong tension with the experimental result in Eq. (3.28).
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3.6.2 R-parity violating SUSY

In the context of R-parity violation (RpV), the terms εiLiHu, i = e,µ, τ, in the su-
perpotential introduce mixing among the neutrinos and the Higgsinos. The modi-
fied scalar potential also results in non-zero sneutrino vacuum expectation values,
which introduce mixing between the neutrinos and the bino and the neutral wino,
respectively. In this case the RpC axino decay in Sec. 3.6.1 automatically includes
the decay channel ã → νi + γ. The new partial decay rate is simply modified by
the appropriate mixing angles6

Γã→νi+γ =
1

2048π5
m3ã
f2a

[
r2
νiB̃
C2aBBg

4
1 cos2 θW + r2

νiW̃
C2aWWg

4
2 sin2 θW

]

' 7× 10−42 GeV
(
r2
νiB̃

+ 3 r2
νiW̃

)( mã

7 keV

)3(109 GeV
fa

)2
.

(3.32)

Here rνiB̃ (r
νiW̃

) parametrizes the mixing of the neutrino mass eigenstate with

the gaugino gauge eigenstate λB̃ (W̃0). The lifetime of the axino to explain the
X-ray line requires r2

νiB̃
(r2
νiW̃

) to be of order 10−12 for fa fixed at its lowest pos-
sible value [185], 109GeV. One of the outstanding features of RpV models with
lepton number violation, is that they automatically provide for massive neutrinos.
Assuming that the neutrino masses solely arise from the RpV sector, we can es-
timate bounds on the mixings r

νi(B̃,W̃)
as follows. Neglecting loop contributions,

the terms εiLiHu lead to one massive neutrino [233–235] and two non-vanishing
lepton mixing angles, which we take to be θ13 and θ23 [233]. Following [157, 158]
we start from the neutralino mass term in the Lagrangian resulting from a generic
superpotential with bilinear RpV,

Lχ̃0 = −
1

2
ψ̃T0M/Rψ̃0 + h. c. . (3.33)

The neutralino mass matrix M/R in the basis of the gauge eigenstates

ψ̃0 =
(
λ
B̃

, W̃0, H̃0u, H̃0d,νL,I

)
reads in block form

M/R =

[
Mχ̃0 m

mT 0

]
, (3.34)

where Mχ̃0 is the 4x4 MSSM submatrix,

Mχ̃0 =




M1 0 g1υu
2 −g1υd2

0 M2 −g2υu2
g2υd
2

g1υu
2 −g2υu2 0 −µ

−g1υd2
g2υd
2 −µ 0




, (3.35)

6 Note this decay would also occur with pure trilinear RpV via the resulting sneutrino vev ’s [134].
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and m is the matrix which contains the bilinear couplings εi and the sneutrino
vevs 〈ν̃i〉,

m =




−12g1 〈ν̃e〉 −12g1 〈ν̃µ〉 −12g1 〈ν̃τ〉
1
2g2 〈ν̃e〉 1

2g2 〈ν̃µ〉 1
2g2 〈ν̃τ〉

−εe −εµ −ετ

0 0 0




. (3.36)

Under the assumption that the RpV parameters are smaller than the electroweak
scale, we can define a matrix ξ = mT ·M−1

χ̃0
, such that in the perturbative limit

ξij � 1, M/R can be block-diagonalized,

[
1− 1

2ξ
†ξ ξ†

−ξ 1− 1
2ξξ

†

]
M/R =

[
Mχ̃0 0

0 meff

]
. (3.37)

The neutrino mass sub-block,

meff = −m ·M−1
χ̃0
·mT

=
M1g

2
2 +M2g

2
1

2detMχ̃0




Λ2e ΛeΛµ ΛeΛτ

ΛµΛe Λ2µ ΛµΛτ

ΛτΛe ΛτΛµ Λ2τ


 , (3.38)

contains the alignment parameters

Λi = µ 〈ν̃i〉− υdεi , (3.39)

and the determinant

detMχ̃0 ≡ −µ2M1M2 +
1

2
µυuυd(g

2
2M1 + g

2
1M2) . (3.40)

The PMNS matrix describes the mixing among the light neutrino species in terms
of angles which have been measured by various independent experiments [20]. It
can be put in the form [233]

Vν =




cos θ13 0 − sin θ13
− sin θ13 sin θ23 cos θ23 − cos θ13 sin θ23

sin θ13 cos θ23 sin θ23 cos θ13 cos θ23


 , (3.41)

which manifestly depends only on two mixing angles. Their measured values are
θ13 ∼ π/20 and θ23 ∼ π/4. The diagonalization requirement

VTνmeffVν = (0, 0,mν3) , (3.42)

with

mν3 =
g22M1 + g

2
1M2

4detMχ0

|~Λ|2 , (3.43)
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enforces the following relations between the angles in Vν and the misalignment
parameters:

tan θ13 = −
Λe√

(Λ2µ +Λ2τ)
, tan θ23 =

Λµ

Λτ
. (3.44)

This in turn sets Λe = 0.23Λ, with Λ ≡ Λµ = Λτ. Additionally the cosmological
bound on the sum of the neutrino masses [20],∑

i

mνi < 0.23 eV , (3.45)

can be used on mν3 and yields

Λ < (3.2× 10−13 TeV)1/2
(

detMχ̃0

g22M1 + g
2
1M2

)1/2
. (3.46)

A remarkable feature about neutrino masses in bilinear RpV is that one does not
need to explicitly diagonalize Mχ̃0 in order to estimate the mixings between the
MSSM gauginos and the light neutrino mass eigenstates, i.e. rνiB̃ and r

νiW̃
. In fact

if we generically define a matrix N0 such that

N∗0Mχ̃0N
†
0 = diag(mχ01

,mχ02 ,mχ03 ,mχ04) , (3.47)

the full 7x7 mass matrix M/R can be diagonalized by

[
N∗0 0

0 VTν

] [
1− 1

2ξ
†ξ ξ†

−ξ 1− 1
2ξξ

†

]
'
[

N∗0 N∗0ξ
†

−VTνξ VTν

]

We can read off rνiB̃ and r
nuiW̃

from the lower-left sub-block −VTνξ:

rν1B̃ =
g1M2µ

detMχ̃0

ΛeΛ
2
µ∣∣∣~Λ

∣∣∣
√
Λ2µ +Λ2τ

' g1M2µ√
2detMχ̃0

Λ , (3.48)

rν2B̃ =
g1M2µ

detMχ̃0

ΛµΛτ√
Λ2µ +Λ2τ

' g1M2µ√
2detMχ̃0

Λ , (3.49)

rν3B̃ =
g1M2µ

detMχ̃0

Λ2e −Λ
2
µ +Λ2τ

2
∣∣∣~Λ
∣∣∣

' g1M2µ

2detMχ̃0

Λ2e∣∣∣~Λ
∣∣∣

, (3.50)

r
ν1W̃

= −
g2M1µ

detMχ̃0

ΛeΛ
2
µ∣∣∣~Λ

∣∣∣
√
Λ2µ +Λ2τ

' −
g2M1µ√
2detMχ̃0

ΛeΛµ∣∣∣~Λ
∣∣∣

, (3.51)

r
ν2W̃

= −
g2M1µ

detMχ̃0

ΛµΛτ√
Λ2µ +Λ2τ

' −
g2M1µ√
2detMχ̃0

Λ2 , (3.52)

r
ν3W̃

= −
g2M1µ

detMχ̃0

Λ2e −Λ
2
µ +Λ2τ

2
∣∣∣~Λ
∣∣∣

' −
g2M1µ

2detMχ̃0

Λ2e∣∣∣~Λ
∣∣∣

. (3.53)
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The bound on Λ in Eq. (3.46) translates into

r2
ν1B̃ (ν1W̃)

<
1.1× 10−14 TeV

Mµ1(µ2)
, (3.54)

r2
ν2B̃ (ν2W̃)

<
4.6× 10−13 TeV

Mµ1(µ2)
, (3.55)

r2
ν3B̃ (ν3W̃)

<
2.8× 10−16 TeV

Mµ1(µ2)
, (3.56)

with

Mµ1(µ2) =
(g22M1 + g

2
1M2)detMχ̃0

g2
1(2)M

2
2(1)µ

2
. (3.57)

Given the null SUSY searches at the LHC so far, it is reasonable to expect the
parameters M1,M2,µ to be of order TeV or larger, and detMχ̃0 ∼ TeV4, in absence
of cancellations. In this case the bounds simplify to

r2
ν1B̃

< 2.3× 10−15 , r2
ν1W̃

< 9.0× 10−15 ,

r2
ν2B̃

< 9.2× 10−14 , r2
ν2W̃

< 3.7× 10−13 ,

r2
ν3B̃

< 5.6× 10−17 , r2
ν3W̃

< 2.6× 10−16 .

(3.58)

By looking at Eq. (3.32) one sees how these mixings are several orders of magnitude
smaller than those required in order to explain the X-ray line via the decay of the
axino into neutrino plus photon through the RpV interaction of Eq. (3.29). One
caveat to this line of reasoning can be the assumption that all the SUSY parameters
and masses are at the TeV scale, which is perhaps too strict. Nothing forbids us
to take the lightest neutralino χ̃0 to have a mass of order GeV, while the other
neutralinos are at the TeV scale. In this case detMχ̃0 ∼ 10−3 TeV4 and the bound
on r2

ν2B̃
becomes of order 10−10, which is enough to fit the line. However this

scenario faces another problem. Since in RpV there is no such thing as the LSP, the
GeV-neutralino will now have two decay channels. First, the partial width for the
decay into an axino and a photon reads

Γχ̃01→ã+γ '
1

128π3

m3
B̃

f2a
C2aBB

(
g21
4π

)2
cos2 θW

= 1.7 · 10−2 s−1
(
mχ01
GeV

)3(
109 GeV
fa

)2
. (3.59)

Second, χ̃0 decays into a a lepton-antilepton pair plus neutrino via an off-shell Z
boson with partial width [236]

Γχ̃01→νl+l− '
r2
νiB̃
α2

1024π3

m5
χ01

M4
Z

,

≈ 1.7 · 10−2 s−1
(
r2
νiB̃

10−10

)(
mχ01
GeV

)5
. (3.60)
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The decay into an axino plus photon dominates for mχ01 > 1GeV , while the one
into a neutrino plus leptons does for mχ01 < 1GeV . Regardless in which of the two
ranges mχ01 lies, the lifetime of the lightest neutralino will be way longer than the
time of the freeze-out, tF ∼ 10−6s, at a temperature TF ' mχ01/20, as common to
all WIMP candidates. Additionally the interaction which kept them in equilibrium
with the plasma until that point freezes out with a relic abundance that matches
the measured value Ωχ01h

2 ∼ 0.1. If the admixture of the gauge eigenstates which
constitutes the neutralino is mostly bino (wino), than the relic abundance will be
slightly overabundant (underabundant).

A large range of neutralino masses is subject to constraints from BBN and CMB,
due to the fact that its decay produces energetic photon. In detail:

• 7 keV < mχ01
< 300 keV : this window is excluded by CMB constraint on late

decaying particles [57];

• 300 keV < mχ01
< 10MeV : CMB spectrum distortions [237, 238] rule out this

region of the parameter space;

• 10MeV < mχ01
< 100MeV : bounds from photodestruction of D and photo-

production of D+ 3He [238] exclude this window.

For mχ01 < 7 keV the neutralino is lighter than the axino and we are back to the sit-
uation of the R-parity conserving scenario, which is strongly disfavored as we dis-
cussed in the previous section. The only region which cannot be excluded within
our discussion is 100 MeV < mχ01 < 10 GeV . But despite being viable in principle,
in this range the neutralinos decay during BBN time, 10−3 s < τχ01

< 3× 104 s,
which could be in some tension with the success of BBN itself. For mχ01 > 10 GeV
one quickly hits the bound from neutrino masses. We conclude that also the RpV
scenario is strongly disfavoured.

3.7 summary and results

In this chapter we have investigated whether a decaying axino with a 7 keV mass
could explain the X-ray line signal which was claimed to be detected in early 2014.
The presence of a light bino together with a gravitino strongly disfavours the RpC
scenario, since both particles contribute to the relativistic degrees of freedom of
the universe and thus yield ∆Neff > 1, against BBN and CMB bounds. In order
to account for the line with the decay ã → ν+ γ, RpV models with all neutralino
masses around TeV require mixings between the light neutrino and the bino or
wino which are excluded by the cosmological bound on neutrino masses. Alterna-
tively one can evade this bound by taking the lightest neutralino to have a mass
around GeV or below. BBN and CMB bounds exclude such a long-lived neutralino
below 100 MeV, due to its decay into energetic photons.

The RpV scenario is still viable if the lightest neutralino has a mass between
100 MeV and 10 GeV, with corresponding lifetimes ranging between O

(
10−3s

)

and O
(
104s

)
, which is effectively stable for collider physics. Such a neutralino

is very hard to observe in the laboratory, with no present bounds [231]. Supernova
cooling excludes the low mass range if the selectron is lighter than about 500

GeV [230]. The proposed SHiP facility at CERN is most likely not sensitive to these
lifetimes, due to the restricted geometry [239] and a direct measurement at an
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e+e− linear collider is also unlikely [240]. This range of lifetimes is also too short
for possible astrophysical signatures. Therefore it is hard to verify whether this
particular scenario is realized or excluded.





4
T H E R P V D F S Z S U S Y A X I O N

In the previous chapter we studied the radiative decay of a keV axino in light of
its possible phenomenological application to the detection of the 3.5 keV emission.
We disfavoured the light axino explanation of the keV line by relying on an effec-
tive Lagrangian for the axino-neutrino-photon interaction, as given by Eq. (3.29).
We now want to enlarge the scope of our analysis in a twofold way: on the one
hand, we turn our attention to a range of axino masses which spans two orders
of magnitude starting from O(keV), where our parameter space can be constrained
by X-ray and gamma-ray bounds; on the other hand, we make our approach more
robust by consistently building a complete supersymmetric model with an axion
sector. In Sec. 1.2.3 we discussed possible discrete symmetries as alternatives to
R-parity in SUSY. In particular, models with baryon triality B3 allow for lepton
number violating operators in the superpotential thanks to which the neutrinos
acquire Majorana masses, without introducing a new very large Majorana mass
scale [130–132, 134–139]. Based on our work [241], in this chapter we present a B3
model with the inclusion of an axion supermultiplet of the DFSZ type. The axion
contributes to the DM energy density in the form of cold DM [242, 243]. Depend-
ing on the value of its decay constant, fa, it constitutes all or a fraction of the DM.
The gravitino is heavy [O(TeV)], decays early in the history of the universe, and
does not pose cosmological problems. The axino mass is proportional to λχυχ [see
Eq. (4.27)], where υχ is the vacuum expectation value (VEV) of a scalar field of the
order of the soft masses ∼ O(TeV), and λχ is a dimensionless Yukawa coupling in
the superpotential. An axino of the order of ∼ keV requires λχ � 1 and that is the
LSP: its lifetime is longer than the age of the universe and it contributes as warm
DM [194]. The radiative decay of the axino into a neutrino plus a photon is treated
explicitly at one loop, which allows us to study the dependence of the decay width
on the sfermion masses and the RpV superpotential couplings. This chapter is or-
ganised as follows: in Sec. 4.1 we include some general comments on the axino
mass, we discuss its dependence on the SUSY breaking scale and point out that
DFSZ models accommodate more easily a light axino, as opposed to KVSZ mod-
els. In Sec. 4.2 we introduce the model, describe its parameters and mass spectrum,
discuss the mixing between the axino mass eigenstate and some neutralino gauge
eigenstates. In Sec. 4.3 we consider cosmological and astrophysical constraints on
the model, with a focus on the more interesting case of a light axino. In Sec. 4.4
we compute in detail the axino decay rates and branching fractions. In Sec. 4.5
we obtain bounds on the RpV couplings and comment on the 3.5 keV line, before
concluding our discussion in Sec. 4.6.

4.1 the unbearable lightness of the axino

The mass of the axino is a strongly model-dependent quantity [222, 244], which
has been given a lot of attention in the literature [194, 245–248]. In Sec. 4.1.1 we
argue why a DFSZ model is more suited than a KVSZ one for accommodating a
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Figure 4.1: Left: One-loop contribution to the axino mass from soft supergravity breaking
in supersymmetric KVSZ models. Right: Two-loop contribution to the axino
mass from gluinos. The symbol “B” in the diagrams signifies the insertion of a
VEV. Couplings and mass or VEV insertions are in green in the figure.

O(keV) axino. In the following Sec. 4.1.2 we further argue that such a light axino
can be more easily embedded in gravity-mediated SUSY models rather than in
gauge mediation scenarios.

4.1.1 DFSZ vs KVSZ

As we mentioned in Sec. 2.2, axion models falls into two broad categories, DFSZ
and KVSZ models. They both contain a scalar field σ, which is charged under PQ
symmetry. In KVSZ models the phase of this field is exactly the axion a that re-
moves the θ term from the SM Lagrangian. σ couples to some new heavy fermions
Q, also charged under PQ symmetry. This allows for the presence of an opera-
tor fQσQQ in the Lagrangian, which in turn generates the triangle loops that are
responsible for the effective coupling aGµνG̃µν, crucial in solving the strong CP
problem. Here Gµν(x) is the gluon field strength tensor and G̃µν(x) its dual. The
KSVZ model can be supersymmetrized and also embedded in supergravity. Super-
gravity breaking will induce a soft term m3/2AQfQσQQ [194], where AQ ∼ O(1).
This interaction allows us to write down the amplitude depicted in Fig. 4.1a, which
results in a one–loop contribution to the axino mass of order [249]

mã ∼ 10GeV

(
m3/2f

2
Q

100 GeV

)
. (4.1)

In Fig. 4.1b we show another contribution to mã which is independent from any
high-scale condition and it is originated at two-loop level [250]:

mã ∼ 0.3 GeV

(
mg̃f

2
Q

1 TeV

)
, (4.2)

where mg̃ is the gluino mass. Therefore even if we set the axino mass to keV at tree
level, loop corrections will increase its value to around GeV. We can thus conclude
that a KVSZ axino is naturally heavy.
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In DFSZ models of axion the PQ-charged scalar σ is coupled to two Higgs dou-
blets Hu and Hd, which are already required in order to form the Yukawa cou-
plings in the MSSM superpotential when considering the supersymmetric version
of the model. The choice of a SUSY DFSZ model is therefore more minimal than
the KVSZ. In order to evade the astrophysical bound we mentioned in Sec. 2.2
one must have fa > 109 GeV . This in turn sets the coupling c1 of the superpo-
tential operator c1σ̂ĤuĤd to very small values. In the SUSY context it has been
proposed that this operator could be replaced [192] by a non-renormalizable one
g
MPl

σ̂2ĤuĤd. With the latter operator one easily obtains a µ-term at the TeV scale,
while with the former we are forced to take very small values the coupling c1. We
do not address the µ-problem, but we point out that Ref. [251] showed that the op-
erator we consider can be derived consistently within a string theory framework.
A small value of c1 is essential to guarantee that the loop corrections to the mass
of the axino, which are proportional to c1, do not raise its mass beyond the value
mã which was set to at tree level.

4.1.2 Low-scale vs High-scale SUSY Breaking

In Ref. [196] one finds a simple way to understand that in models where the SUSY
breaking scale, MSB, is lower than the PQ scale, fa, the axino mass is of order
O
(
M2

SUSY/fa
)
, with MSUSY the scale of the soft supersymmetry breaking terms.

In models with MSB > fa the axino mass is typically of order MSUSY. The former
models, with low MSB are representative of global SUSY, for which the best known
framework is gauge mediation of supersymmetry breaking [252]. The latter ones,
with high MSB usually fall in the scheme of gravity mediation of supersymmetry
breaking, in local supersymmetry, and the scale of the soft terms is that of the
gravitino mass, MSUSY ∼ m3/2.

In light of these considerations one would think that a light axino is more nat-
ural in the context of gauge mediation. However it turns out that this is difficult
to accommodate. The problem is with the saxion. Consider a model of minimal
gauge mediation (see e.g. Ref. [252]), where the messengers do not carry any PQ
charge and communicate with the visible sector only via gauge interactions. The
leading contribution to the mass of the sfermions of the minimal supersymmetric
Standard Model (MSSM) is generated at two loops. However the saxion is a gauge
singlet and its mass can only be generated at three loops, as shown schematically
in Fig. 4.2. The coupling c1 that appears twice in the diagram is the one we dis-
cussed in the previous subsection. The saxion squared mass, m2s is suppressed by
a factor of ∼ c21/16π

2 compared to the squared masses of the MSSM sfermions, m2
f̃

,
so we can estimate

ms ∼ 0.1 keV
( c1
10−9

)( m
f̃

1 TeV

)
. (4.3)

This light saxion could pose serious cosmological problems [253] as it would come
to dominate the energy density of the universe for a long time before it decays. We
review some of the issues associated with saxion cosmology in Sec. 4.3. One way
out of this problem would be to make the saxion heavier. This could be achieved
by either coupling the axion superfield to the messengers or to fields in the hidden
sector responsible for SUSY breaking. Apart from the extra field content that the
procedure would bring into the model there is another issue that seems difficult to
overcome: the same couplings needed to make the saxion heavier would very likely
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ss

c1 c1

H̃

Φ

Figure 4.2: Three-loop contribution to the saxion mass in minimal gauge mediation. At the
top we have a loop of messenger fields, Φ, drawn as a circle, at the bottom a
loop of Higgsinos, drawn as a rectangle. The wiggly lines are gauge bosons.
The coupling c1 of the saxion to the Higgsinos is defined in Eq. (4.6).

produce a heavy axino [254]. There might be a clever way to arrange for a heavy
saxion and a light axino in gauge mediation, but in light of our considerations it
seems that such a model would have to be quite complicated. We do not investigate
this aspect further in this work. Rather we choose a supergravity (SUGRA) model.
We showed in Ref. [196] that in SUGRA the axino would typically have a mass
comparable to the gravitino, thus in the TeV range. However, we can adjust a
single parameter, λχ, to lower the axino mass down to the keV range. Doing so
does not affect other masses, such as those of saxion and gravitino for instance.
Also, as we argued above, since the axino we consider is of the DFSZ type, once
we set its mass at tree level it will not be affected appreciably by loop corrections.
Therefore the SUGRA model can be kept minimal, as opposed to a possible model
with gauge mediation, at the expense of some tuning, needed to lower the mass
of the axino. The model we present in the next section represents an exception to
the generic argument according to which the axino is heavier than the gravitino,
as discussed in Sec. 3.5.

4.2 the rpv dfsz supersymmetric axion model

4.2.1 The Lagrangian

The particle content of the supersymmetric DSFZ comprises of all the super-
fields of the MSSM (see Sec. 1.2.3) plus the three axion-like fields that we intro-
duced in Sec. 2.4 and that are necessary to construct a self-consistent model [196].
The particle content, the quantum numbers with respect to the SM gauge sector
SU(3)c× SU(2)L×U(1)Y , and the charges under the global PQ symmetry, U(1)PQ,
are summarized in Table 4.1. We write the renormalizable superpotential as the
sum of three terms,

W =WB3 +WI +WPQ , (4.4)
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Superfield SU(3)C SU(2)L U(1)Y U(1)PQ

Q̂ 3 2 1/6 QQ
ˆ̄U 3̄ 1 −2/3 QU
ˆ̄D 3̄ 1 1/3 QD

L̂ 1 2 −1/2 QL
ˆ̄E 1 1 1 QE

Ĥd 1 2 −1/2 QHd

Ĥu 1 2 1/2 QHu

Â 1 1 0 QA
ˆ̄A 1 1 0 QĀ

χ̂ 1 1 0 Qχ

Table 4.1: Charge assignments for the chiral superfields.

with

WB3 = YuQ̂ · Ĥu ˆ̄U+ YdQ̂ · Ĥd ˆ̄D+ YeL̂ · Ĥd ˆ̄E+
1

2
λL̂ · L̂ ˆ̄E+ λ

′
L̂ · Q̂ ˆ̄D , (4.5)

WI = c1ÂĤu · Ĥd + c2ÂL̂ · Ĥu , (4.6)

WPQ = λχχ̂

(
Â ˆ̄A−

1

4
f2a

)
. (4.7)

WB3 contains only MSSM superfields, whereas WPQ none. In WI both kind of
superfields are present. Same as in Sec. 2.4, quadratic and cubic terms in χ̂ are for-
bidden by an R-symmetry under which χ̂ has charge 2 and both A and Â have zero
charge. Here and in the following generation indices, as well as isospin and color
ones, are suppressed for readability. Baryon triality enforces three RpV operators,
with respective couplings λ, λ′ and c2. We have generalized the usual bilinear op-
erators µHuHd and κiLiHu to obtain PQ invariance. Aside from the obvious PQ
charges assignments resulting from WPQ, the other ones needs to be determined
from the equations

QSa +QSb +QSc = 0 , (4.8)

as resulting from each term in WB3 and WI, generally written as ŜaŜbŜc. The
resulting homogeneous linear system of 9 equations has 10 unknowns and rank 7,
therefore there are 3 unconstrained PQ charges. Let us take note here of one set of
solutions which we will use later on in our discussion:

QU = QL −QQ +QA , QD = −QL −QQ , QE = −2QL ,

QHd = QL , QHu = −QL −QA , QA = −QĀ , Qχ = 0 .
(4.9)

The PQ symmetry is spontaneously broken at the scale fa, due to scalar potential
resulting from WPQ, and the scalar components of Â and ˆ̄A get VEVs υA, υĀ,
respectively,

A =
1√
2
(φA + iσA + υA) , Ā =

1√
2
(φĀ + iσĀ + υĀ) . (4.10)
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The VEVs must fulfil
υA · υĀ =

1

2
f2a , (4.11)

and we denote their ratio as
tan2 β ′ ≡ υĀ

υA
. (4.12)

Below the breaking scale, we generate an effective µ-term, µeffĤuĤd, and effective
bilinear RpV κ-terms, κeff,iL̂iĤu, with

µeff =
c1√
2
υA , κeff,i =

c2,i√
2
υA . (4.13)

The parameter µeff is required to be at the order of the EW scale in order for the
theory to undergo electroweak symmetry breaking successfully. Neutrino physics
constrains κeff to be 6 O(MeV). As a consequence of the astrophysical bounds
on axion discussed at the end of Sec. 2.2, both couplings in WI (Eq. 4.6) are rather
small, roughly c1 < 10−6 and c2 < 10−111. We thus already expect the axion sector
to interact very weakly with the other MSSM field content.

The soft-breaking terms of the scalar potential for this model consist of the scalar
mass terms, gaugino masses, the bilinear and trilinear superpotential counterparts.
Altogether the soft potential reads

−Lsoft =(M1B̃B̃+M2W̃W̃ +M3g̃g̃+ h.c.)

+ f̃†m2
f̃
f̃+ m2χ|χ|

2 +m2A|A|
2 +m2

Ā
|Ā|2 +m2Hu |Hu|

2 +m2Hd |Hd|
2

+m2`Hu (̃`
†Hu +H†u˜̀) +

(
m2HdHuHd ·Hu + h.c.

)

+ (Tuũq̃Hu + Tdd̃q̃Hd + Teẽ̃`Hd + Tλ˜̀̀̃ ẽ+ Tλ ′˜̀q̃d̃+ Tc1AHuHd + Tc2A˜̀Hu
+ Tλχ χAĀ+ LVχ+ h.c.) , (4.14)

with f̃ ∈ {ẽ,˜̀, d̃, ũ, q̃}. Note that we include the terms in the last line of Eq. (4.14)
because we assume that Lsoft breaks the R-parity of WPQ. Furthermore, even if
we put them to zero at some scale, these terms would be generated at the two-loop
level because of the small coupling to the MSSM sector, where no R-symmetry is
present.

At scales below the one of PQ breaking, the axion interacts with the gauge fields
according to Leff

aVV in Eq. (2.81). We can now explicitly calculate the coefficients
CaBB and CaWW making use of the prescription of Eq. 2.82, which tells us how

1 They are, nonetheless, radiatively stable.
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the θ-terms for the various gauge groups transforms under a chiral transformation
of the fermion fields ψ→ eiQψα. We obtain

θ1 → θ1 − 2

[
Ng

(
6

(
1

6

)2
QQ + 3

(
2

3

)2
QU + 3

(
1

3

)2
QD + 2

(
1

2

)2
QL +QE

)

+ 2

(
2

(
1

2

)2
QHu + 2

(
1

2

)2
QHd

)]
α

= θ1 −

[(
1−

8

3
Ng

)
QA +Ng

(
QL + 3QQ

)]
α , (4.15)

θ2 → θ2 −
(
Ng
(
3QQ +QL

)
+QHu +QHd

)
α

= θ2 −
(
QA −Ng

(
QL + 3QQ

))
α , (4.16)

where we simplified the starting expressions by means of the equalities in Eq. (4.9).
The couplings between the axion field and the gauge field strength at low energy
can be conveniently expressed in a basis where all the matter fields are invariant
with respect to a PQ transformation. This is achieved with the axion-dependent
transformation [255]:

ψ→ eiQψa/faψ (4.17)

This rotation induces the anomalous axion couplings to gauge fields. Their coeffi-
cients are the opposite of the shifts in Eq. (4.15) and Eq. (4.16) , here with Ng = 3:

CaBB = 3(3QQ +QL) − 7QA , (4.18)

CaWW = −3(3QQ +QL) +QA . (4.19)

The effective coupling of the axino to to gauginos and gauge bosons are related
to these by the supersymmetrisation procedure described in Eq. (2.83). In the case
of broken SUSY we are interested in, it is more accurate to explicitly calculate the
triangle loop diagrams from the full model, including tree-level couplings and soft
masses. In Sec. 4.4.3 we therefore compute the one-loop decay of the axino into a
photon and a neutrino using our full Lagrangian.

4.2.2 The mass spectrum

We implemented our model in SARAH [256–258], a Mathematica package for model
building. It requires the user to define a particle physics model in terms of the
following inputs: the superfield content and the superpotential; the symmetries
of the model and the value of the BSM parameters introduced. SARAH checks the
consistency of the model and calculates the full Lagrangian, including the soft-
breaking terms. It then returns complete expressions for the mass matrices and the
interaction vertices of the model below EWSB in the particle mass eigenstates, as
well as tadpole equations for the stability of the scalar potential and the algebraic
expressions for the RGEs.
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We now turn our attention to the mass spectrum of the spin-1/2 neutral fermions
of this model. In the gauge eigenstate basis for the neutralinos, there are terms
entering their mass matrix which are proportional to the sneutrino VEVs:

LM
χ0
⊃ υL,i

(
−
1

2
g1λB̃νL,i +

1

2
g2W̃0νL,i +

1√
2

∑
i

c2,iH̃0Ã+ h.c.

)
, (4.20)

where the repeated flavor indices are summed over. νL,i are the fermion compo-
nents of the SU(2)L doublet superfields L̂i. While the presence of the last term in
Eq. (4.20) can be easily traced back to the superpotential operator c2ÂL̂Ĥu, the
ones including electroweakinos are originated by the gauge contributions to the
matter kinetic terms. Here we show the case of the bino, dropping the lepton fla-
vor index for readability:

[
L̂†eig1QYV

Y

L̂
]
D

=

[(
ν̃∗L + i

(
θσαθ̄

)†
∂αν̃

∗
L +
√
2θ̄ν
†
L

)
×

(
1+ g1QY

(
· · ·+ θθθ̄λ

B̃
+ θ̄θ̄θλ

B̃

)
+ . . .

)
×
(
ν̃L − i

(
θσβθ̄

)
∂βν̃L +

√
2θνL

)]

D

⊃
√
2g1QY

(
ν̃∗LλB̃νL + ν̃LνLλB̃

)

= −
g1
2
υL
(
λB̃νL + νLλB̃

)
,

where in the last step we have used that 〈νL〉 = υL/
√
2. In RpV SUSY there is an

ambiguity regarding the definition of lepton number, stemming from the fact that
L̂i and Ĥd superfields have the same quantum numbers. One can choose which
linear combination of these fields to identify as the higgs doublet, so that the
remnant orthogonal combinations will be the ones carrying lepton number. This
clearly does not affect the definition of charged lepton mass eigenstates that we
identify as e, µ and τ and define lepton number. It’s rather an extra freedom in
defining the interaction eigenstate basis [139], that allows us to choose to work in
a convenient basis. To this purpose, we consider the matrix [135, 259]

Rυ,L =
|υd|

|~w|


 1

υL,j
υd

−
υL,i
υd

υL,iυL,j

~υ2L

(
1−

|~w|

|υd|

)
+ δij

|~w|

|υd|


 , (4.21)

with |~w| ≡
√
µ2eff + ~υ

2
L. It rotates away the sneutrino VEVs υL,i = 0:

Rυ,L

[
υd

υL,i

]
=

[
υd
|υd|

|~w|

0

]
≡
[
υ′d
υ′L,i

]
(4.22)

Note that the condition υd 6= 0, υL,i = 0, can alternatively be achieved by re-
quiring alignment [234] between the four-dimensional vector µα which has the su-
perpotential bilinear couplings as components, µα =

(
µeff, κeff,i

)
and the vector

υα = (υd,υL,i) of the VEVs, i.e. µα ∝ υL. In the new basis what we call Hd is thus
identified as the only scalar with hypercharge Y = −1/2 that receives a non-zero
VEV and has zero lepton number. The scalars carrying lepton numbers coincides
with the fields having zero VEV instead. In the following we drop the prime (′) for
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the new basis. The choice of basis is scale dependent, in the sense that sneutrino
VEVs are generated by RGEs running, even if set to zero at a given scale. Hence,
one needs to specify at what scale the basis is chosen. For later convenience, when
we compute the axino decays, we choose this scale to be the axino mass.

The tree-level 10 × 10 mass matrix in the basis (λ
B̃

, W̃0, H̃0u, H̃0d,νi, Ã, ˜̄A, χ̃),
which is a generalization of the MSSM neutralino mass matrix, reads

MN =




M1 0 g1υu
2 −g1υd2 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 M2 −g2υu2
g2υd
2 0 0 0 0 0 0

g1υu
2 −g2υu2 0 −c1υA√

2

c2,1υA√
2

c2,2υA√
2

c2,3υA√
2

−c1υd√
2

0 0

−g1υd2
g2υd
2 −c1υA√

2
0 0 0 0 −c1υu√

2
0 0

0 0
c2,1υA√
2

0 0 0 0
c2,1υu√
2

0 0

0 0
c2,2υA√
2

0 0 0 0
c2,2υu√
2

0 0

0 0
c2,3υA√
2

0 0 0 0
c2,3υu√
2

0 0

0 0 −c1υd√
2

−c1υu√
2

c2,1υu√
2

c2,2υu√
2

c2,3υu√
2

0
υχλχ√
2

υĀλχ√
2

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
υχλχ√
2

0
υAλχ√
2

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
υĀλχ√
2

υAλχ√
2

0




.

(4.23)
Since the axion sector is very weakly coupled to the rest, in order to obtain the
light neutrino mass eigenstates we can apply the Takagi diagonalization proce-
dure explained in Sec. 3.6.2 to M7, the upper-left 7x7 upper-block of MN. The
single massive neutrino state obtained this way is the one of Eq. (3.43). While this
procedure is essential for obtaining the mixings among the MSSM gaugino and the
physical neutrinos, for the sake of an estimate of the neutrino mass, one can simply
consider the ratio of the product of the five non-zero eigenvalues of M7 [234, 260],

det′M7 ≡ m2Zµ2
(
cos2 θWM1 + sin2 θWM2

)
cos2 β sin2 ξ , (4.24)

to the product of the eigenvalues of the 4x4 MSSM matrix of Eq. (3.40), here
written in a slightly different fashion using the relations among SM parameters

mZ = υ
2

√
g21 + g

2
2 and sin θW :

mν '
∣∣∣∣

det′M7

detMχ̃0

∣∣∣∣ =
m2Zµ

(
cos2 θWM1 + sin2 θWM2

)
cos2 β sin2 ξ

m2Z sin 2β
(
cos2 θWM1 + sin2 θWM2

)
−M1M2µ

≈ mZ cos2 β sin2 ξ ≈ mZ cos2 β
κ2eff

µ2eff
,

where

tanβ =
υu

υd
, and cos ξ =

µeff√
µ2eff + κ

2
eff,1 + κ

2
eff,2 + κ

2
eff,3

, (4.25)

and we have assumed that all masses are around the electroweak scale. Requiring
mν ≈ 0.1 eV, with tanβ ≈ 1 and µeff ≈ 1 TeV, one finds that κeff,i is of order
MeV, and correspondingly smaller for larger tanβ. The two neutrinos which are
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massless at tree level acquire a small mass at one loop [134, 138, 139], which are
thus not included in MN.

The four eigenstates of MN mainly built from the MSSM gauge eigenstates
(λ
B̃

, W̃0, H̃0u, H̃0d) typically have masses between 100 and 1000 GeV. The three
mostly axino mass eigenstates can be determined analytically in the limit
tanβ′ → 1 and c1,2 → 0 by diagonalizing Ma, the 3x3 lower-right sub-block of
MN with entries only from the axion sector fields. In this case the mass matrix
is in the same form as the one in Eq. (2.80), once we read the latter in the basis(
A, Ā,χ

)
. The smallest among the three eigenvalues [196]

−
1√
2
λχυχ ,

1

2
√
2

(
λχυχ ± λχ

√
υ2χ + 4f

2
a

)
, (4.26)

corresponds to the fermionic component of the linear combination of superfields
1√
2
(Ā−A)2. It is interpreted as the axino with a mass [196]

mã ' −
1√
2
λχυχ . (4.27)

For the general case of tanβ 6= 1 we find the leading order corrections in υχ/fa to
be

mã ' −

√
2 tan2 β′

1+ tan4 β′
λχυχ +O

(
λχυχ

υ2χ

f2a

)
. (4.28)

The parameter υχ is expected to be O (TeV). Thus the mass of the axino is con-
trolled by the parameter λχ, which is radiatively stable. The phenomenologically
interesting case of the light axino that we consider in this chapter will then require
a very small λχ, typically λχ < 10−6. We neglect other contributions to the axino
mass coming from the superpotential couplings c1,2, as they are suppressed as
c1,2/fa.

We now move on to estimate some mixings between the neutralino mass and
gauge eigenstates which are relevant for the computation of the decay width of
the axino into a photon plus neutrino presented in Sec. 4.4.3. For the purpose of

our estimates, we take υ ≡
√
υ2u + υ2d ∼ υu ∼ υd to be the weak scale.

The axino-higgsino mixing can be estimated by observing that the higgsino mass
is of order µeff, and the off-diagonal element between axino and higgsino is of order
c1υ = µeff

fa
υ. Then we use a simple property for a symmetric real 2x2 matrix3

M2 =

[
a ε

ε b

]
, (4.29)

with ε� a , b. M2 can be rotated into

D2 = UTM U ≈ diag(a , b) , (4.30)

2 Negative fermionic masses can be eliminated by a chiral rotation.
3 This is the same procedure we applied for the sterile neutrinos in Sec. 3.1 for the n=2 case.
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plus terms O
(
ε2
)
. To the same order of approximation, the mixing matrix is simply

U ≈
[

−1 ε
b−a

ε
b−a 1

]
. (4.31)

Thus the axino-higgsino mixing is

x
ã,H̃ ≈

c1υ

µeff
=
υ

fa
. (4.32)

Considering M1 ∼ µeff ∼ MSUSY = O(TeV), we can estimate the bino-higgsino
mixing as g1 υ

MSUSY
. Multiplying this with x

ã,H̃ we obtain the axino-bino mixing

x
ã,B̃ ≈ g1

υ2

MSUSYfa
. (4.33)

Estimating the axino-neutrino mixing is slightly more involved, due to some spe-
cific features of MN. First, the central 3x3 νL,i sub-block is simply 03x3. Second,
the fermionic component of the superfield Â is the only one in the axion sector
that interacts directly with the neutral fermions from the doublet L̂ through the su-
perpotential term c2, yielding the corresponding off-diagonal terms c2,iυu/

√
2 in

MN. But here the diagonal entry for the field Â is also zero, thus making it impos-
sible for us to apply the procedure used for x

ã,H̃. We therefore adopt the following
approach. We first perform the aforementioned Takagi-diagonalization of M7. The
massive neutrino eigenstate will be mostly a combination of the gauge eigenstates
νL,i, with small components of bino, wino and higgsinos. We then rotate Ma into
the basis of its mass eigenstates, using a rotation matrix which has entries of order
one. In the off-diagonal block, the entries will thus stay of order κeffυ/fa. We can
then estimate the axino-neutrino mixing by an approximate diagonalization of the
matrix

Mã−ν =


 mν O

(
κeffυ
fa

)

O
(
κeffυ
fa

)
mã


 . (4.34)

From the analogy with Eq. (4.31) and since mν � mã, we conclude that the axino-
neutrino mixing reads

xã,ν ≈
κeffυ

mãfa
. (4.35)

In App. A.1 we discuss a procedure for obtaining axino-gaugino mixings which is
exact to O(µeff/fa) and does not require any assumption on the scale of the MSSM
parameters.

4.3 cosmological and astrophysical constraints

4.3.1 The gravitino

We embed our model in SUGRA with SUSY broken at a high scale
√
F > fa.

Planck-suppressed operators mediates the breaking and set the soft scale at
Msoft ∼ F/MPl = O(TeV). Recalling Eq. (3.20), the gravitino acquires a mass
m3/2 ∼ Msoft. In models with high-scale SUSY breaking, the goldstino modes
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of the field are not relevant to the gravitino interaction, see Eq. (3.22). A gravitino
heavier than a few TeV has a lifetime [261]

Γ−1
3/2
' M2

Pl

m2
3/2

' 10−1s
( m3/2
10TeV

)3
, (4.36)

and therefore does not does not pose any cosmological issues, since it decays be-
fore BBN starts at tBBN ∼ 1s.

4.3.2 Axion dark matter

In this model the axion is a dark matter candidate. Its cosmological history is best
described in terms of the U(1)PQ-invariant Lagrangian for the PQ-scalar φ [221]

−L =
1

2
∂µφ∂

µφ−

[
λ

4

(
|φ|2 + υ2a

)2
+
λ

6
T2|φ|2

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Veff

, (4.37)

which has a temperature-dependent term in the effective potential Veff. At temper-
atures higher than υa the minimisation condition

V ′eff =
λφ

2

(
|φ|2 − υ2a +

T2

3

)
!
= 0 (4.38)

can be only satisfied at φ = 0. Below Tc =
√
3υa however this vacuum becomes

unstable and the U(1)PQ is spontaneously broken, with the scalar developing a
VEV 〈φ〉 = υa. The axion a is as usual the corresponding massless NG boson,
θ̄ = a/fa = arg 〈φ〉, where the axion decay constant is fa = υa/NDW . For temper-
ature T � ΛQCD the instantons effects are negligible and the axion is effectively
massless. Approaching T ∼ ΛQCD, the axion develops an effective potential

V(θ̄) = m2a(T)f
2
a

[
1− cos θ̄

]
, (4.39)

where the mass parameter ma is a function of the temperature. A precise estimate
of the axion mass was obtained in [262]

ma(T) '

4.05 · 10−4
Λ2QCD
fa

(
T

ΛQCD

)−3.34
, T > 0.26 ΛQCD

3.82 · 10−2Λ
2
QCD
fa

, T < 0.26 ΛQCD

(4.40)

In the following two sections we discuss two mechanisms to produce axion cold
DM non-thermally. The resulting constraints are later shown in Figs. 4.11 and 4.12,
where the the red area of the plane fa vs mã is excluded by the requirement
Ωah

2 6 ΩDMh
2.

4.3.2.1 Misalignment mechanism

We anticipated that the effective potential for the axion vanishes identically and
therefore the dynamics does not specify any value for the angle θ̄ in Eq. (2.36),
which can then take any value in the interval [0, 2π). When the temperature ap-
proaches ΛQCD, θ̄ 6= 0 will roll down to its CP-conserving value θ̄ = 0, but it will
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overshoot it and start to oscillate around ma(T) & 3H. Assuming Tosc > 0.26ΛQCD

and radiation domination, we can use Eq. (4.40) to estimate

Tosc ' 0.98GeV
(

fa

1012GeV

)−0.19(
ΛQCD

400MeV

)
, (4.41)

Using the Lagrangian obtained expanding the potential in Eq. (4.39) around its
minimum,

Losc ' f2a
[
1

2

∣∣∂µθ̄
∣∣2 − m

2
a(T)

2
θ̄2
]

, (4.42)

one can describe the axion dynamics below Tosc with the action [186]

Sa =

∫
d4x R3Losc , (4.43)

which includes the comoving volume R3. Treating this field as homogeneous, the
resulting equations of motion can be expressed as

∂µ
∂
(
R3Losc

)

∂
(
∂µθ̄

) −
∂R3Losc

∂θ̄
= 0 ,

µ = 0 : −3R2Ṙ ˙̄θ− R3 ¨̄θ− R3m2a = 0 ,

⇒ ¨̄θ+ 3H ˙̄θ+m2aθ̄ = 0 . (4.44)

The energy density ρϕ of a field ϕ is in the form Lkin,ϕ + V(ϕ). For the axion we
can thus calculate

ρθ =
1

2
˙̄θ2 +

m2a
2
θ̄2 ⇒ ρ̇θ =

(
¨̄θ+m2aθ̄

)
˙̄θ+maṁaθ̄2 , (4.45)

such that multiplying Eq. (4.44) with ˙̄θ yields

ρ̇θ + 3H
˙̄θ2 = θ̄2maṁa . (4.46)

Averaging over an oscillation sets
〈 ˙̄θ2

〉
=
〈
m2aθ̄

2
〉
= ρθ and it follows that

ρ̇θ
ρθ

=
ṁa

ma
− 3

Ṙ

R
. (4.47)

Integrating this equation leaves us with the result that the the axion number den-
sity is conserved within a comoving volume

nθ =
ρθ
ma

∼ R−3 ×
(

some
integration
constant

)
. (4.48)
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Since the number density scales with R the same way that the entropy density
s = 2π

45g?T
3 does [38]4, the present axion energy density

ρθ,0 = ρθ,osc
s0
sosc

=
m2a(Tosc)a

2

2

T30
T3osc

' ma(Tosc)Hosc
T30
T3osc

f2aθ̄
2
osc

' √g?
T30
MPl

θ̄2osc
ma(Tosc)f

2
a

Tosc

' √g?
T30
MPl

θ̄2osc

(
10−2

Λ2QCD
fa

)
f2a

(
fa

1012GeV

)0.19(
ΛQCD

400MeV

)−1

GeV−1

' 10−48 θ̄2osc
(

fa

1012GeV

)1.19(
ΛQCD

400MeV

)
GeV4 (4.49)

where we have used, in order:
〈
m2aθ̄

2
〉
= ρθ ,ma(Tosc) ' 3Hosc ,

Hosc = 1.66
√
g?
T2osc
MPl

, Eq. (4.40) for the temperature of the universe today, Eq. (4.41).
As the critical density of the universe today can be written as

ρc =
3

8π

H20
GN
≈ 10−47GeV4 , (4.50)

the order of magnitude axion relic density can be estimated as

Ωa,mish
2 =

ρθ,0

ρc
' 10−1 θ̄2osc

(
fa

1012GeV

)1.19(
ΛQCD

400MeV

)
GeV4 (4.51)

To be more precise, one has to take into account that when the oscillation begins
the adiabatic condition ma � T is not satisfied. In the following we will thus rely
on the the result [263, 264]

Ωa,mish
2 = 0.18 θ̄2osc

(
fa

1012 GeV

)1.19(
ΛQCD

400 MeV

)
, (4.52)

where such effects are considered.

4.3.2.2 String decay

In Sec. 2.3 we briefly referred to the domain walls resulting from the breaking of a
U(1)PQ. But they are only one type of the possible topological defects which orig-
inate at cosmological scales from a phase transition. Together with the 2+1 space-
time extended domain walls, we also find 1+1 cosmic string and 0+1 monopoles.
These are relevant for our discussion since their most efficient decay mechanism is

4 In the following we simplify our calculation by treating the total number of effective degrees of free-
dom g? as a constant, which is good enough for an order-of-magnitude estimate in the temperature
range considered.
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axion radiation. After PQ-symmetry breaking the universe is filled with a network
of axionic strings, each with an energy per unit length [265]

µ = π f2a ln (fad) , (4.53)

where d is the distance between nearest neighbour strings. From numerical simu-
lation we know that the energy density associated with the string network follows
the exponential behaviour ρstr ' ξµ/t2 [266, 267], where ξ is the length param-
eter which represents the average number of strings in a horizon volume. This
behaviour is maintained as long as for each Hubble time all the available energy
density is dissipated via decay into axions [186]. Thus the variation of the number
density of axions per entropy density is

dYa ' d
(na
s

)
=
ρstr

ω(t)

1

T3
Hdt , (4.54)

with ω(t) the average string energy radiated with axions. The energy spectrum of
the radiated axion follows dE/dk ∼ 1/k, in which case [265]

1

ω
=

r

ln (fat)kmin
, (4.55)

where r is the ratio of the rate of axion emission between the initial and final
temperature and kmin ' 2π/t on average. We integrate Eq. (4.54) between the
time of the phase transition tPQ and the time tosc where the axion mass becomes
comparable to the expansion rate, whereas later the string network decays. Plug-
ging in Eq. (4.55) and using again the relation for radiation-dominated universe
t ∼ H−1 ∼

(
T2/MPl

)−1,

Ya '
∫tosc

tPQ

µ

t2

(
t

MPl

)3/2
r

ln (fat)kmin

dt

t

'
∫tosc

tPQ

ξπ f2a ln
(
f2at
)

t2

(
t

MPl

)3/2
r t

2π log (fat)

dt

t

'
∫tosc

tPQ

ξ r f2a

2M
3/2
Pl

dt√
t

' ξ r̄ f2a
MPlTosc

(4.56)

we find that the energy density of the axion produced from a string has the same
dependence of the fa , MPl , Tosc parameters as for the misalignment mechanism
of Eq. (4.49). Adding an overall factor from Ref. [221], the relic density for axion
produced by the decay of strings is therefore

Ωa,strh
2 ≈ 0.2 ξ r̄

(
fa

1012GeV

)1.19(
ΛQCD

400MeV

)
. (4.57)
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The average value r̄ has been the subject of a long debate. Two scenarios have
been put forth, one predicts r̄ ≈ 1, the other r̄ ≈ 70. See Ref. [268] and references
therein for details. While the misalignment mechanism produces axions when the
temperature is T ∼ ΛQCD, the strings form at a much higher temperature T ∼ fa.
If the PQ phase transition happened before the end of inflation, TRH < fa, then
the strings would be inflated away and we would no longer have a contribution
corresponding to Eq. (4.57). In this scenario the axion abundance is from Eq. (4.52),
and θ̄ can take any value within the interval [0, 2π). In a scenario where the PQ
phase transition happens after inflation, TRH > fa, one has to average θ2osc over
many QCD horizons,

〈
θ̄2osc

〉
=
1

2π

+π∫
−π

dθ̄osc θ̄
2
osc =

π2

3
, (4.58)

and the contribution from string decays can be comparable to that from misalign-
ment or larger, depending on the value of r̄.

4.3.3 The saxion

A light saxion may pose serious cosmological issues, due to its coherent oscillation.
This is due to the fact that it is a pseudo-modulus, meaning it has a rather flat
potential. After inflation, it will thus start to oscillate around its minimum. As for
the misalignment mechanism in the previous section, the oscillations start when
the the Hubble parameter is of the order of the saxion mass mS, H(T) ' mS.
This tells us Tosc

s ' √mSMPl. Taking the field to be at rest and averaging over an
oscillation yields again ρS ∼ m2Sf

2
a. Thus when the oscillations start the ratio of its

energy density over the radiation density ρr ∼ T4 reads

ρs

ρr

∣∣∣∣
osc

∼
f2a
M2

Pl
. (4.59)

From our result in Eq. (4.48) we know that the energy density of a field oscillating
coherently around its minimum scales as ρS ∼ T3, assuming the saxion mass is
constant. We can estimate the temperature at which it would come to dominate
the energy density of the universe in absence of decays from the relation

(ρs/ρr)osc
(ρs/ρr)dom

∼

(
Tosc
s

Tdom
s

)−1

, (4.60)

together with the fact that by definition (ρs/ρr)dom ∼ 1. It follows that

Tdom
s ∼

f2a
M2

Pl
Tosc
s ∼ f2a

m
1/2
S

M
3/2
Pl

. (4.61)

The standard cosmological evolution in the ΛCDM model predicts the transition
from matter domination to radiation domination to happen at a temperature
Teq ' 1 eV. In order to make sure the saxion does not interfere with this, we
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need to ensure that the saxion decays before it ever comes to dominate the energy
of the universe. For the decay width of the saxion we rely on the simple estimate

Γs =
1

16π

m3s
f2a

, (4.62)

where we assume the saxion mass of the decay products can be neglected. The
factor of f2a in the denominator is due to the fact that the saxion couplings to matter
are suppressed by fa. The decay temperature can be obtained from H(Tdec

s ) ∼ Γs:

Tdec
s ∼

m
3/2
s M

1/2
Pl

10 fa
≈
(mS

TeV

)3/2(1012
GeV

)
GeV. (4.63)

Since in our model the saxion mass is of order TeV , it decays at a temperature
safely above BBN, TBBN ∼ MeV. Putting Eq. (4.61) and Eq. (4.63) together shows
that the saxion decays before it can dominate the energy density of the universe:

Tdec
s

Tdom
s

∼ 104
( ms

1TeV

)(1012GeV
fa

)3
. (4.64)

4.3.4 A heavy axino

For λχ ∼ 1, we have mã ∼ υχ ∼ MSUSY , an axino mass of order TeV. Such an
axino has many open decay channels into MSSM particles, with a total width that

can be estimated as Γã ∼ 1
8π

m3
ã

f2a
. It decays safely before BBN, and does not pose

cosmological issues.

4.3.5 A light axino

A keV axino can be a good DM candidate. In Sec. 3.4 we discussed how in DFSZ
models the extra suppression ∼ M2

φ/p
2 in axino-gaugino-gauge boson loops re-

laxes the original 2 keV upper bound on the axino mass. In our model the axino
is not stable. However, if its mass is below the electron mass the only three decay
modes are

1. into a neutrino and an axion (tree-level, with dimension 5 operator),
ã→ νi + a;

2. into three neutrinos (tree-level), ã→ νi + νj + νk;

3. into a neutrino and a photon (one-loop), ã→ νi + γ.

The resulting lifetime, as we show in the following section, is longer than the age of
the universe, thus making the axino a dark matter candidate, with relic abundance

Ωãh
2 ' 2.1× 10−5

( mã
1 keV

)(1012 GeV
fa

)2
. (4.65)

This does not depend on TRH, as long as TRH > 104 GeV [198, 223]. An intuitive
way to understand the f−2a dependence in Eq. (4.65) is to look at the processes
that produce the axino in the early universe. These are listed e.g. in Table 1 of
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ã
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a

ã ×

(a)

ã

νi

νj

νj

Z

νi
×

(b)

Figure 4.3: Left: Feynman diagram describing the process ã → ν+ a, with partial width
given by Eq. (4.67). Right: One of the Feynman diagrams describing the decay
of the axino into three neutrinos. In our convention a dot on a fermion line
stands for a mixing between fermionic mass eigenstates.

Ref. [198]. Their cross section scales as f−2a , which makes them not efficient enough
to ever reach thermal equilibrium. The larger the cross section the more the axino is
produced, hence the 1/f2a dependence in Eq. (4.65). We show the constraint coming
from overabundant axino production in Figs. 4.11 and 4.12, where the blue area is
excluded by the condition Ωãh2 6 ΩDMh

2.

4.4 light axino decay modes

4.4.1 Decay into neutrino and axion

A dimension 5 operator is responsible for this decay:

1

fa
(∂µa) ψ̄ãγµγ5ψã . (4.66)

This is in the basis of the mass matrix in Eq. (4.34), before we diagonalize to the
final mass matrix. Here a is the axion, ψã is the four-component spinor denoting
the axino mass eigenstate and the neutrino arises due to mixing with the axino,
once we diagonalize. One can understand how this operator arises by considering
the effect of the chiral rotation ψã → eiγ5a/faψã on the kinetic term ψ̄ãγµ∂

µψã.
An axino-neutrino mixing [see Eq. (4.35)] is present in the final states, as shown in
the diagram for this decay depicted in Fig. 4.3a. The partial width for this channel
reads

Γã→νa =
x2ã,ν

16π

m3ã
f2a
≈ 1

16π

υ2uκ
2
eff

f4a
mã

= 6 · 10−54 GeV
( κeff

MeV

)2(1011 GeV
fa

)4 (mã
keV

)
. (4.67)

4.4.2 Decay into three neutrinos

Similarly to the case of the sterile neutrino discussed in Sec. 3.1, the axino can also
decay into three Majorana neutrinos via the exchange of a Z boson. We simplify
our estimates by assuming that xã−ν is a good measure of the axino-neutrino
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Figure 4.4: Branching ratios for the three axino decay channels:
ã → 3 ν , ã → ν + a , ã → ν + γ. For the decay into photon plus neu-
trino (and thus the total decay width) we add here only the two dominant
terms, i.e. the partial widths Γ

B̃(ff̃) and Γν(Wl), see Sec. 4.4.3. For this

benchmark we choose the RpV couplings λQCD = 10−2 and λLLE = 0, thus
the only relevant contribution to Γ

B̃(ff̃) is given by the bottom-sbottom loop,
where we have also set mb̃ = 1TeV . Continuous (dashed) lines correspond to
fa = 1010GeV

(
1012GeV

)
.

mixing for all neutrino flavors. The decay width for this process is substantially
identical to that of Eq. (3.10),

Γã→3ν =
9αG2F
8π4

x2ã,νm
5
ã

= 3 · 10−56 GeV
( κeff

MeV

)2(1011 GeV
fa

)2 (mã
keV

)3
. (4.68)

The partial decay widths Γã→νa and Γã→3ν dominate the total decay width for all
our parameter space, as one can observe in Fig. 4.4.

4.4.3 Decay into photon plus neutrino

The one-loop decay ã(p)→ ν(k1) + γ(k2) is described by the amplitude [269]

M = igãνγu(k1) (PR − ηνηãPL)σ
µνk2µε

∗
νu(p) , (4.69)

with a Lorentz structure enforced by gauge invariance. Here ην and ηã are the
signs of the mass eigenvalues of neutrino and axino, k2 the photon momentum, ε
its polarization vector, gãνγ is a function with the details of the loop integrals, and
has the dimension of inverse mass. Neglecting neutrino masses, the decay rate has
then the form

Γã→νγ =

∣∣gãνγ
∣∣2m3ã

16π
. (4.70)
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Figure 4.5: Diagrams with no dependence on the the RpV trilinear couplings λ(′). The
cross on a fermion line indicates a mass insertion needed for the chirality flip,
while the dot on a scalar line is a (dimensionless) mixing. We write the coupling
constants in green at the vertices.

In principle the computation of gãνγ requires to sum all the amplitudes in Fig. 4.5
and Fig. 4.6 first, and then square them, as all the diagrams interfere. What we do
in practice though is to square the amplitudes in pairs, considering each coupling
combination individually. Although formally not legit, this approximation greatly
simplifies the task of identifying which loops contributes the most for each point
in the parameter space. At the same time, our results are still correct at the level
of an estimate and their orders of magnitude will not differ from those obtained
with an accurate quantum mechanical computation. If not otherwise specified, we
make use of the formulae provided in Ref. [270] to compute the loop integrals.
Since we work in a basis where the sneutrino VEVs are set to zero, the diagrams
with insertions of such VEVs (see e.g. [271]) are therefore automatically set to zero.

The first diagrams we consider are those in Fig. 4.5a , 4.5b and are the same as
the ones in Fig. 3.2, describing the decay of a sterile neutrino into a neutrino and a
photon. These are the only ones containing only SM particle in the loop. Plugging
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in the appropriate axino-neutrino mixing xã,ν into Eq. (3.11), for the case of the
axino initial state we obtain

Γν(Wl) =
9αG2F
1024π4

x2ã,νm
5
ã ≈

9αG2F
1024π4

κ2effυ
2
u

f2a
m3ã

= 3 · 10−58 GeV
( κeff

MeV

)2(1011 GeV
fa

)2 (mã
keV

)3
. (4.71)

The notation for the partial decay widths is as follows: the subscripts in brackets
stand for the virtual internal particles, while the subscript out of the brackets, if
present, denotes the particle which mixes with the axino in the initial state. We
anticipate here that Γν(Wl) is the dominant contribution to the partial decay width
for ã → ν+ γ in most of the parameter space: in the following we find therefore
useful to provide analytical expressions of the ratios Γi/Γν(Wl) for all the other
loop subprocesses with decay widths Γi.

A virtual τ yields the main contribution to the amplitude for the diagrams in
Fig. 4.5c, 4.5d. The resulting decay width

Γ(Hl) ≈
m3ã
211π5

κ2eff
f2a

(
Bµ

m2
H±

)2
Y2τ

m2τ
m4
H±

ln2
m2τ
m2
H±

, (4.72)

contains the factorm2τ , which comes from the mass insertion that flips the chirality
in the fermion line in the loop. Bµ is the Higgs bilinear parameter in the soft
potential of Eq. (4.14), so that Bµ/mH± is an estimate of the mixing between the
charged higgses. Setting Bµ ∼ mH± for simplicity, the ratio

Γ(Hl)

Γν(Wl)
=

1

18παG2F

Y2τ
υ2u

m2τ
m4
H±

ln2
m2τ
m2
H±

(4.73)

≈ 3 · 10−8
(mH±

TeV

)−4 ln2 m2
τ

m2
H±

160
.

is very suppressed by the charged higgs mass, and Γ(Hl) can be safely neglected in
the total decay width of the axino. Assuming τ̃ to be the lightest charged slepton,
we find for the diagrams in Fig. 4.5e, 4.5f

Γ(H̃l̃) ≈
m3ã
212π5

κ2eff
f2a
x2τ̃L−τ̃RY

2
τ

µ2eff
m4τ̃

(
1+ ln µ

2
eff
m2
τ̃
−
µ2eff
m2
τ̃

)2

(
1−

µ2eff
m2
τ̃

)4 , (4.74)
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where xτ̃L−τ̃R measures the mixing between the left and right staus5. Taking
xτ̃L−τ̃R ≈ 1 for simplicity, we find the ratio

Γ(H̃l̃)

Γν(Wl)
=

1

18παG2F

Y2τ
υ2u

µ2eff
m4τ̃

(
1+ ln µ

2
eff
m2
τ̃
−
µ2eff
m2
τ̃

)2

(
1−

µ2eff
m2
τ̃

)4 (4.75)

≈ 10−5
(µeff

TeV

)2 (mτ̃
TeV

)−4
.

We now turn our focus to the loop processes for the axino radiative decay that
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Figure 4.6: Diagrams with an explicit dependence on the RpV trilinear couplings λ(′). The
notation is as in Fig. 4.5.

involve at least one RpV coupling, as depicted in Fig. 4.6. Since both λ or λ′ are

5 Note that the expression is also finite for the particular case µeff = mτ̃. Indeed in the limit t→ 1,

(1+ ln t− t)2

(1− t)4
→ 1

4
.
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allowed in each diagram, we will call them both λ in order to avoid cluttering. For
the diagrams of Figs. 4.6a and 4.6b we find

Γ
B̃(ff̃) ≈

m3ãQ
2

211π5
g21λ

2x2
ã,B̃

m2f
m4
f̃

ln2
m2f
m2
f̃

, (4.76)

where f (f̃) denotes either a down-type quark (squark) or a lepton (slepton). Q is
their electric charge in units of e. The main contributions to this subprocess comes
from a bottom-sbottom or a tau-stau loop. Under the assumption that sleptons
and squarks have comparable masses, Γ

B̃(bb̃) and Γ
B̃(ττ̃)

are of the same order of
magnitude, as the smaller mass of τ is compensated by its larger electric charge.
Comparing to the diagrams of Eq. (4.71) we find

Γ
B̃(ff̃)

Γν(Wl)
=

g41Q
2

18παG2F

λ2υ2

M2
SUSYκ

2
eff

m2f
m4
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ln2
m2f
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(4.77)

≈ 0.2
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)−2(MSUSY

TeV

)−2(
mf
mb

)2 (m
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TeV

)−4 ln2 m
2
f

m2
f̃

120
,

where mb is the mass of the bottom quark. As recent analyses [122, 272] disfavor
squarks and sleptons lighter than ∼TeV, we restrict to m

f̃
> 1 TeV, where Γν(Wl) is

larger than Γ
B̃(ff̃).

The diagrams of Figs. 4.6c and 4.6d contain Y as either the Yd or the Ye Yukawa
coupling. Its partial width reads

Γ
H̃(ff̃) ≈

m3ãQ
2

211π5
Y2λ2x2

ã,H̃

m2ã
m4
f̃

ln2
m2f
m2
f̃

, (4.78)

where f (f̃) can be either a down-type quark (squark) or a lepton (slepton). Again
here the third generation of leptons or quarks and their supersymmetric partners
contribute the most. Since there is no mass insertion over the virtual fermion line
and thus no chirality flip with the corresponding mass-squared factor, Γ

H̃(ff̃) is

suppressed compared to Γ
B̃(ff̃) by a factor m2ã/m

2
f . Its ratio compared to Eq. (4.71):

Γ
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=
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ln2
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(4.79)
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2
f

m2
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120
.

The last diagrams we need to consider are the only ones involving the axino
mixing with the neutrino in the initial state, as depicted in Fig. 4.6e, 4.6f. They also
a feature a RpV vertex for both internal non-photonic vertices:

Γν(ff̃) ≈
m3ãQ

2

211π5
λ4x2ã,ν

m2ã
m4
f̃

ln2
m2f
m2
f̃

, (4.80)
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Figure 4.7: The six different contributions to Γ(ã→ ν+ γ) as a function of the axino mass
for the case of the LLE RpV operator. We take 4 different combinations of the
stau masses,mτ̃ ∈

{
102GeV , 1TeV

}
, and lambda couplings, λ ∈

{
10−1 , 10−2

}
.

The continuous (dashed) lines are for fa = 1010
(
1012

)
GeV. We also set

µeff = 1TeV and Bµ ∼ m2
H± ∼ 800GeV.

the main contributions being again from bottom-sbottom and tau-stau loops. Com-
paring with Eq. (4.71) yields

Γν(ff̃)

Γν(Wl)
=

Q2

18παG2F

λ4

m4
f̃

ln2
m2f
m2
f̃

(4.81)

≈ 10−9
(

λ

10−2

)4(
Q

1/3

)2 (m
f̃

TeV

)−4 ln2 m
2
f

m2
f̃

120
.

In Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8 we plot all the contributions to the different diagrams
considered so far for four benchmark points for each RpV operator. They show
four corners of the parameter space defined by the slepton or squark masses, the
RpV couplings and the fa scale. We consider the minimum allowed mass of the
stau(sbottom) to be 100GeV (1TeV), and a highest value of 1TeV (5TeV), respec-
tively. We assign to the RpV couplings the values λ ∈

{
10−1 , 10−2

}
. In each case

we plot the partial widths for fa either 1010GeV or 1012GeV. In all our param-
eters space the dominant contributions are Γ

B̃(ff̃) and Γν(Wl), and Γã→γν can be
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Figure 4.8: Same as Fig. 4.7, but for the case of the LQD RpV operator. For the sbottom
mass we consider the benchmarks mb̃ = 1TeV , 5TeV. The mass of the slepton
that runs in the loop is set to 1TeV.

accurately approximated by their sum, as anticipated in Fig. 4.4. The respective po-
sition of these two curves can be understood by looking at their ratio in Eq. (4.77).
Our conclusions extend to physically allowed regions with higher mf̃ or lower λ
too.

4.5 results

Let us now consider the phenomenological implication of our model. We start by
reintroducing the generation indices in the superpotential terms

1

2
λijkL̂iL̂j

ˆ̄Ek + λ
′
ijkL̂iQ̂j

ˆ̄Dk . (4.82)

we can take into account the bounds on the trilinear couplings in Table 4.2. In our
case the first index of λijk and λ

′
ijk refers to the neutrino in the lepton doublet.

We see in Fig. 4.9 that when we consider the decay ã → ν2γ, with λ233 and λ
′
233

saturating the upper bounds in Table 4.2, the diagrams giving Γ
B̃(ff̃) provide the

dominant contribution.
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ijk λijk(MW) λ′ijk(MW)

133 0.0060×
√

mτ̃

100GeV 0.0014×
√

mb̃

100GeV

233 0.070× mτ̃R

100GeV 0.15×
√

mb̃

100GeV

333 - 0.45 (1.04)

Table 4.2: Upper bounds on the magnitude of R-parity violating couplings at the 2σ con-
fidence level, taken from Ref. [122]. The constraints arise from indirect decays.
The concrete processes are described in detail in Ref. [273].
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Figure 4.9: The ratio
Γ
B̃(ff̃)
Γν(Wl)

as in Eq. 4.77 as a function of the sfermion masses. The RpV
couplings specified over the curves are also functions of the masses on each
x-axes, as they saturates the bounds in Tab. 4.2. We have set MSUSY = 1 TeV
and κeff = 1 MeV.

In turn, X- and gamma-rays constraints [274, 275] applied to the decays
ã → ν2,3γ can set new bounds to the trilinear couplings λ(

′)
233. Such constraints

in fact describe a curve in the τ−mã (or equivalently Γ −mã) plane, τbound (mã).
The simplifying assumption that the observed DM abundance comprises solely of
axinos, Ωãh2 = ΩDM, allows us to convert the photon bound on the lifetime into
one on fa, see Eq. (4.65). Then the excluded region corresponds to

Γ
B̃(ff̃) > Γbound =

1

τbound
, (4.83)

In Fig. 4.10 we see that, for mã = 100 keV, we can set bounds on the trilinears
λ233, λ

′
233, λ

′
333 of order 10−2. These would update the figures in Table 4.2. How-

ever, it is important to keep in mind that these new bounds, contrary to those in
Table 4.2, rely on the presence of the axino and on the assumption that it is the
whole dark matter. In Fig. 4.11 and 4.12 we show the X and gamma ray constraints
on the plane fa vs ma. The excluded regions in on the right side of the yellow line
correspond to

Ωã
ΩDM

Γã→νγ > Γbound =
1

τbound
. (4.84)
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Figure 4.10: Regions of the parameters space excluded by the X and gamma ray con-
straints [274, 275], assuming that Ωãh2 = ΩDM. The dark (light) orange re-
gion is excluded when mã = 10 keV (100 keV). For λ

′
i33, the index i can be

either 2 or 3, in which case the dominant contribution to the decay ã→ νiγ is
from Γ

B̃(ff̃).

Here, Γã→νγ = Γ
B̃(ff̃) + Γν(Wl)], and we multiply by Ωã/ΩDM to account for the

region of parameter space where the axino is under abundant.

4.5.1 Comment on the 3.5 keV line

This model can fit the 3.5 keV line observed in galaxy clusters and presented in
our Sec. 3.3 A possible benchmark point, for instance, is the following:

mã = 7 keV , fa = 3.5 · 1010 GeV , m
b̃
= 2 TeV , λ′233 = 0.22 . (4.85)

With these values, the axino constitutes the entire dark matter and has a partial
decay width Γã→νγ ≈ ΓB̃(ff̃) ≈ 6 · 10

−53 GeV, needed to explain the putative line.
The benchmark complies with the bounds we mentioned above. In our previous
Ch. 3 we concluded that explaining the 3.5 keV line in a RpV SUSY scenario is
possible under the assumption that the lightest neutralino should have a mass in
the range 100 MeV < mχ01

< 10 GeV , which can be achieved by having at least
one of the SUSY parameters of the model at a much lower scale than TeV. For
the case of our explicit model introduced in this chapter, the first straightforward
consideration is that the neutralino which should be in the aforementioned mass
range is the NLSP, since the the axino is the LSP now. Nomenclature aside, the mass
range in the assumption remains untouched: the extremely weak coupling of the
axion sector with the MSSM superfields makes any axino contribution to detMχ̃0

irrelevant. Ultimately though, retaining all the mass eigenstates of MN built from
(λ
B̃

, W̃0, H̃0u, H̃0d) at O(1TeV) while claiming to provide a benchmark point for the
3.5 keV line is not in contrast with our conclusion from Ch. 3. In Eq. (3.32) we
presented an estimate for the decay width Γã→νi+γ which was obtained through
the effective Lagrangian in Eq. (3.29). This approach is substantially different from
what we do for the full model, where we calculate the loop amplitudes and the
axino mixings explicitly. Even though the value of Γã→νγ obtained through the
CaViVi operators is only around two orders of magnitude lower than Γν(Wl) for
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Figure 4.11: Summary plot of the constraints on our model in the plane fa vs mã, for
the case TRH > fa. The red (blue) region is excluded due to overabundance
of the axion (axino) only. The red (blue) lines which serve as boundaries
of such exclusion regions are the points where the axion (axino) relic den-
sity matches exactly the observed DM relic abundance, i.e. Ωah2 = ΩDMh

2

(Ωãh2 = ΩDMh
2). The purple shaded region is excluded by the combina-

tion of both axino and axino DM. We take the reheating temperature to be
higher than the PQ symmetry breaking scale, hence the contribution to the
axion DM comes both from the misalignment mechanism and from string de-
cay, see Eq. (4.52) and Eq. (4.57), respectively. We have set the average rate of
axion emission to r = 1. Choosing the other suggested value for such param-
eter, r = 70, would exclude our whole parameter space. The points on the
right side of the yellow line are excluded by X and gamma ray constraints.
For each point we give the estimate of the inverse of the decay width for the
radiative decay of the axino in terms of the corresponding shade of green. The
contributions taken into account are again only Γν(Wl) and Γã→γν. For our
benchmarks we consider two pairs of parameters for the fermion masses and
the RpV coupling respectively, mf̃ ∈ {1, 2} TeV and λ ∈

{
10−1, 10−2

}
.

the highest values of rν3B̃ and r
ν1W̃

allowed, the effective approach leaves out
the contributions to the decay width from trilinear RpV, and thus all diagrams in
Fig. 4.6. Among these the two describing Γ

B̃(ff̃), one of the two main contributions
to the partial decay width Γã→νγ. We can therefore conclude that the study we
perform in Ref. [241] complements the one of our Ref. [199] for the case of of
trilinear RpV and the DFSZ axion.
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4.6 summary

In this chapter we have built a complete RpV SUSY model with baryon triality
and with a DFSZ axion superfield. We have studied the mass spectrum and then
investigated some cosmological bounds. The axion is a good dark matter candidate
when its decay constant fa = O(1011)GeV. For lower values of fa the axino, with a
mass roughly between 1 and 100 keV, can be the dominant dark matter candidate.
We have looked at the possible decay modes of the light axino in detail. For such
a light axino, its lifetime is longer than the age of the universe, but its decay into
photon and neutrino still leads to interesting phenomenology. We have shown that
X- and gamma-ray constraints on this decay give new bounds on some trilinear
RpV couplings. These are model dependent and rely on the axino constituting the
whole dark matter in the universe. We have also shown that in this model there is
a corner of parameter space where a 7 keV axino could fit the 3.5 keV line observed
in galaxy clusters.
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Figure 4.12: Same as Fig. 4.11, but for 104GeV < TRH < fa. In this case the axion relic
abundance is due only to the misalignment mechanism, as axions from string
decay do not contribute, see Sec. 4.3.2.





5
O N R A D I AT I V E C O R R E C T I O N S T O V E C T O R - L I K E P O RTA L
D A R K M AT T E R

As the LHC continues to probe the multi-TeV scale, the absence of signal of new
physics creates considerable tension for the most minimal supersymmetric models
and thus many LSP dark matter candidates became less natural. In the previous
chapter we motivated RpV models as a possible alternative to escape LHC bounds,
and presented the axion and the axino as potential DM candidates. In this chapter,
we consider a different and more agnostic approach, in light of the raising scep-
ticism about more traditional well-motivated theories for DM. Furthermore, DM
searches at LHC need a theoretical interpretation in order to be related to the com-
plementary constraints from DM direct and indirect searches. Following Ref. [63],
one can define simplified models in terms of the limiting cases in the space of DM
theories describing the LHC signatures, classified by their level of complexity. In
the simplest case one finds DM-EFT theories [276–279], which describe SM-DM in-
teractions by means of a contact interaction, with the underlining assumption that
DM is the only BSM state which is kinematically accessible. An assumption which
was strongly questioned given the high energies currently at reach at collider. At
the opposite end of the spectrum, complete DM models offer the most general
and well-motivated theoretical framework, introducing correlations between ob-
servables which might have been missed by simpler approaches. This comes at the
price of introducing plenty of additional particles and thus parameters, with the
classic example being the MSSM. Simplified DM models [61, 143, 280–283] fall in
between these two categories, as they expand the content of BSM sector only by
the particle which mediates the interaction between the SM and the dark matter.
This allows a correct description of the kinematics for DM collider production, al-
though the number of extra parameters increases with respect to DM-EFT theories.
Requirements for a simplified DM models are [63]:

• The DM candidate is enough long-lived to escape the detector;

• All terms compatible with Lorentz invariance, SM gauge symmetries and
DM stability should be added to the Lagrangian, although exceptions may
be of interest;

• If extra symmetries are added, the resulting interactions should not violate
the global symmetries of the SM, i.e. lepton and baryon number are con-
served and flavour symmetries are not strongly broken.

Simplified models can be categorized in terms of how they describe the kinematics
of the DM interacting with the SM. In the class of t-channels mediators [62, 63, 284,
285], the scenario with a Majorana DM and a scalar mediator has received much
attention, due to its proximity to the neutralino DM case. Less so for the case of
scalar DM, despite the analogous features. In the Vector-like Portal [67, 286] a real
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scalar particle couples to Standard Model fermions through a vector-like fermion.
The simplest realization of the VLP is given by

LDM = −
(
yf S ψ̄ fR + h.c.

)
−
1

2
M2
SS
2 −Mψψ̄ψ , (5.1)

where S is a singlet real scalar (the DM candidate), fR is an SU(2)L singlet SM
fermion (lepton or quark) and ψ a vector-like massive fermion. In order not to
address flavour physics aspects, it is assumed that S couples dominantly to a single
SM flavour. Also, in the sequel we will assume that the possible quartic coupling
of S with the SM Higgs is small and may be neglected. The model described by
LDM thus falls in the category of so-called simplified DM models with a t-channel
mediator.

This model may be considered as the scalar version of a bino-like Majorana DM
candidate, with which it shares some basic properties, the first being that their
s-wave annihilation is helicity suppressed. They differ in the fact that annihilation
of a bino-like candidate is p-wave in the chiral limit [287], whereas that of the real
scalar S is d-wave [67, 288]. However, in both cases, the helicity suppression is lifted
by radiative corrections [64, 289]. As discussed in several works, this has interesting
phenomenological implications. In the case of coupling to leptons, radiative pro-
cesses, either in the form of internal bremsstrahlung or annihilation at one-loop
into, say, two gamma-rays, may lead to striking spectral features. Such spectral
features are of interest for indirect searches for WIMPs (see, e.g. Refs.[66, 290–293]
for the Majorana case and specifically [67, 288, 294, 295] for the scalar case). In the
case of coupling to (light) quarks, radiative processes involving gluons on top of
gammas may be relevant at the time of thermal freeze-out, thus impacting both the
effective annihilation cross section and indirect signatures, see e.g. Refs. [296, 297].
Radiative corrections lift the helicity suppression most efficiently for the case of
massless final states. In the chiral limit one also finds the most spectacular spectral
signatures, with a pronounced peak in the photon spectrum for energies around
the dark matter mass. This happens when the bremsstrahlung is dominated by the
emission from the mediator, a process called virtual internal bremsstrahlung (VIB),
as opposed to final state radiation (FSR), corresponding to the emission from final
states. In the following, we will focus on a massive final state, having in mind a
top-philic DM candidate. Indirect detection signatures from annihilation into bb̄
and τ+τ− are considered too. This can be important for the case considered in our
work [298], where an extensive study of this model for the top-philic case is carried
out, including direct and indirect searches, and collider constraints. We specifically
focus on the technical aspects of determining the total cross section, taking into ac-
count radiative corrections, as well as the spectra into gamma-rays relevant for
indirect searches. Our goal is to keep track of the non-zero quark mass effects, the
most important being that the s-wave part of the annihilation cross section into
quark-antiquark is helicity suppressed. The issue we will have to face is that the
total annihilation cross section is plagued by infrared (IR) divergences, associated
to FSR for soft gluons or gammas. According to the Kinoshita-Bloch-Nordsieck
theorem [299, 300] the full cross section is free of IR divergence. This involves
properly taking into account radiative corrections at a given order in the gauge
coupling. For the case at hand, this requires calculating the one-loop corrections to
the annihilation cross section SS→ ff̄.
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This chapter is organized as follows: in Sec. 5.1 we present the annihilation cross
section of a real scalar DM particle into SM fermions through t-channel exchange
of a vector-like fermion and introduce the effective approach. In Sec. 5.2 we in-
troduce the amplitude for the annihilation with associated emission and consider
the various term from an operator point of view in limit of large mediator masses.
In Sec. 5.3 we present the decomposition of the total inclusive cross section into
virtual corrections plus soft and hard modes. In Sec. 5.4 we study the differential
cross sections (with gluon and gamma emission) and implications for indirect de-
tection, in particular for the gamma-ray spectra. We conclude our discussion in
Sec. 5.5.

5.1 two-body cross section in the non-relativistic limit
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Figure 5.1: Amplitudes for the 2-body process SS→ qq̄ and the resulting effective interac-
tion (r =M2ψ/M

2
S and z = m2q/M2S).

The annihilation of a pair of S into SM quarks proceeds at lowest order via the
exchange of a heavy mediator ψ in the t- and u-channels, as depicted in Fig. 5.1.
Its cross section rate in the limit of small DM velocity has a dominant s-wave
contribution :

〈σv〉qq̄ =
3

4π

y4f
M2
S

z (1− z)
3
2

(1+ r− z)2
+O(m2q υ

2,υ4) , (5.2)

where the mediator and quark masses enter the above equation through the ratios

r ≡
M2
ψ

M2
S

, z ≡
m2q

M2
S

, (5.3)

respectively. This result was already discussed in Ref. [67], where it was shown that
in the chiral limitmq → 0 the amplitude for this process has a leading contribution
∝ υ4, i.e. the cross section is d-wave suppressed. For the finite masses we consider
in this work this is not generically true and we can identify two cases. First, if the
dark matter annihilation takes place today in the galactic center, then it proceeds
via s-wave for all points of our parameter space. Then the 2-body cross section can
be described with the dimension five operator

O2B,s =
mq

Λ2
S2 q̄ q , (5.4)
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Figure 5.2: Amplitudes contributing to the 3-body process SS→ qq̄g. We refer to final state
radiation (FSR) for Fig. 5.2a and Fig. 5.2b and to virtual internal bremsstrahlung
(VIB) for Fig. 5.2c.

where Λ is a mass scale that is specified through the matching between the cross
section obtained with the Lagrangian 5.1 and the operator in Eq. (5.4):

mq

Λ2
→ 1

2

y2fmq

M2
S +M

2
ψ −m2q

(5.5)

The helicity suppression ∼ m2q of the s-wave part of the cross section in Eq. (5.2)
can be seen in Eq. (5.4), where the S coupling to SM fermions is chiral while the
quark-antiquark pair must have zero total helicity; matching the two requires a
chirality flip. Note that the p-wave threshold behavior, ∝ (1−m2q/M

2
S)
3/2, of this

cross section is similar to that of Higgs decay into SM fermions, as both the scalar
DM pair in an s-wave and the Higgs are JPC = 0++. Second, the process SS→ qq̄

can have a significant d-wave contribution for finite quark masses when considered
in the early universe, as υ ∼ 0.24 leads to a weaker suppression compared to the
case of the galactic center. Therefore the dimension five operator O2B,s becomes a
less exact approximation, the validity of which needs to be tested in the range of
mass parameters of interest.

A similar result holds for s-wave annihilation of a pair of Majorana DM [297],
with the initial state is instead in a JPC = 0−+ state, equivalent to a pseudo-scalar
particle. Another important difference between the two cases is that the cross sec-
tion for scalar DM is d-wave suppressed in the chiral limit mq → 0, while the
suppression is p-wave for the Majorana case [67, 288]. A well-know consequence
of the above is that the relevant cross sections for thermal freeze-out and for indi-
rect detection will generally differ. In particular, in the chiral limit, the LO cross
section is suppressed if υ � 1. This suppression may however be alleviated by
taking into account radiative corrections [64, 289].

5.2 three-body amplitude

We now move on to consider the annihilation of two scalars with associated emis-
sion of a gluon. In our discussion on bremsstrahlung we will focus on QCD correc-
tions, but the procedure described in this section and that of Sec. 5.3 can be applied
for the radiation of a photon too, provided CFαs → Q2α, where CF = 4/3 is a color
factor and Q is the electric charge of the SM fermion. Taking the initial states S to
be at rest, the part of the amplitude for the process S(k1)S(k2) → q(p1)q̄(p2)g(k)
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associated the VIB diagram in Fig. 5.2c contribute to the three-body amplitude
with

MVIB = ga y
2
f t
aū(p1)

{
PL
[
2(M2

S +M
2
ψ −m2q)/ε

∗ − ε∗ · (p1 + p2)/k
]

(5.6)

+mq [ε
∗ · (p1 − p2) + /ε∗/k]

}
υ(p2)D1D2 ,

where
Di =

i

(pi −K)2 −M
2
ψ

, (5.7)

and K = k1 = k2 ≡ (MS, 0). In this expression, ε∗ is a shorthand for the polar-
ization vector ε∗(k) and ta are the representation matrices for the fundamental of
SU(3).

The FSR amplitudes in Figs. 5.2a and 5.2b read altogether

MFSR = gs y
2
f ū(p1)t

a
{
2mqε

∗ · (p1D1kD2 − p2D2kD1) +mq/ε∗/k(D1kD2 +D1D2k)
(5.8)

+ 2PL/ε
∗[M2

S −M
2
ψ +m2q −K · (p1 + p2)

]
D1D2

}
υ(p2) ,

where
Dik =

i

(pi − k)2 −m2q
. (5.9)

The presence of the D1D2 term in MFSR is remarkable, as one would expect such
combinations of the ψ propagators to arise only for VIB diagrams. This combina-
tion of Di derives from the equality

D1 +D2 = −
[
2M2

ψ − 2M2
S + 2K · (p1 + p2)

]
D1D2 , (5.10)

together with D−1
ik = pi · k . This term is also gauge-dependent and must be

therefore compensated by terms in Eq. (5.6). Thus already at amplitude level there
no well-defined distinction between FSR and VIB. The total three-body amplitude
reads

MIB = gs y
2
f ū(p1)t

a
{
PL [(p1 + p2) · k/ε∗ − ε∗ · (p1 + p2)/k]D1D2 (5.11)

+mq

[
ε∗ · (p1(2D1k +D1)D2 − p2(2D2k +D2)D1)

+ /ε∗/k(D1D2k +D2D1k +D1D2)
]}
υ(p2) .
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In summing Eq. (5.11) we have manipulated the terms proportional to PL/ε∗ in the
following way:

iMIB ⊂ −
i

2
ū(p1)PLD1D2/ε

∗
{
2
[
M2
S +m

2
q −M

2
ψ −K · (p1 + p2)

]
+ 2

[
M2
S +M

2
ψ −m2q

]}
υ(p2)

= −
i

2
ū(p1)PLD1D2/ε

∗
{
4 M2

S︸︷︷︸
K2

−2K · (p1 + p2)
}
υ(p2)

= −
i

2
ū(p1)PLD1D2/ε

∗
{
2K · (2K− p1 − p2)︸ ︷︷ ︸

k

}
υ(p2)

= −
i

2
ū(p1)PLD1D2/ε

∗
{
k · (p1 + p2)

}
υ(p2) .

One can verify that the total amplitude is gauge invariant, kµM
µ
IB = 0, using

D1 −D2 = −2iD1D2 K · (p1 − p2) . (5.12)

It is instructive to look at Eq. (5.11) from an effective interaction perspective. We
consider an expansion of Eq. (5.11) in r−1 = (MS/Mψ)

2 assuming Mψ �MS. We
group the dominant terms into three gauge invariant contribution:

MIB ≈−
2gsy

2
f

r

mq

M2
S

ū(p1)t
aυ(p2) Ieik+ (5.13)

−
gsy

2
f

r

mq

M2
S

ū(p1)t
a/ε∗/k (D1k +D2k)υ(p2)+ (5.14)

+
gsy

2
f

r2
1

M4
S

ū(p1)t
aPL [(p1 + p2) · k/ε∗ − ε∗ · (p1 + p2)/k]υ(p2) , (5.15)

where we are neglecting terms O
(
r−3
)
. The first two terms are proportional to

mq. While they cannot be written in terms of local effective operators, they have a
simple structure. The term on the RHS of (5.13) contains the familiar Weizsäcker-
Williams factor,

Ieik =
ε∗ · p1
k · p1

−
ε∗ · p2
k · p2

, (5.16)

which multiplies the LO amplitude for SS → qq̄ and is responsible for the IR
divergences of the total annihilation cross section. The term (5.14) has the structure
of a dipole interaction,

ODI ∼ qR σµνF
µνqR , (5.17)

with Fµν = taFa,µν and σµν = i[γµ,γν]/2. This term comes entirely from the MFSR

amplitude in Eq. (5.8). Figs. 5.3a and 5.3b diagrammatically represent Eqs. (5.13–
5.14). The term (5.15) in the expansion of MIB in Eq. can be derived from the
following dimension eight operator [301, 302]

O
(8)
VIB = S2∂µ (qRγνF

µνqR) . (5.18)

We identify it with the VIB diagram depicted it in Fig. (5.3c), as it reduces to
emission from internal lines only in the chiral limit, though generically it has con-
tributions from both MFSR and MVIB. Since it does not suffer from helicity sup-
pression, it may be the dominant contribution to DM annihilation if mq � MS.
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Figure 5.3: Diagrammatic representation of the amplitudes in Eqs. (5.13– 5.15). We refer to
the first two amplitudes Figs. 5.3a and 5.3b as FSR, while Fig. (5.3c) corresponds
to VIB.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of the differential cross section συNLO obtained in the full theory
(in blue in the plot) with the various contributions from the effective approxi-
mation MIB. The term in (5.13) and corresponding to the Weizsäcker-Williams
approximation is in orange. The term ∝ r−1

(
∝ r−2

)
in the expression of MIB

is in green (purple).

In the limit of large r the expansion of Eqs. (5.13– 5.15) is robust and one can use
this amplitude to compute the annihilation cross section. The first term leads to IR
divergences, but these can be tamed in the way we describe in Sec. 5.3.1. However,
one would like to be more general: first, because the large r expansion spoils the
spectral feature of VIB, which are most prominent when Mψ and MS are almost
degenerate; secondly, because we have in mind DM candidates that could annihi-
late into heavy quarks, in particular the top, so that neglecting mq may not be a
good approximation. Anticipating on the results of the next sections, our consider-
ations are illustrated in Fig. 5.4 where we depict the typical gluon or gamma-ray
spectrum (at the partonic level) ωdN/dω as a function of χ = ω/MS for a DM
candidate with a strong VIB feature, thus for almost degenerate masses, r ≈ 1.
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Figure 5.5: Full set of one-loop corrections to SS annihilation into qq̄.

5.3 order-αs corrections

For the purpose of probing DM through indirect detection, we aim at determining
the spectrum of quark and gluons emitted when DM annihilates through internal
bremsstrahlung, dσυqq̄g/dω, where ω is the gluon energy. The integrated cross
section is also relevant for determining the relic abundance of the DM particle
[296]. However, for finite quark mass, its expression suffers from IR and collinear
divergences. The standard procedure to address these divergences involves the
computations of the three-body process as well as the one-loop corrections to the
two-body annihilation. This follows from the Kinoshita-Lee-Nauenberg theorem
(or Bloch-Nordsieck for QED) which guarantees us that IR divergences from the
phase-space integration cancel out in the gauge couplings when all the possible
initial and final states at each order are considered. Thus a sensible choice for
the physical observable is the inclusive cross section summing up the processes
SS → qq̄ and SS → qq̄g, including correction up to order O(αS), depicted in
Fig. 5.5. Following Ref. [297], we split the integral over the gluon energy into the
emission of soft and hard gluons, respectively. For the emission of soft gluons, we
will use the effective interaction of Eq. 5.4 to control and cancel the IR divergences
that affect the cross section for soft modes, whereas we keep the full UV-complete
amplitudes to capture the VIB spectral features. The matching between the two
regimes will be controlled by a cut-off on the energy of the emitted gluon, ω0.
Formally, the total next-to-leading order cross section reads

συNLO = συqq̄g + ∆συ|
eff
soft (ω0) + ∆συ|

full
hard (ω0) , (5.19)

The soft contribution is defined as

∆συ|eff
soft(ω0) ≡ ∆σ̃υ|eff

soft(ω0, λ) +∆συ|eff
1L(λ) , (5.20)

where λ is a fictitious mass of the gluon, introduced in order to regularize the
cross section obtained by integrating over soft modes. The term ∆σ̃υ|eff

soft(ω0, λ) is
unphysical, as its phase-space integral includes only gluon energies Eg < ω0 and
it diverges for λ → 0. The λ dependence requires to take into account one-loop
corrections to the LO cross section, which are computed using the effective theory.
The dependence on λ will cancel in the sum of the two contributions. ∆συ|fullhard is
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Figure 5.6: One-loop corrections to the effective coupling O2B,s relevant for cancelling IR
divergences.

the contribution to the total cross section which includes the hard gluon modes
Eg > ω0. Both ∆συ|effsoft and ∆συ|fullhard depend on the matching energy ω0 but
their sum does not.

A remarkable advantage of our approach is that in order to cancel infrared di-
vergences we will need to calculate the one-loop corrections depicted in Fig. 5.6
rather than those of Fig. 5.5. Since the coupling of Eq. (5.4) has precisely the same
structure as the Higgs coupling to SM fermions, much of the underlying physics is
the same as that discussed in Refs. [303, 304]. What is specific to the DM scenario
is the emission of gluons by the vector-like mediator.

5.3.1 Soft modes

We now consider the DM annihilation into a pair of massive SM quarks with the
emission of a soft gluon. The gluon energy is ω = |~k| 6 ω0, where ω0 is the
cut-off energy introduced above, which we take to be small compared to other
characteristic mass scale in the theory, ω0 � {MS,Mψ,mq}, but larger than ΛQCD.
We describe the emission of a soft gluon using the eikonal approximation,

Ma|eff
soft = −gsy

2
f

mq

M2
S(1+ r− z)

ū(p1)t
aυ(p2)

(
ε∗ · p1
k · p1

−
ε∗ · p2
k · p2

)
, (5.21)

where the momentum labels are unambiguously determined by the convention
for the Dirac spinor u and υ. This expression differs from the RHS of (5.13) by a
factor 1/(1+ r− z), which stems from neglecting the soft gluon 4-momentum in
the propagator of the mediator. Integrating over the phase space for the soft modes
we get the following differential cross section:

dσυqq̄g

dχ

∣∣∣∣
eff

soft
=

y4fNc

4π(1+ r− z)2M2
S

αSCF
π

{
(2− z) (1− z) z

χ
ln
χ+β

√
χ2 − 4µλ

χ−β
√
χ2 − 4µλ

+

−2 (1− z) z2
β
√
χ2 − 4µλ

(1−β2)χ2 + 4β2µλ

}
, (5.22)

where χ = ω/MS. This expression contains β, the velocity of the final state quarks
in the rest frame of the qq system (see e.g. [305])

β =

√
1− χ− z+ µλ
1− χ+ µλ

ω ,λ→0−−−−−→ β0 ≡
√
1− z . (5.23)
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In order to regulate the IR divergence that arises when integrating Eq. (5.22) over
the gluon energy, we have introduced a fictitious mass λ � ω0 for the soft gluon,
which enters in the expression for β through µλ ≡ λ2/4M2

S.
Recovering the physical limit of a massless photon, the integrated cross section

for emission of a soft gluon in the energy range λ 6 ω 6 ω0 is given by

∆σ̃υ|eff
soft = συqq̄

αsCF
π

{(
1+β20
2β0

ln
1+β0
1−β0

− 1

)
ln
4ω20
λ2

(5.24)

+
1+β20
β0

[
Li2

(
1−β0
1+β0

)
+ ln

1+β0
2β0

ln
1+β0
1−β0

−
1

4
ln2
(
1+β0
1−β0

)
−
π2

6

]
+
1

β0
ln
1+β0
1−β0

}
.

By construction this cross section is proportional to the leading order cross section
συqq̄, which corresponds to the s-wave term of Eq. (5.2). This expression agrees
with the analogous one in Ref. [303] for the Higgs decay, with both of them exhibit-
ing a IR divergence term ∝ ln

(
ω20/λ

2
)
. We give full details about this computation

in App. A.3. In order to obtain a IR finite result, we need take into account the
O(αs) contributions virtual one-loop corrections to the leading order cross section
into qq̄. This stems from the interference term between LO and the one-loop cor-
rections

|Mtree +M1L|
2 = |Mtree|

2 + 2Re(M∗treeM1L) +O(α2s) . (5.25)

At one-loop, the IR divergent contributions come from the vertex correction and
final state fermion wave-function corrections, depicted by the diagrams of Fig. 5.6.
Using dimensional regularisation in D = 4− 2ε, we reproduce the corresponding
result of Ref. [303]

ReM|eff
1-loop = Mtree

αsCF
2π

{
2

(
1

ε
− ln

m2q

µ2

)
−
1+β20
2β0

ln
1+β0
1−β0

ln
m2q

λ2

+
1+β20
β0

[
Li2

(
1−β0
1+β0

)
+ ln

1+β0
2β0

ln
1+β0
1−β0

−
1

4
ln2

1+β0
1−β0

+
π2

3

]

+
1−β20
β0

ln
1+β0
1−β0

+ 3

}
, (5.26)

which is both UV and IR divergent. According to the LSZ reduction formula [306],
we must also take into account the O(αs) correction from the one-shell wave-
function of the final state quark and anti-quark, with

(Z2 − 1)Mtree = δ2Mtree = Mtree
αsCF
2π

[
−
1

2

(
1

ε
− ln

m2q

µ2

)
+ ln

m2q

λ2
− 2

]
. (5.27)
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Adding this to the Eq. (5.26) yields

Re(M1L) = Mtree
αsCF
2π

{
3

2

(
1

ε
− ln

m2q

µ2

)
−

(
1+β20
2β0

ln
1+β0
1−β0

− 1

)
ln
m2q

λ2

+
1+β20
β0

[
Li2

(
1−β0
1+β0

)
+ ln

1+β0
2β0

ln
1+β0
1−β0

−
1

4
ln2

1+β0
1−β0

+
π2

3

]

+
1−β20
β0

ln
1+β0
1−β0

+ 1

}
. (5.28)

Comparing the term ∝ ln
(
m2q/λ

2
)

of this expression to the first term in Eq. (5.24),
we see that, summing up the O(αs) one-loop corrections to the tree level cross
section and the cross section for emission of soft gluons, the dependence on the
fictitious gluon mass [i.e. the terms in ln

(
λ2
)
] disappears, leaving only the depen-

dence on the cut off of the energy of the emitted gluon with terms proportional to
ln
(
ω20
)
.

At this point we are still left with a dependency on the UV divergence, as man-
ifest in terms ∝ ln

(
µ2
)
. The renormalization prescription used in Ref. [297] is the

same as the one advocated in Ref. [303] for the case of QCD corrections to Higgs
decay into quarks. Since here the quark mass derives from the Yukawa coupling to
the Higgs, the counterterm is that for quark mass renormalization,

δmq

mq
= −

CFαs

2π

[
3

2

(
1

ε
− ln

m2q

µ2

)
+ 2

]
. (5.29)

This term cancels the UV divergence in Eq. (5.28), but it is not a unique prescrip-
tion. Any other choice which differs from Eq. (5.29) by a constant term would
be just as good. In fact, for fixed particle masses, the only free parameter in the
annihilation cross section is the Yukawa coupling yf. Its value is fixed by match-
ing the cosmic relic abundance. All other parameters being kept fixed, a different
renormalization prescription merely amounts to a shift in the value of yf, which
in simplified models does not change any observable. Here we choose to use the
same prescription of Ref. [297] to renormalize our effective theory and thus the
one-loop contribution to Eq. (5.20) reads

∆συ|eff
1L = συqq̄

αsCF
π

{(
1−

1+β20
2β0

ln
1+β0
1−β0

)
ln
m2q

λ2

+
1+β20
β0

[
Li2

(
1−β0
1+β0

)
+ ln

1+β0
2β0

ln
1+β0
1−β0

−
1

4
ln2

1+β0
1−β0

+
π2

3

]

+
1−β20
β0

ln
1+β0
1−β0

) − 1

}
. (5.30)

Adding this contribution to Eq. (5.24) we get a full expression for Eq. (5.20) which
does not depend on the cut-off energy ω0,

∆συ|eff
soft = ∆σ̃υ|

eff
soft +∆συ|

eff
1-loop = συqq̄

αsCF
π

[(
1−

1+β20
2β0

ln
1+β0
1−β0

)
ln
m2q

ω20
+ . . .

]
,

(5.31)
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where the terms not explicitly written are O(ω00).

5.3.2 Hard modes

In this section we calculate the spectrum of hard gluons and their contribution to
the total NLO cross section. We carry this computation in the full theory defined
by the Lagrangian LDM of Eq. (5.1) and thereby starting from the amplitude corre-
sponding to the diagrams of Fig. (5.3). Since ω0 now represent a lower cut off on
the energies of the gluons, there is no need to add a fictitious gluon mass for the
sake of the finiteness of the phase-space integrals. At the level of the differential
cross section we obtain

dσυqq̄g

dχ

∣∣∣∣
full

=
y4fNc

4π(1+ r− z2)M2
S

αsCF
π

[
(2− z) (1− z) z

χ
ln
1+β

1−β
+

−2 (1− z) z2
β

(1−β2)

1

χ
+ S0(χ)

]
, (5.32)

where the first two terms are exactly those of Eq. (5.22) in the limit µλ → 0 and
are divergent in the limit of large scalar masses, χ = ω/MS → 0. On the contrary,
terms which are regular in this limit are collectively expressed as the function
S0(χ), a lengthy expression to which we dedicate part of our App. A.2. For finite
quark masses, it also includes hard emission from final state quarks and interfer-
ence terms between the latter and VIB.

Integrating Eq. (5.32) over ω > ω0, we get

∆συ|full
hard = συqq̄

αsCF
π

[(1+β20
2β0

ln
1+β0
1−β0

− 1
)

ln
β40M

2
S

ω20
(5.33)

+ 2

(
ln
1−β20
4

+
1+β20
2β0

ln
1+β0
1−β0

+ 1

)

+
1+β20
β0

(
2Li2

(
1−β0
1+β0

)
+ 2Li2

(
−
1−β0
1+β0

)
−
π2

6
+ 2 ln

1+β0
2β0

ln
1+β0
1−β0

)]

+
NC
4π2

CF
αsy

4
f

M2
S

β20∫
0

dχS0(χ) .

The first term in this expression involves the cut-off energyω0. Adding ∆συ|full
hard to

the soft contribution gives a result that is independent of ω0. Our final expression
for the cross section for s-wave annihilation is then

συNLO = συLO +∆συ|eff
soft(ω0) +∆συ|

full
hard(ω0)

= συqq̄

{
1+

αsCF
π

[(
1−

1+β20
2β0

ln
1+β0
1−β0

)
ln
1−β20
4β40

+
1+β20
β0

(
4Li2

(
1−β0
1+β0

)
+ 2Li2

(
−
1−β0
1+β0

)
+ 4 ln

1+β0
2β0

ln
1+β0
1−β0

−
1

2
ln2

1+β0
1−β0

)

+ 2 ln
1−β20
4

+
3

β0
ln
1+β0
1−β0

+
1

2

]}
+
αSCF
4π2

y4fNc

M2
S

β20∫
0

dχS0 (χ) . (5.34)
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which is one of our main results.

5.3.3 Limiting behaviour and approximations

With the analytical treatment presented in Secs. 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 both the IR and
UV divergences are taken care of, thus the expression of Eq. (5.34) is a finite and
measurable observable, which can be useful to determine the relic abundance of
the particle S and its indirect signatures. Despite its complexity though, it still has
some limitations. συNLO indeed diverges close to the threshold for quark-antiquark
production, β0 → 0, as well as in the opposite limit, β0 → 0, for effective massless
final states. These issues are both dealt with for the case of the Higgs in Ref. [92],
so we address them only briefly here.

We first tackle the problem posed by the divergent behavior of the NLO cross
section close to threshold for fermion-antifermion production. For MS & mq, cor-

responding to β0 =
√
1−m2q/M

2
S → 0, the annihilation cross section behaves

as

συNLO|MS&mq
≈ συLO

[
1+

αsCF
π

(
π2

2β0
− 1

)]
(5.35)

The O(αs) terms arise from expanding near zero velocity β0 → 0 the two Spence
functions in Eq. (5.34). As shown in Ref. [303], this singular behavior is spurious,
as the cross section should be in a p-wave quark-antiquark final state, ∝ β30. It can
be entirely traced back to the virtual corrections of Eq. (5.30), corresponding to
the effective vertex in Fig. 5.6. Physically it signals the tendency to form a bound
state, thus in principle one should sum over an infinite number of diagrams when
approaching the threshold from above. Below it, one needs to take into account
a possible quarkonium bound state [307]. Both cases are beyond our scopes. For
practical purposes, the only relevant threshold limit to be considered is the one for
the case of top-antitop final states: as the relic abundance strongly depends on MS,
having S with a mass close to those of lighter quarks automatically rules out the
scenario, since not enough dark matter is produced [298].

The cross section συNLO is ill-behaved in the opposite limit β0 → 1. In particular,
the terms which are proportional to συLO receives a large negative logarithmic
contribution [303, 304],

συNLO ≈ συqq̄
[
1+

3

2

αsCF
π

(
3

2
− ln 4z

)]
+ . . . (5.36)

where the dots represent the terms that are regular for small z = m2q/M2
S. Remark-

ably they reduce to the cross section for the pure VIB process in the limit z → 0,
where συqq̄ → 0 too, thus one expect the new logarithmic term to be harmless for
most of the parameter space. Otherwise one must re-sum large logarithmic con-
tributions to the cross section. Heuristically, we notice that the leading log term
in Eq. (5.36) is precisely the one-loop O(αs) correction to the quark mass operator
[297]. A convenient way to regularize the NLO cross section is thus to subtract
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Figure 5.7: Left panel: Ratio συNLO/συ
(0)
VIB as function of the DM mass MS for three values

of r. The curves are shown for mq = mt, the top quark mass. The dashed lines
corresponds to συqq̄. By definition, the horizontal dot-dashed line corresponds
to the VIB cross section in the massless limit, συ(0)VIB. Right panel: Relative error
due to use of the approximate expression of Eq. (5.38) (dashed line) or Eq. (5.39)
(continuous line).

from Eq. (5.34) the log-divergent term in Eq. (5.34) and replacing in the expression
for συqq̄ the quark mass parameter mq by the running mass [303]

mq → m̄(MS) = mq

(
ln
(
m2q/Λ

2
)

ln
(
M2
S/Λ

2
)
) 4
b0

(5.37)

with b0 = 11− 2/3nf the leading order function with nf the number of quarks
lighter MS and αs(M2

S) = 4π/b01/ ln
(
µ2/Λ2

)
.

We now move on to discuss a useful approximation for the expression of
Eq. (5.34), which is more practical than the original expression and differs from
it by a known value. In Fig. 5.7a we show the ratio of the full συNLO cross sec-
tion expression over the limiting expression συ(0)VIB of Eq. (A.6): as presented in the
App. 5.3.2 in fact, in the limit of large z ratio the συNLO reduces to the exclusive
VIB contribution συ(0)VIB from effectively massless final states. This a consequence
of the fact that in this limit the FSR effects are proportional to συqq̄ → 0. For
lower DM masses, the cross section is dominated by the chirally suppressed com-
ponent ∝ συqq̄. For increasing r = (Mψ/MS)

2, the VIB contribution is relatively
suppressed, as it scales like συVIB ∝ r−4 while συqq̄ ∝ r−2, see Eqs. (5.13– 5.15).
Crossing of συqq̄ and the VIB cross section occurs roughly for z ≈ 0.21αSCF/2πr
with mq ≡ mt in the figure and the factor 0.21 ≡ 7/2− π2/6, see Eq. (A.7). We
thus learn that the NLO cross section συNLO is reasonably approximated by the
following simple expression, in which the leading two-body cross section συqq̄ is
added to the VIB cross section in the massless limit,

συNLO ≈ συqq̄ + συ(0)VIB . (5.38)

The relative error, or in other words the K-factor for QCD corrections defined
through συNLO = συqq̄(1+ K), is at worst of order 20% , see Fig. 5.7b. A better
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Figure 5.8: Ratio of the exact NLO DM annihilation cross section συtt̄g|NLO to the two-
body LO cross section σvtt̄. This shows that gluon radiation constitutes the
dominant component of the annihilation cross section for DM masses satisfy-
ing MS & 5 TeV. In the figure, all points correspond to models matching the
correct DM abundance and the color code represents the value of r − 1. The
feature observed for MS & mt is spurious as correct predictions must include
threshold effects that we could not include here. This plot is courtesy of L. Lopez
Honorez.

approximation can be obtained by replacing συqq̄ with the NLO two-body cross-
section for the effective theory in Eq. (5.38):

συNLO ≈ συeff,NLO
qq + συ

(0)
VIB . (5.39)

This is little surprise, as our NLO calculation is built upon the effective operator in
Eq. (5.4), which should lead to the dominant contribution to the cross section when
VIB emission may be neglected. Our calculations also show that interference terms
play little role, even when VIB is relevant. What it is more difficult to assess is how
large is the error made by using the effective theory instead of the full one-loop
amplitudes depicted in Fig. 5.5. Based on the conclusions in the analogous case
of Majorana dark matter [297], we expected it not to be larger than a few percent.
In our [298] we have used the approximation of Eq. (5.39) in combination with
numerical codes for DM abundance calculations, like MicrOMEGAs. A typical result
based on our analysis can be observed in Fig. 5.8, where for all benchmark points
giving rise to the right DM abundance, we plot the ratio of the exact NLO result
to the LO predictions συtt̄. For high DM masses we enter the regime of validity of
the chiral limit approximation. Here the viable region of has almost degenerate S
and ψ masses, thus yields large VIB contribution.

5.4 gamma-ray spectra

In the previous section we mentioned that determining συNLO is relevant for de-
termining the relic abundance of the dark matter S. Total cross sections generically
set the scale for indirect searches, as they constitute the normalization factor in the
expression for the spectrum

dN

dω
=
1

σ

dσ

dω
, (5.40)
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where ω stands for the energy of the emitted gamma or gluon and σ is the total
annihilation cross section into a specific channel. In order to asses the indirect
indirect signature from DM annihilation, say into gamma-rays, we need to take into
account both the gamma-ray contribution produced directly by the annihilation
process (i.e. prompt photons or gluons produced at the partonic level) and those
that will emerge from the process of fragmentation into hadrons from both the
quark-antiquark final state and the gluon from bremsstrahlung. The latter kind
of processes requires to resort to Monte Carlo simulation tools, like PYTHIA [308],
which we discuss later on in this section. While Eq. (5.32) is in principle all we
need to determine for the spectrum of prompt gluons or gammas, its expression is
however not very convenient, as it involves the cumbersome expression S0. A first
useful approximation consists in replacing the expression of Eq. (5.32) by

dσ

dω
≈ dσFSR

dω

∣∣∣∣
mq 6=0

+
dσ

(0)
VIB
dω

. (5.41)

The first term in this expression is the differential cross section for emission of
a massless boson using the effective theory, calculated from the amplitude corre-
sponding to the term in (5.13) and depicted in Figs. 5.3a and 5.3b. The second term
in Eq. (5.41) is the differential cross section for VIB obtained from the operator of
Eq. (5.18), corresponding to the diagram in Fig. 5.2c. The superscript in dσ(0)VIB/dω

refers to the limit of a massless quark, see Eq. (A.5) in Sec. A.2. The rationale behind
Eq. (5.41) is that is mostly relevant in the limit mq � MS, provided the mediator
is not much heavier than the DM particle. As for intermediate regimes, we refer to
Fig. 5.9 to show the goodness of our ansatz: the solid black line obtained from the
full calculation of the differential cross section and the the dotted blue line coming
from Eq. (5.41) have indeed an almost indistinguishable profile. This comes at the
price of shifting the energy ω in the differential cross section for the VIB contribu-
tion to ω+m2q/MS, in order to take into account the finite quark mass effect at
the end-point of the gamma-ray spectrum. An even simpler approximation for the
expression of the spectra involves the standard splitting function for emission of
gamma by a final state fermion [309],

F (ω) =
M2
S +

(
M2
S −ω

)2

MS

1

ω
, (5.42)

such that the FSR component of Eq. (5.41) can be written as

dσFSR

dω
≈ συqq

(
αQ2

π

){
F (ω) ln

(
4MS (MS −ω)

m2q

)
−
2MS

ω

}
, (5.43)

where the factor αQ2 must be replaced by αsCF in the case of a gluon emission.
This expression exactly reproduces dσFSR/dω in the limit mq � ω ∼ MS. Inte-
grating over ω down to a cut-off energy ω0 leads to the characteristic Sudakov
double logarithmic divergence ∝ ln

(
m2q/M

2
S

)
ln
(
m2q/ω

2
0

)
which is found in the

expression of Eq. (5.33). The last term in Eq. (5.43) is non-universal, but is kept
for a better matching to the exact result. The dashed red line in Fig. 5.9 shows
the differential cross section obtained by summing the contribution from Eq. (5.43)
to VIB in the massless limit. The matching is not as good as the approximation
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Figure 5.9: Gamma-ray spectra at partonic level resulting from an MS = 2 TeV DM can-
didate annihilating into top-antitop. The spectra has been normalized to the
LO 2-body cross section συqq̄. The black solid line corresponds to the full ex-
pression of Eq. (5.32), while the blue dotted line comes from the expression of
Eq. (5.41) and the dashed red line from Eq. (5.43). The spectra have been con-
volved with a Gaussian window function with resolution of 10%. For all curves
the vector-like mediator has a mass Mψ = 2.4 TeV.

of Eq. (5.41), but it comes with the advantages of being much simpler and more
physically transparent.

We now want to study the spectra resulting from the DM annihilation into a
three-body final states, with both gluons and gammas produced in the fragmenta-
tion process. The standard procedure for this kind of study consists of producing
a Monte-Carlo distribution of events by using CalcHEP [310] first, then the out-
put is fed into PYTHIA [308], which takes care of the hadronization processes. This
strategy was used in Ref. [296] for the case of coupling of the vector-like portal
to light quarks, where one could simply neglect the quark mass and thus the 2-
body annihilation process, due to the chiral suppression. In general however, the
fermion mass and the associated FSR may not be neglected. This introduces a
difficulty in our numerical analysis: the sharp peaks in the distribution associated
with collinear and infrared divergences from FSR emission needs to be tamed with
a cut off on the energy of the emitted particle, as well as on the angle at which the
boson was radiated, otherwise the statistics of the distribution is not reliable. Ap-
plying such a procedure by hand for each point in the parameter space if of course
impractical and not rigorous, and we discard it.

Let us instead go back to the decomposition of the differential cross section into
soft and hard modes and see how it can help us with the production of the spec-
tra. This splitting has an immediate advantage, which is that hard modes can un-
dergo the straightforward implementation through CalcHEP first and then PYTHIA

described above, since they are free of collinear and infrared divergences. For soft
modes on the other hand, only FSR is relevant, thus we rely on the PYTHIA imple-
mentation of radiative correction to a two-body process through Sudakov factors.

A question which needs to be addressed is where to place the cut off that sep-
arates soft and hard modes in order to have a good matching between these two
regimes. This is of particular importance because both non-inclusive cross sections
show a dependence on the cut off as an argument of the divergent Sudakov dou-
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Figure 5.10: Comparison between the differential cross section for gluon emission in full
theory (blue line) and effective theory (red line). The hatched red and blue
are respectively the soft and hard contributions. The crossed region is the one
included in both soft and hard spectra, so it should be subtracted in order to
avoid double-counting.
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Figure 5.11: Gamma ray spectrum from annihilation into τ+τ− (left) or bb̄ (right) chan-
nels.

ble log factor, see e.g. the factor ln
(
1+β0
1−β0

)
ln
(
β40M

2
S

ω20

)
in Eq. (5.33). In Fig. 5.10

we compare the spectrum obtained in our full theory with the one resulting from
the effective theory, corresponding to the blue and red curve, respectively. Here
we choose ωc as the energy where the differential cross section in the effective
theory departs from the one in the full theory, within a 5% error. Once ωc is deter-
mined, it is straightforward to obtain the spectra for ω > ωc as described above
for the hard modes. For soft modes instead, within PYTHIA 8 we did not find a
simple way to extract partonic level events with gluons or photons with energy
ω < ωc. The procedure we adopted was instead the following: first, we generate
the complete gamma-ray spectrum from the 2-body process with PYTHIA, includ-
ing FSR. Second, we use CalcHEP to simulate the distribution of hard gluons and
gammas events with ω > ωc, using the analytical cross section for the two-body
process with FSR only. Third, we feed this distribution into PYHTIA, that generates
the hadronization showers. Fourth, this is then subtracted from the initial distribu-
tion, in order to obtain the hadronized events originated from a three-body process
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Figure 5.12: Characteristic gamma-ray spectrum from annihilation into tt̄.

with a soft gluon in the final state. Finally we add back the hard part from the full
theory, which includes VIB effects, and get the final gamma-ray spectrum.

The annihilation of pairs of S proceeds into different final states: quark-antiquark
pair ( with or without the emission of a single gluon or a photon, they are indistin-
guishable events to us as we consider the full inclusive three-body cross section),
a pair of gammas, a pair of gluons. Therefore the total photon spectrum is eventu-
ally given by the sum of the photon spectrum originating from each possible final
state,

dNtot
γ

dEγ
=

1

σtt+γ+g

dNγ

dEγ

∣∣∣∣
tt+γ+g

+
1

σγγ

dNγ

dEγ

∣∣∣∣
γγ

+
1

σgg

dNγ

dEγ

∣∣∣∣
gg

, (5.44)

weighted with their respective branching ratios. For the sake of illustration, we now
consider different SM fermionic final states for which the fermion mass may be a
relevant parameter. Specifically, in the left (right) panel of Fig. 5.11 we show the
spectra obtained with τ+τ− (bb) final states, while both panels of Fig. 5.12 are for
top final states. All spectra shown have z ≈ (mq/MS)

2 and r =
(
Mψ/MS

)2
= 1.12

or r = 1.22, respectively, with MS and Mψ adjusted accordingly. We have included
for completeness the contribution from annihilation at one-loop into two gluons
and into γγ, assuming a gamma-ray detector with resolution ∆Eγ/Eγ = 10%. The
parameters of the DM model are chosen so as to illustrate the possible presence of
a feature in the final gamma-ray spectrum, not taking into account other possible
constraints, i.e. relic abundance, direct, indirect and collider constraints.

5.5 summary and results

We have studied radiative corrections to a simple DM scenario, where a real scalar
particle annihilating into SM fermions through a heavy vector-like fermion. This
topic has been already covered in several phenomenological studies [67, 288, 294–
296] that focused on coupling to light quarks or leptons, but we expanded the
discussion to the case of massive final states. Due to infrared and collinear diver-
gences that affect bremsstrahlung of massless gauge bosons, the extension of these
results to heavy quarks (or annihilation into a τ+τ− pair) poses some technical
problems. In particular, following the proposal of Ref. [297], we have adapted an
effective approach suited for emission of soft gamma or gluons and that circum-
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vent several unnecessary steps in the regularization of infrared divergences. From
an effective approach perspective, much of the calculations map to the equivalent
problem of radiative corrections to Higgs decay into SM fermions [303, 304]. In
order to determine the gamma-ray spectra resulting from DM annihilation, we
have discussed several simple approximations both for the differential and total
three-body cross sections. We used them together with software tools CalcHEP
and PYHTIA, which otherwise do not take into account VIB other than for the
massless case. Our result for the total three-body cross section entered the bigger
analysis of our Ref. [298], in which an extensive study of the available parameter
space for the top-philic vector-like portal was performed. Considering constraints
from relic abundance, collider production, indirect and direct detection, we show
that a only a fraction the parameter space for this simple model is currently tested,
see Fig. (11) in Ref. [298].



6
S U M M A RY A N D C O N C L U S I O N

The success that the Standard Model (SM) achieved over the last fifty years in
describing particle physics is an unprecedented achievement in the history of sci-
ence. Its consistent mathematical framework for electromagnetic, weak and strong
forces has been tested to great accuracy over a plethora of high energy phenomena
and was able to predict the existence of several particles. Yet the SM explains only
three out of the known four forces in nature, with gravity still out of the picture,
yielding - among others - the consequence that the particle nature of dark matter
is still a mystery to us. Despite the great experimental effort among various kinds
of complementary searches, what it is estimated to represent about 27 % of the
energy budget of our universe does not interact in any known way with ordinary
matter.

In 2012 the long anticipated discovery of a particle exhibiting the properties of
the scalar boson of the SM finally occurred during the Run 1 of the LHC. This com-
pleted the observation of the SM mass spectrum and confirmed the goodness of
this theory to yet a higher degree of precision. Not without a certain irony though,
the very experiment which made possible such a scientific triumph, disappointed
many of the expectations that physicists in relation to BSM physics. To date in fact,
analyses of the collisions happening at Run 2 of LHC did not show any evidence
of new particles. This caused more than an eyebrow to raise in front of theories
which were long believed to be the most promising candidates to extend the SM
and to find an answer to the questions which it leaves pending, among which the
one regarding a valid DM particle.

In particular, the most minimal models implementing supersymmetry are sub-
ject to increasing tension with the data. While this surely causes some discontent in
the particle physics community, some among the theorists may even consider this
null result a blessing. Model building in particle physics enjoys a bigger freedom
of exploring models which produce a phenomenology that escapes the current
searches. For what concerns our research more closely, this strengthens the moti-
vation to explore dark matter scenarios which are either less minimal extensions
of the MSSM or do not rely on SUSY.

For the first and main part of this manuscript, we choose to pursue the first op-
tion and study extended supersymmetric theories which, together with the usual
“mirrored” particle content of the MSSM, includes an extra superfield, the axion.
As outlined in detail in Ch. 2, the reason to add this new particle stems from a
theoretical shortcoming of the SM. According to its gauge symmetries in fact, the
operator ∼ θ̄F̃

µν
a Faµν in the Lagrangian is allowed. While the θ̄ parameter is natu-

rally expected to be of order one, observations of CP-violation set an upper bound
of θ̄ < 10−10. Postulating the presence of an extra broken U(1)PQ global symmetry
for the SM and an extra pseudoscalar particle, the axion, offers an elegant dynam-
ical solution to this issue. We present the original DFSZ axion model, which has
the most minimal particle content in the class of invisible axion models. Those are
the models where fa, the scale for the breaking of U(1)PQ, is set to energies higher
than ∼ 109 GeV, otherwise they would be ruled out by astrophysics. In order to con-
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sistently achieve both U(1)PQ breaking and SUSY breaking in such axion models,
it is necessary to add two extra axion-like superfields.

In Ch. 3 we critically review the possibility that the axino, the supersymmetric
partner of the axion, could explain the 3.5 keV line observed in 2014 by means
of its radiative decay with a final state photon. After a brief analysis of the more
general case of a decaying sterile neutrino, we show how the measured dark matter
flux can be matched by a fermionic SM singlet that mixes with active neutrinos.
We take into account constraints from the axino relic density and from a light
gravitino, which is naturally present in the context of SUGRA. Using effective
axion-gauge interactions, we show how the signal can be produced in both the
R-parity conserving and the R-parity violating SUSY case, where the axino decay
products that accompany the photon are a bino or a neutrino, respectively. The
R-parity conserving case is strongly disfavoured by BBN and CMB bounds. In the
second case we study how the cosmological constraints on neutrino masses can be
translated into upper limits for the neutralino mixings and, in turn, for the decay
rate of the axino into a photon and a neutrino. We also assess the implications of
having the lightest neutralino mass well below the TeV range. Eventually we find
that only a narrow region between 100 MeV and 10 GeV is allowed. While this
region evades all current bounds, our study casts overall serious doubts on the
axino hypothesis for the keV line.

In Ch. 4 we move on to discuss a complete supersymmetric model with a DFSZ
axion. We include the LLE and LQD R-parity violating operators in our superpoten-
tial, as well as the terms with only the axion-like singlets and the ones connecting
the two sectors. The model provides two DM candidates, the axion and the axino.
The former is a warm dark matter candidate, which is well motivated by the small
structure problem, while the latter is cold dark matter in the mass range we con-
sider. At the expense of tuning a single parameter in the superpotential, we make
the axino mass vary in the range mã ∼ O(1− 100) keV. In this mass window the
axino is stable thanks to its long lifetime resulting from its dominant channels into
three neutrinos or into a neutrino plus an axion. Its subdominant channels with a
photon in the final state allows us to constrain the model with X-ray and gamma-
ray signals, which exclude certain regions in the fa −mã plane, together with the
bound from overproduction of mixed axion-axino dark matter. We distinguish the
two scenarios in which the production mechanism of axion dark matter happens
mostly through either cosmic string decay or misalignment mechanism, depending
whether the reheating temperature is larger or smaller than fa ∼ O

(
1010 − 1012

)

GeV. We study in detail the various loop decays that contribute to the decay width
of the axino into a photon plus a neutrino, obtaining precise analytical estimates.
For the specific case of the dark matter being solely constituted by the axino, we
obtain bounds on the RpV parameters λ233 and λ′i33, with i = 2, 3. We provide a
benchmark point where the axino decay can explain the 3.5 keV line, although the
debate about its possible astrophysical nature is still open. Future developments
could include exploring further details of these models in relation to neutrino
physics or possible collider features.

In Ch. 5 we move to a different scenario for dark matter and study the simplified
model dubbed vector-like portal. Here the DM is a real scalar particle S annihilating
into SM quarks or leptons through a fermionic heavy mediator. We are interested
in the case of spectral signatures from virtual internal internal bremsstrahlung,
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which can be very pronounced when the mediator and the dark matter are almost
degenerate in mass. They can also drive the relic abundance, due to the chiral sup-
pression of the two-body process. We focus specifically on the technical aspects
of the calculation of the cross section for the three-body process for the case of
heavy final states, which is useful for a top-philic scenario. In particular, we show
how considering an effective approach for the case of low dark matter velocity sim-
plifies the process, although maintaining the necessary cancellation of IR and UV
divergences among the soft, hard and virtual modes. Several approximations for
the differential cross sections are discussed, then applied in order to produce VIB
in the photonic spectra from hadronization through Monte Carlo simulations. Our
analysis enters in the extensive study of our Ref. [298], where all constraints from
complementary searches to the top-philic scenario are considered. Currently only
a small fraction of the available paramer space for this model is tested. Increased
energy reach at colliders are needed for further analyses.

Particle physics models assuming new physics at the TeV scale are currently
under pressure. With only two years left for LHC to run, the hopes for finding
anything different from a null result are getting lower. Perhaps the assumption of
new TeV-scale particle(s) that we used throughout our work might indeed be al-
most completely falsified, leaving us with the necessity of completely rethink our
approach to the subject. On the other hand, axion searches ( star cooling, solar
axions, light shining through walls, ...) will keep setting limits on the axion mass
and/or the value of the scale fa, while direct and indirect DM searches will con-
tinue test the validity of the WIMP dark matter paradigm. New exciting territories
in particle physics phenomenology are waiting around the corner, even if one may
have to give up some of our long-standing beliefs about how nature works.





A
A P P E N D I X

a.1 axino-gaugino mixing

In Sec. 4.4 most of the amplitudes involved in the radiative decay of the axino
bear a strong dependence on its mixing with some of the other neutralino mass
eigenstates. In Ch. 4 we rely on well-motivated estimates for these quantities, but in
order to obtain their precise values one should diagonalize the neutralino mass ma-
trix MN. While an exact analytical algorithm exists for the case of the MSSM [311],
adding one more mass eigenstate, as for the case of the Next-to-Minimal Super-
symmetric Standard Model (NMSSM), does not allow for a closed-form solution.
In this section we show how the approximate block-diagonalization procedure of
Ref. [312] for the NMSSM 5x5 neutralino mass matrix can be used to obtain a nu-
merical value for the axino-gaugino mixing. The only requirement is a small mix-
ing between the the singlet and the doublet states, which in our case corresponds to
the mixing between any of the two Higgs doublets and the axion field A. From MN

in Eq. (4.23) we see that such mixing is indeed small, since c1vu,d√
2
≈ µeff

fa
. 10−7.

Recalling that the axino mass eigenstate consists of a linear combination of the
fermionic components of the fields A and Ā only, we define the following neu-
tralino mass 5x5 sub-matrix:

M5 =




M1 0 g1vu
2 −g1vd2 0

0 M2 −g2vu2
g2vd
2 0

g1vu
2 −g2vu2 0 −c1vA√

2
−c1vd√

2

−g1vd2
g2vd
2 −c1vA√

2
0 −c1vu√

2

0 0 −c1vd√
2

−c1vu√
2

mã




, (A.1)

where the axino mass mã is the lightest eigenvalue which results from the di-
agonalization of the 3x3 lower-right block of the neutralino mass matrix MN in
Eq. (4.23). The diagonalization of M5 proceeds in two steps: first, the 4x4 matrix
V rotates only the MSSM upper-left 4x4 block into a diagonal form; next a sec-
ond matrix block-diagonalizes the full resulting 5x5 matrix, in a way that the 4x4

MSSM sub-matrix Mχ̃0 is still diagonal up to corrections of the second order in the
singlet-doublet mixing parameter µeff/fa.

The 5x5 unitary matrix U which combines these two steps is

U =

[
14 −

1
2
(VΛ) (VΛ)T (VΛ)

− (VΛ)T 1− 1
2
(VΛ)T (VΛ)

][
V 0

0 1

]
, (A.2)
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Figure A.1: Distribution of the mixings x
ã,B̃ and x

ã,H̃ obtained by numerical eval-
uation of the eigenvalues of M4. We run 105 points randomly varying
102GeV < M1 ,2,µeff < 10

4GeV , 1 < tanβ < 10 , 1010GeV < fa < 1012GeV
, 1 keV < mã < 102 keV . From our estimate in Eq. (4.32) [Eq. (4.33)] we expect
x
ã,H̃ [x

ã,B̃] to lie somewhere in the range between approximately 10−10 and
10−8 GeV [10−12 and 10−10 GeV], depending on the value of fa.

with

Λ = −
mã

det (M4 − 14mã)




(M2 −mã)g1
v
2µeff cos 2β

(M1 −mã)g2
v
2µeff cos 2β

(M1 −mã) (M2 −mã) (µeff sinβ−mã cosβ) −M3
? cosβ

(M1 −mã) (M2 −mã) (µeff cosβ−mã sinβ) −M3
? sinβ




,

(A.3)

and M3
? = v2

4

[
(M1 −mã)g

2
2 + (M2 −mã)g

2
1

]
. The axino-gaugino mixings

can then be read off from the off-diagonal entry
∑4
j=1 VijΛj of U, with

j = B̃0, W̃0, H̃0u, H̃0d. In Fig. A.1 we show two examples of how a more careful anal-
ysis can change significantly such quantities, and thus ultimately the phenomenol-
ogy of the model. This possibly constitutes caveats to our above reasoning. In the
left panel we observe that a value of tanβ close to 1 strongly suppresses the value
of x

ã,B̃, such that our previous estimates are off by several orders of magnitude. In
the right panel instead we see how allowing for larger values of µeff might lower
x
ã,H̃, if M1 < µ.

a.2 S0 and limiting behaviours

The expression for the differential cross section in Eq. (5.32) contains the func-
tion S0(χ), a very lengthy expression which can be found in the appendix of our
work [298]. Here we provide it only in the limit of z = m2q/M

2
S → 0, where it

reduces to

S0(χ)|z=0 =
1− χ

(Y − 2χ) (Y − χ)3

[
(Y − χ)

Y
χ
(
Y2 − 2Yχ+ 2χ2

)
+
Y

2
(Y − 2χ)2 ln

Y − 2χ

Y

]
,

(A.4)
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with the shorthand Y ≡ 1+ r− z. For annihilation in an s-wave, the LO cross section
vanishes, συqq̄|z=0 = 0. Thus all the complications induced by IR divergences drop,
and one recovers the known expressions for VIB for the differential cross section
for massless fermionic final states [295],

dσ
(0)
VIB
dω

=
Ncy

4
f

8πM3
S

αSCF
π

1− χ

1+ r

1

(1+ r− 2χ) (1+ r− χ)3

[
2 (1+ r− χ)χ (A.5)

×
(
(1+ r)2 − 2 (1+ r)χ+ 2χ2

)
− (1+ r)2 (1+ r− 2χ)2 ln

1+ r

1+ r− 2χ

]
,

as well as the total cross section

συ
(0)
VIB =

Ncy
4
f

8πM2
S

αSCF
π

{
(r+ 1)

[
π2

6
− ln2

1+ r

2r
− 2Li2

(
1+ r

2r

)]

+
4r+ 3

r+ 1
+
4r2 − 3r− 1

2r
ln
r− 1

r+ 1

}
. (A.6)

While approaching the limit r→ 1 of degenerate S and ψ,

συ
(0)
VIB →

Ncy
4
f

8πM2
S

αSCF
π

(
7

2
−
π2

3

)
. (A.7)

in the opposite limit r� 1, VIB can be neglected.
With a factor of συqq̄ replacing the tree level decay rate of the Higgs, we recover

the expression of Ref. [303] (taking into account their errata)

συNLO
qq̄ = σvqq

CFαS
π

{
A (β0)

β0
+
3+ 34β20 − 13β

4
0

16β30
ln
1+β0
1−β0

+
3

8β20

(
−1+ 7β20

)}
,

(A.8)

where

A (β0) =
(
1+β20

) [
4Li2

(
1−β0
1+β0

)
+ 2Li2

(
−
1−β0
1+β0

)
− 3 ln

2

1+β0
ln
1+β0
1−β0

− 2 lnβ0 ln
1+β0
1−β0

]
− 3β0 ln

4

1−β20
− 4β0 lnβ0 . (A.9)

a.3 phase-space integration for the soft modes

This appendix addresses some technical aspects of the calculation performed in
Sec. 5.3, specifically for the quantity ∆σ̃υ|effsoft. The reason why we choose to present
the procedure followed in order to obtain this particular quantity rather than any
other one lies in the fact that it exemplifies all the general techniques used through-
out the paper, yet it involves expressions which are compact enough to be readable.
We will follow closely the procedure outlined for the QED case in [305]. Our start-
ing point is the amplitude of Eq. (5.21): it describes the annihilation of a pair of
S into two quarks with the associated emission of a soft gluon. It corresponds to
the FSR amplitude in the first line in the expansion of Eq. (5.13), also depicted
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in Figs. 5.3a and 5.3b. After we sum over final spins and polarization states1 the
amplitude squared for this process can be factorised as

〈|Meff
soft|〉2 = 16Nc

g2fy
4

r2
m2q

M4
S(1+ r− z)

(p1 · p2 −m2q)
∑
λ

|Ieik|
2, (A.10)

where the square of the eikonal factor of Eq. (5.16) reads

∑
λ

|Ieik|
2 = −m2q

(
1

(p1 · k+ λ2)2
+

1

(p2 · k+ λ2)2
)
+

2p1 · p2
(p1 · k+ λ2)(p2 · k+ λ2)

,

(A.11)
k is the gluon momentum and λ is the fictitious mass of the photon. We now define
two kinematic variables

ω ≡ Eg , x ≡ Eq − Eq , (A.12)

such that we can write, with M = 2MS from now on,

Eq = −x+
M−ω

2
, Eq = x+

M−ω

2
, (A.13)

and the resulting scalar products are

2 p1 · k =M(ω− 2x) − λ2 ,

2 p2 · k =M(ω+ 2x) − λ2 , (A.14)

2 p1 · p2 =M2 − 2Mω− 2m2q + λ
2 .

In terms of our new variables in Eq. (A.12) and in the approximation in which both
incoming DM particles are at rest, the usual phase-space integral for the three final
states,

I3 =
1

(2π5)

∫
d3k
dω3

d3p1
dE3q

d3p2
dE3q̄

δ4(M− k− p1 − p2) (A.15)

can be written as

I3 =
1

256π5

∫
dΩ

∫
dφ

∫ωm
λ2

dω

∫x+
x−

dx . (A.16)

For the integration limits we have defined the quantities

ωm =
M2 − 4m2q + λ

2

2M
, x± = ±1

2

√
ω2 − λ2

√√√√β20 − 2
ω
M + λ2

M2

1− 2ωM + λ2

M2︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡β

. (A.17)

1 We consider massless polarizations for the photon even though we introduce a small photon mass
λ2 to handle the IR divergences. We can do this because of the Ward identity: massive polarisations
depends on the photon momentum, therefore they vanish when they multiply the total amplitude.
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Since we are here interested only in the soft modes of the emitted particle, we
will only consider the corner of the parameter space with gluon energies up to
ω0 � ωm. Using the definitions in Eqs. (A.14), the integrals over the variable x,∫x+

x−

dx
1

(2 p1 · k− λ2)(2 p2 · k− λ2)
=

1

2M2ω
ln

(
ω+β

√
ω2 − λ2

ω−β
√
ω2 − λ2

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡f(ω)

, (A.18)

∫x+
x−

dx
1

(2 p1,2 · k− λ2)2
=

1

M2

β
√
ω2 − λ2

ω2(1−β2) +β2λ2︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡g(ω)

, (A.19)

can be used to perform the integral over x for the eikonal factor∫x+
x−

dx
∑
λ

|Ieik|
2 =

M2 − 2Mω− 2m2q + κ
2

2M2ω
f(ω) − 2

m2q

M2
g(ω) . (A.20)

Altogether we are left with

∆σ̃υ|effsoft =
1

256π5�
�
���
4π∫

dΩ
�
�
���
2π∫

dφ

∫ω0
κ2
dω

∫x+
x−

dx〈|Meff
soft|〉2 (A.21)

=
1

32π5
g2fy

4

r2
m2q

M4
S(1+ r− z)

∫ω0
κ2
dω(M2 + 2Mω− 2m2q + κ

2)

∫x+
x−

dx
∑
λ

|Ieik|
2

=
αS
π
〈συqq̄〉

∫ω0
λ2

[
1+β2

β

f(ω)

ω
− 2

1−β2

β
g(ω)

]
,

where 〈συqq̄〉 is the s-wave component of the two-body cross section of Eq. (5.2),
with the obvious substitution Q2α → CFαs. In the last step we have sent to zero
linear terms in λ2. We have also neglected finite terms that give a null contribution
when integrated between λ2 and ω0 � ωm. Setting λ2 = 0 exactly in the remnant
terms would let them diverge, so we need to treat them differently. Starting from
the simplest function,

g(ω)
∣∣∣
λ2=0

=
1

ω

β

1−β2
, (A.22)

we see it contains a logarithmic divergence when integrated:

G ≡
∫ω0
0

dωg(ω)
∣∣∣
λ=0

= 2(1−β20)

∫β(ω0)
β(0)=β0

dβ
β

(1−β2)2(β2 −β20)

=

[
β

1−β2
+
1

2

1+β20
1−β20

ln
(
1+β

1−β

)
−

β0

1−β20
ln
(
β+β0
β0 −β

)]β(ω0)

β0

. (A.23)

In order to isolate the divergent part in the integral, let us define a similar quantity:

g0(ω) =
β0
√
ω2 − λ2

ω2(1−β2) +β2λ2
(A.24)

=⇒ G0 ≡
∫ω0
0

dωg0(ω)
∣∣∣
λ=0

= −
β0

1−β20

[
ln
(
1−β2

β20 −β
2

)]β(ω0)

β0

. (A.25)
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The difference G−G0 is now finite when β = β0:

G−G0 =

[
β

1−β2
+
1

2

1+β20
1−β20

ln
(
1+β

1−β

)
+

β0

1−β20
ln
(

(1−β2)

��
���(β0 −β)(β0 +β)

��
��β0 −β

β0 +β

)]β(ω0)

β0

.

(A.26)
We therefore split the g(ω) function as∫ω0

0

dωg(ω) = G−G0 + lim
λ→0

Gt , (A.27)

where, after having defined t(ω) =
√
ω2−λ2

ω :

Gt =

∫ω0
λ

dω
β0
√
ω2 − λ2

ω2(1−β20) +β0λ
2

=
1

2

β0

1−β20

[
ln
(
1+ t

1− t

)
−
1

β0
ln
(
1+β0t

1−β0t

)]β(ω0)

β(λ)

(A.28)

= Gt(ω0) −Gt(λ). (A.29)

The integration was performed on the speed rather than on the energy, since

ω = λ/
√
1− t2. For the lower extreme t(λ) =

√
1− λ2

λ2
= 0, therefore Gt(λ) = 0

even before taking the massless limit. The upper extreme instead returns the IR-
divergence as

lim
λ2→0

Gt(ω0) =
1

2

β0

1−β20

[
ln
(
4ω20
λ2

)
−
1

β0
ln
(
1+β0
1−β0

)]
(A.30)

To deal with the other ill-behaving function f(ω)
ω we start working with indefinite

integrals first:

F ≡
∫
dω

f(ω)

ω

∣∣∣∣∣
κ=0

= −2(1−β20)

∫
dβ

β

(1−β2)(β20 −β
2)

ln
(
1+β

1−β

)
(A.31)

The function F clearly contains the same singularity at β = β0. If we now use
partial fractioning to write

β

(1−β2)(β20 −β
2)

=
1

2

1

1−β20

[
1

1+β
−

1

1−β
+

1

β0 −β
−

1

β0 +β

]
. (A.32)
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The primitives for the resulting 4 integrals can be found in Ref. [305]:

F1 ≡
∫
dβ

1

1+β
ln
(
1+β

1−β

)
=
1

2
ln2(1+β) − Li2

(
1−β

2

)
+ ln(1−β) ln

(
2

1+β

)

(A.33)

F2 ≡
∫
dβ

1

1−β
ln
(
1+β

1−β

)
= Li2

(
1−β

2

)
− ln 2 ln(1−β) +

1

2
ln2(1−β) +

�
�
���

constant

π2

6

(A.34)

F3 ≡
∫
dβ

1

β0 −β
ln
(
1+β

1−β

)
= − ln(β0 −β) ln

(
1+β0
1−β0

)
− ln(1−β) ln(1−β0)

+
1

2
ln2(1−β) + Li2

(
β0 −β

1+β0

)
+ Li2

(
β0 −β

1−β

)

(A.35)

F4 ≡
∫
dβ

1

β0 +β
ln
(
1+β

1−β

)
= −Li2

(
1−β0
1+β

)
− Li2

(
1−β

1+β0

)
+ ln(β+β0) ln

(
1+β

1−β

)

−
1

2
ln2(1+β) + ln(1+β0) ln(1−β) . (A.36)

This way the original integral is now given by F = −F1+F2−F3+F4. The divergent
part is now the first term in F3. Similarly to what we have done before, but still
working with indefinite integrals here, we introduce the term

F0 ≡ ln
(
1+β0
1−β0

) ∫
dω

ω

∣∣∣∣∣
κ=0

= − ln
(
1+β0
1−β0

)
ln
(
β20 −β

2

1−β2

)

= ln
(
1+β0
1−β0

)
ln
(
β+β0
1−β2

)
− ln

(
1+β0
1−β0

)
log(β0 −β) , (A.37)

where the last term cancels exactly the IR-divergence in the sum

F− F0 = 2Li2

(
1−β

2

)
− Li2

(
β0 −β

1+β0

)
− Li2

(
β0 −β

1−β

)
− Li2

(
1−β0
1+β

)
− Li2

(
1−β

1+β0

)

− ln2(1−β) + ln
(
1−β20

)
ln(1−β) − 2 ln 2 ln(1−β) + ln(1−β) ln(1+β)

+ ln
(
1−β2

β+β0

)
ln
(
1+β0
1−β0

)
+ ln(β+β0) ln

(
1+β

1−β

)
. (A.38)

We will again write ∫ω0
0

dω
f(ω)

ω
= [F− F0]

ω0
0 + lim

λ→0
Ft

∣∣∣
ω0

λ
,
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where the final term reads

Ft =

∫
dω

ω
ln
(
1+β0t(ω)

1−β0t(ω)

)
y=β0t=

∫
dy

y

β20 − y
2

ln
(
1+ y

1− y

)

=
1

2

∫
dy

(
1

β0 − y
−

1

β0 + y

)
ln
(
1+ y

1− y

)

= Li2

(
β0(1− t)

1−β0

)
+ Li2

(
β0(1− t)

1−β0t

)
+ Li2

(
1−β0
1+β0t

)
+ Li2

(
1−β0t

1+β0

)

+
��

���
���

�: const.

ln(1−β0) lnβ0 + ln(1−β0) ln(1− t) −
���

���
���:

const.

ln(1+β0) ln(β0) − ln(1+β0) ln(1− t)

+
1

2
ln2(1−β0t) +

1

2
ln2(1+β0t) − ln(1−β0t) ln

(
1−β20

)
− ln [β0(1+ t)] ln

(
1+β0t

1−β0t

)

The upper limitω = ω0 of the corresponding definite integral contains a divergent
term from

ln [1− t(ω0)]
λ→0
∼ ln

(
λ2

2ω20

)
, (A.39)

while the other terms can be obtained setting t(ω0) = 1 directly:

lim
λ→0

Ft(ω0) =
1

2

[
2Li2

(
1−β0
1+β0

)
+
1

2
ln2(1−β0) +

1

2
ln2(1+β0) − ln(1−β0) ln

(
1−β20

)

− ln
(
λ2

2ω20

)
ln
(
1+β0
1−β0

)
− ln(2β0) ln

(
1+β0
1−β0

)]
(A.40)

In the lower limit the dependence on the photon mass disappears,

Ft(λ)=0 =
1

2

[
π2

3
+ lnβ0 ln

(
1+β0
1−β0

)
− ln2(1+β0)

]
, (A.41)

where we have used the first one among the following properties of the dilogarith-
mic function:

Li2(z) + Li2(1− z) =
π2

6
− ln z ln(1− z) , (A.42)

Li2(1− z) + Li2(1−
1

z
) = −

1

2
ln2 z , (A.43)

Li2(z) + Li2(
1

z
) =

π2

6
−
1

2
ln2 z . (A.44)

(A.45)

Eqs. (A.43), (A.44) and (A.45) are all to be used again once we go back to Eq. (A.21),
taking the limit for ω0 � mq. In this special case all the contribution coming
from integrals other then the divergent ones we have just studied won’t contribute,
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because our integration interval shrinks to a point. Only functions with a pole at
that point will then have non zero value in such a limit. Eq. (5.24) follows from

∆σ̃υ|effsoft =
αS
π
〈συqq̄〉

∫ω0
λ2

[
1+β2

β

f(ω)

ω
− 2

1−β2

β
g(ω)

]

=
αS
π
〈συqq̄〉

∫ω0
λ2

{
1+β2

β

[
lim
λ→0

Ft(ω0) − Ft(λ)=0

]
− 2

1−β2

β
lim
k→0

Gt(ω0)

}
.

(A.46)
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